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ABSTRACT 

5 

Louise Dahl-Wolfe (1895-1989) is best-known as a fashion photographer, her 

photographic life encompassed a pattern of art and documentary ideas interwoven over a 

forty-year period. This thesis describes her early art influences and explores her 

photography career in regards to the historical and cultural developments from World War I 

through the 1950s. Dahl-Wolfe is compared with her contemporaries such as Consuelo 

Kanaga, Dorothea Lange, Edward Weston, Richard Avedon, and Henri Cartier-Bresson. 

The study reveals how Dahl-Wolfe's work reflects photography's evolution over a specific 

period and how traditional constructions affect the reception of commercial photographers. 

Conclusively, Dahl-Wolfe's oeuvre straddles such an array of constructed arenas that she 

virtually fell through the cracks and has been narrowly defined as a result of art historical 

definitions. 
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I. Introduction 

Photography is a visual form of expression which occupies an ambivalent place 

within the definitions of art, and its relationship to art has consistently been debated. The 

fact that photography can and usually does straddle both arenas of fine art and 

documentation is often overlooked. This discussion will examine how photography has 

been constructed and how Louise Dahl-Wolfe (1895-1989), one of its most innovative 

practitioners, has been narrowly defined and, as such, nearly excluded from the art and 

photographic historical canons. Dahl-Wolfe is best-known as a commercial photographer. 

It was her tenure at Harper's Bazaar from 1937 until 1958, a period when the journal was 

in the vanguard of drastically changing the style and content of women's magazines, which 

provided her one-dimensional notoriety as a fashion photographer. However, she also 

contributed to the history of photography on many different levels. 

Photography was considered different from traditional forms of "fine" or "high" art 

such as painting and sculpture for many reasons. First, the camera was viewed as a self-

operating machine capable of producing an image without the presence of a creative hand. 

This view tied photography directly to the exterior reality and dismissed the internal world 

of the artist. Photography's mechanical and technological nature also meant that those who 

were not artists could, with practice, operate a camera and make images. This threatened 

the long-established myth of artistic genius.1 Along with questioning the role of the artist, 

photography also challenged the concept of a work of art as a precious object Many 

different photographs could be made for the cost of one commissioned painting and in 

much less time. Negatives yielded more visually-accurate images which could be 

replicated, thus defying one-of-a-kind imagery as well as supplanting the print as the more 

plentiful and cost efficient means of mass distribution. The medium has its own creative 

elements that are both independent of and dependent on traditional definitions of art. 
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The field of photography has been constructed on the basis of deliberate divisions 

and reactions. The development of "art photography" is one such example and is well 

explained in Ulrich F. Keller's 1984 article, The Myth of Art Photography: A Sociological 

Analysis. Keller's study begins with the well-known premise that early art photography, 

otherwise know as Pictorialism, developed as a reaction against the products of commercial 

studios and popular snapshooting which had been made possible by the advent of the 

Kodak camera in 1888.2 This fact is important because it begins to illustrate how 

photography associated with popular and commercial enterprises inherited its second-rate 

status in relation to art photography. 

According to Keller, the art photography movement was elitist and prestige-

oriented. Those who developed beliefs in fine craftsmanship, an earnest search for beauty, 

and artistic genius in photography wished to do so for their own personal notoriety and 

gain. To attain their privileged status, elite groups of photographers modeled their 

exhibition and publication activities after the high art establishment These endeavors 

included strictly judged exhibitions, press critiques, and dealers' investments. For 

photography, which lacked the need for years of training present in the high arts, the 

inaccessibility of these events served to promote a hierarchy. The photography industry 

also helped to broaden the gap between art and popular photography by capitalizing on the 

public's aspirations to join the elite ranks. Companies, such as Kodak, let amateurs know 

that if they invested enough in photographic products that they, too, could become artists. 

The companies' methods for delineating the artists from the mere snapshooters included 

staging exhibitions and providing publications spotlighting those who used the camera to 

make art.3 Art photographers' superiority also depended on separating themselves from 

those who earned a living by taking photographs. Members of the art movement were 

generally wealthy and they considered it improper to gain financially from photography. In 
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fact, this was so important that Alfred Stieglitz and Edward Steichen, his long-time 

associate at the 291 Gallery in New York, parted ways when the latter announced he 

wished to photograph commercially A 

The development of art photography is important to this discussion for several 

reasons. The effort which helped to break down the barriers between fine art and 

photography also served to reveal the similarities between the two. This movement decreed 

that photography could be expressive and showed that artists do leave evidence of their 

presence in a photograph. Similar to traditional art media, elitist photography emphasized 

individual style and aesthetic awareness through formal visual qualities such as 

composition, form, line, texture, lighting, and color. It was also insistent that 

photographers are generally responsible for choosing their own subjects (which have roots 

in iconographic traditions).5 What the elite art movement stressed was that photographers, 

like other artists, are people who are educated, emotional, and deserve respect for their 

creative expressions. 

Another division of photography was refered to as "straight" photography. The 

designation "straight" denotes the denial of manipulation after the negative is taken. It 

reversed the claim that Pictorialists stressed so earnestly that a photograph was a work of 

art because it could be altered. Within this categorization of "straight" another construction 

developed and was labeled "documentary" photography. In simple terms, this type of 

image making refers to objective recording.^ 

Beaumont Newhall's 1938 article, Documentary Approach to Photography, 

provides a brief history of this category and a discussion of how it was significant to other 

developments during the 1930s. Newhall discusses how the term was initially used in 

relation to Paul Gruyer's photographs of Victor Hugo published in 1905 but was generally 

used to denote a type of film making. Documentary films took place in natural settings, 
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presented facts in a dramatic manner, and were developed for sociological reasons. 

Newhall goes on to state that with this approach many fine examples of "photographic art" 

have been produced. These successful attempts include Matthew Brady's Civil War 

images, the United States Geological Survey's visual records as well as Charles Marville 

and Eugene Atget's photographs of Paris. Newhall also determines that Lewis Hine's 

work qualifies as documentary but writes that it was made for "sociological propaganda." 

In this progression, Hine's photographs are antecedents to images made for the Farm 

Securities Administration (FSA) which were being made around the same time Newhall's 

article was written. Newhall felt that the photographers working for the FSA were 

successful because they informed the public by conscientiously examining the condition or 

subject and investing in the image a strong sense of emotion. If the photograph also moved 

the viewer then it was a successful documentary effort.7 Supporting Newhall's argument, 

Warren Susman in his 1970 article, The Thirties, stated that the viewers should feel as 

though they are part of the subject's experiences.8 Both Newhall and Susman placed 

documentary beyond fact and into the realm of emotional and dramatic response of the 

photographer and the audience. 

The photographs most associated with the documentary movement are those taken 

by the FSA photographers during the 1930s. William Stott in his book, Documentary 

Expression and Thirties America, refers to such photographs as "social documentary" 

because they illustrate people coping with their social conditions in a specific place and 

time. Photographs such as the FSA images were supposed to increase public awareness 

and encourage social improvements. This type of mission leads to another dimension of 

documentary and that is the underlying presence of propaganda.9 Indoctrination depends 

on feeling and response when trying to sway public opinion. This topic is an essential 

part of this study in that it acts as a link between different forms of photography — namely 
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social documentary and commercial photography. 

The reasons these terms are discussed are twofold. First, they provide a key to my 

personal definitions for this thesis. Second, they demonstrate how these aspects of 

photography are closely interwoven, and at times inextricable and even deceptive. Elite 

groups of photographers used art photography as propaganda to establish their own 

notoriety. Straight images are often manipulated through editing, thus leaving room for 

creative license. Documentary photography stretches fact into feeling which returns to the 

artistic notion that photography can be expressive. Social documentary photography, in 

particular, encourages public awareness and approval of a societal issue, much like 

commercial photography vies for the attention of the masses on behalf of a product. In 

commercial photography there are restrictions on the subject matter, but often the 

photographer has some freedom to produce images that are not completely void of aesthetic 

or documentary value. 

By taking a closer look at terminology and categorization it becomes clear that these 

are historically-developed constructions that reflect specific times, agendas, and views. 

Analyses, such as Keller's sociological approach, reveal why such narrowly defined 

boundaries exist and how they may shift according to subsequent perspectives. On the 

surface, traditional art historical definitions provide general guidelines. Delve deeper, 

however, and a complex web of interconnections and misinterpretations representing a 

hierarchical art historical system is revealed. It is evident that these constructs affected the 

way Dahl-Wolfe's life and photographs have been inteipreted. 

Photographic and historical definitions have determined why some photographers, 

such as Dahl-Wolfe, became icons while others faded from history. In actuality, Dahl-

Wolfe's oeuvre covers many different photographic genres and should be recognized for 

several reasons. First, her life and work directly reflect photography's historical evolution 
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over a forty-year span. Dahl-Wolfe knew many prominent artists and photographers from 

whom she learned about the latest styles and technology or with whom she worked side by 

side. She also made pictures in specific styles before better known practitioners. This 

cultural knowledge and experience filtered into her photographs and made them examples 

of the integration of contemporary art and photography. However, Dahl-Wolfe felt that 

photography was not art and she was not an artist10 Even though she believed that 

photographs could be made artistically for all intents and purposes, like many of her 

contemporaries she placed art and photography in opposite arenas. These ideas about the 

relationship between art and photography mirror the presumptions commonly expressed 

through contemporary exhibitions and critiques. 

Dahl-Wolfe's photographs were also visual documents in that they clearly 

represented historical styles of clothing, sites, common practices, and personalities. Most 

of Dahl-Wolfe's work for Harper's Bazaar was different from social documentary because 

it did not incite emotions of concern for real people and conditions as much as they created 

a sense of desire for an artificial world. Both forms of documentary took advantage of 

propaganda and publicity to express their ideologies. 

Dahl-Wolfe's life as a photographer is fascinating precisely because she made a 

majority of her pictures for commercial purposes. Commercial photography is often 

misconstrued as second-rate photography because it is not created for art's sake. Fashion 

photography may be further dismissed for its presumably frivolous concerns. 

Nevertheless, this type of imagery was more commonly seen by larger audiences than 

those visiting museums or galleries. Although it may be argued that elite groups read 

magazines such as Harper's Bazaar, Dahl-Wolfe's images were responsible for making 

avant-garde art more familiar by providing access to a more extensive group of viewers. 

Perhaps this commonplace status provides yet another reason for commercial 
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photography's previous art historical obscurity. Work found in magazines discloses a 

wealth of historical information which can only contribute to a better understanding of the 

cultural implications of the relationships between society, art, and photography. 

Dahl-Wolfe's career reveals that art historical constructions are far from being 

definitive. Her photographic life encompassed a pattern of art and documentary ideas 

interwoven over a forty-year period. This thesis will begin with a description of Dahl-

Wolfe's early art training and influences in order to establish her aesthetic awareness and 

introduction to photography. The discussion will continue with an exploration of her life 

and work during two periods: Early (1930-1941) and Post World War II (1946-1958). 

Each chronological division will be examined in regards to Dahl-Wolfe's relation to the 

historical and cultural developments as well as to that of other prominent visual innovators 

of that era. The study will conclude with a review of photography's evolution over forty 

years, how Dahl-Wolfe's photographs and career reflected these changes, and how art 

historical constructs affect the reception of commercial photography and photographers. 

This re-evaluation will reveal how Louise Dahl-Wolfe's oeuvre straddles such an anray of 

constructed arenas that she virtually fell through the cracks and was overlooked by art and 

photographic history, demonstrating the shortcomings of the ways we, as art historians, 

define visual authors and their imagery. 
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II. Early Training and Influences (1914-1929) 

Dahl-Wolfe's aesthetic awareness and interest in photography began in San 

Francisco where she attended art school and met many subsequently well-known 

photographers in the early stages of their careers. With the expectation of becoming a 

painter, Dahl-Wolfe enrolled at the San Francisco Institute of Art in 1914. While at art 

school she studied design, composition, art history, anatomy, light values, and color 

theory. Throughout her career, Dahl-Wolfe was thankful for this training and believed that 

it made her a better photographer.11 This influence of formal elements of art is evident in 

her commercial photographs. 

Strong elements of design and composition are Dahl-Wolfe's most distinguishing 

trademarks. In fact, she felt that design was so important in her work that she declared that 

fashion photographers need an education in art in order to learn how to arrange a picture. 

Like other modernists, Dahl-Wolfe believed that strong design was the photograph's 

essence. She invested a large amount of effort into this level of picturemaking by plotting 

one geometric element against another. This was done not only to achieve strong formal 

design but also to reveal a mood of place. Her innate sense of how forms fit together 

extended to the subject's relationship to both the photographic frame and the background.^ 

According to Vicki Goldberg, it was the combination of Dahl-Wolfe's clever ability 

to borrow references from the history of art and her knowledge of design that became her 

hallmark in fashion photography.13 She incorporated art history in three ways: by 

shooting at historical locations, building and painting her own studio sets, and including 

historical artifacts and art objects. Sometimes Dahl-Wolfe even used these methods to 

comment about fashion and the photographing of it 

In addition to learning about composition and art history, Dahl-Wolfe also attributed 

her insights about light values and how models wear clothing to her early art training. She 
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learned to distinguish visually and express the differences between the female and male 

figure by drawing the nude from life. This allowed her to emphasize the positive features 

of her subjects and their attire.14 At that time, Dahl-Wolfe also presumably learned about 

the differences in various properties of light. This information became helpful in 

determining the effects of artificial light in the studio and natural light on location. This 

sense of light is also undoubtedly connected to her knowledge and innovations in color 

photography. Dahl-Wolfe recognized her color work as one of her most important 

photographic achievements. 15 Contributing factors to this success include her artistic 

training, the novelty of color processes, and her enjoyment of the challenge of planning 

visual relationships that were harmonious, appealing, and eye-catching. Despite her 

intense interest in color, Dahl-Wolfe never became a painter. In 1919, she became 

dismayed when one of her teachers criticized her work as being the "essence of 

superficiality."16 This incident ended her painting career and, in her eyes, the ability to be 

an artist in the traditional sense of the tide. She began to explore other forms of visual 

expression and found photography. 

In the acknowledgments for her 1984 autobiography, A Photographer's 

Scrapbook, Dahl-Wolfe credits Anne Brigman (1869-1950) as her primary photographic 

inspiration. During the time she was at school or shortly thereafter, Dahl-Wolfe was 

invited to Brigman's studio and was impressed by the pictorial photographer's nudes in the 

Californian landscapes of Point Lobos and the Sierra Nevadas. Dahl-Wolfe became 

fascinated by the camera and its potential. Around the same time, she also became aware of 

how photography was not yet considered art as Brigman was part of the Stieglitz Circle 

which was striving to have photography recognized otherwise. In Stieglitz's opinion, 

Brigman's work illustrated the aesthetic possibilities of photography, so he made her 

pictures the focus of a 1909 issue of the magazine of which he was then editor, Camera 
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Work.11 Dahl-Wolfe immediately began making photographs hoping to emulate 

Brigman's style and subject matter. Her initial understanding of photography came from 

Brigman's artistic point-of-view. 

Through Brigman, Dahl-Wolfe met Consuelo Kanaga (1894-1978), a woman who 

became interested in photography as a way to supplement the articles she was writing for 

The San Francisco Chronicle. Kanaga initially learned photography by working as an 

apprentice in the newspaper's darkroom and then by becoming a photojournalist.18 Her 

early work was primarily fact related rather than artistically based. However, Kanaga also 

learned about photography as art by joining the San Francisco chapter of the California 

Camera Club in 1918. It was after reading Camera Work that Kanaga decided to become 

an artist. She set aside two days a week to discover beauty in the visual world and to create 

technically and aesthetically masterful photographs. In addition to having access to 

information, Kanaga also met many photographers through the club and the San Francisco 

art community. They quickly became her close circle of friends. This group most likely 

included Francis Brugidre, Imogen Cunningham, Arnold Genthe, Dorothea Lange, Tina 

Modotti, and Edward Weston. Kanaga also befriended Dahl-Wolfe and, with cameras in 

hand, the two women roamed San Francisco shooting photographs, w On these 

excursions, Kanaga and Dahl-Wolfe attempted to expand their photographic knowledge 

and personal style incorporating the latest aesthetic concerns. Kanaga worked earnestly to 

improve the formal elements of her photographs and it is likely that Dahl-Wolfe followed 

suit She not only took Kanaga's suggestions of buying better photography equipment but 

also introduced her to the Bay Area's most ambitious photographers.20 

Dahl-Wolfe recollected meeting Dorothea Lange (1895-1965) and seeing Edward 

Weston (1886-1958) frequently.21 From 1919, when Dahl-Wolfe first became interested 

in photography, to 1923, when she left to work in New York City, neither Lange nor 
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Weston had fully developed the styles for which they are best known. Both of these 

photographers combined commercial and artistic endeavors to pay the bills and advance 

their personal exploration of the medium. They did this mainly through running their own 

commercial portrait businesses. However, Lange's and Weston's similar paths diverged 

around the time Dahl-Wolfe met them. Weston gave up his association with Pictorial and 

commercial exhibitions when his artistic desires overcame his financial needs.22 From that 

point on, he took portraits only when it was necessary to support his main concerns, to 

discover the medium's potential and his personal vision. On the otherhand, Lange 

continued her life balancing commercial work with aesthetic sensibilities. She ran her 

portrait studio as a parlor where her clients and her artist friends could socialize. Lange and 

her husband, Maynard Dixon, dressed as artists by wearing a dramatic hat or beret and 

capes while her business supported their bohemian lifestyle. As for Lange's photographs, 

she made commercial portraits in the latest soft-focus style, mounted her prints on hand

made Japanese paper, and for either artistic or entrepreneurial reasons, completed her work 

with an obviously hand-written signature. 23 

Lange and Weston represent photographers who contributed to the debate about the 

status of the medium and may have influenced Dahl-Wolfe's beliefs when she was a 

novice. They also illustrate how photographers tried to balance their burgeoning creative 

awareness with their commercial careers. Their photography also will be used as points of 

comparison later in this study. 

Another important stage in Dahl-Wolfe's artistic development was her experience 

travelling abroad. In 1926, Dahl-Wolfe began her year-and-a-half trip through Europe and 

North Africa. She and Kanaga toured and pursued their interest in photography together in 

France, Austria, Hungary, Italy and Tunisia2* where each furthered her photographic skills 

and vision. Evidence of Dahl-Wolfe's visual perceptiveness and aesthetic awareness was 
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documented in her journals in which she discussed objects and sites in terms of form and 

light For example, she wrote: 

The deep black shadows slanting across the narrow little streets~and the 
lights along the Arno~The Uffizi colonnades and the Tower of Palazzo 
Vecchio-with David bathed in a glow of light-The Duomo silhouetted in 
all its glory of mass beauty against the sky.25 

Dahl-Wolfe also spoke of the general proportion of St. Marie's Cathedral and the view 

from the Campanille in terms of pattern and the mass.26 She put her art historical 

knowledge to use in not only visiting famous sites but also in viewing the masterpieces. 

Dahl-Wolfe admired the "direct and simple" arrangement of Giotto's frescos. Like her 

contemporaries, she exalted the painter(s) by wanting to pray to the "genius of the man or 

men who gave this to the world."27 One night in Kairouan, Tunisia, she even debated the 

virtues of the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel with a man she had met when she arrived at the 

local train station.28 Evidently, her knowledge of art history kept her in the argument and 

caught the attention of Meyer (Mike) Wolfe (d. 1985), a painter and sculptor from 

Tennessee whom she married when they returned to the United States in 1928. 

What Dahl-Wolfe learned during her early life had a profound and practical effect 

on her later career as a photographer. When Dahl-Wolfe became discouraged as a painter, 

she turned to photography and invested all that she had previously learned. She also 

attempted to master the technical aspects of the camera and darkroom as well as discover 

the unique qualities of the medium not covered in art school. Dahl-Wolfe's experiences 

provided her with an opportunity to see how others balanced working commercially with 

independent creativity and production. She witnessed the successful strategies of Kanaga 

and Lange who continued to work professionally and was most likely aware of Weston's 

desire to separate himself from work as much as possible in order to dedicate his life to 

photography for photography's sake. Dahl-Wolfe's trip to Europe and North Africa gave 
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her a chance to gain insight about other cultures, see art historical monuments, practice 

photography, and encourage an independent, creative spirit This background provided 

Dahl-Wolfe with enough knowledge, skill, and confidence to experiment with photography 

on her own and in the commercial sphere. 
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III. Early Photography Career (1930-1941) 

Dahl-Wolfe returned to the United States as it was on the verge of the Great 

Depression which would set the tone for the decade leading up to the country's 

involvement in World War H At the beginning of the 1930s, Americans were dealing with 

the effects of economic failure and were searching for a new national identity which 

incorporated their past. An isolationist attitude was prevalent in response to mounting 

world struggles, but by the end of the decade, the country acknowledged the worldwide 

community and consequently, entered into its conflicts. American art reflected these 

contemporary views and photography followed suit. Dahl-Wolfe's photography was no 

exception as it acted as a barometer of social documentary in the New Deal era and of the 

acceptance and incorporation of European aesthetics by the American art and publishing 

communities up to the Second World War. 

With the stock market crash of 1929 and the ensuing economic depression came the 

conviction that capitalism, and all that was associated with it, had failed the general public. 

"Art for Art's sake" was one of those perceived failures. Americans had to find other ways 

to understand their history and culture. The public began to accept a more anthropological 

view of culture of patterns of organization rather than expressions of high arts.29 In 

response to a more democratic view of the sources of culture, the Populist art movement 

was established based on the rejection of the esoteric in favor of that which was functional 

and indispensable to everyday life.30 The result of this different understanding included 

development of the United States Treasury's Public Works of Art Project and a national 

interest in American art especially folk art 

The Works Progress Administration (WPA) (1935-1943) was formed within the 

Treasury's Project and, as part of New Deal politics, had as one of its objectives to keep 

artists employed by supporting public cultural activities. It not only created jobs but also 
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placed art in the midst of popular culture, thus bringing visual experience and the artist to 

the forefront of everyday American life. Those supported by the WPA were directed to 

depict life in the United States in a direct, pleasing, and edifying manner and, since the 

artists illustrated everyday scenes and seemingly empathized with the common plight of 

American workers, they were viewed as ordinary citizens. Further understanding of art 

and artists was promoted when WPA projects were seen in public venues such as 

community centers and institutions, including schools and post offices. There were also 

local and national exhibitions.31 Three examples were American Art Today at the 1939 

New York World's Fair, Murals by American Painters and Photographers (1932) and the 

National Exhibition of Art by the Public Works of Art Project (1934) of which the latter 

two were at the Museum of Modern Art32 Through such displays, art became both more 

accessible and acceptable to the general public. 

A new understanding of folk art also helped Americans to discover their national 

identity as well as break down traditional art stereotypes.33 Exhibitions such as American 

Folk Art: The Art of the Common Mind: 1750-1900 (1933), American Folk Art (1938), 

and Masters of Popular Painting: Modern Primitives of Europe and America (1938) further 

minimized the differences between art and craft The catalog for the Masters of Popular 

Painting exhibition tried to discredit traditional art historical beliefs about folk art being 

inferior by stressing the inflexibility of past opinions. An example of this rigidness was the 

relegation of folk art to a peasant activity rather than one practiced by the elite classes. This 

art form was also not a part of an academic tradition and excluded the well-established 

belief in the artist as a divine genius.34 For these reasons folk art was historically ignored 

as fine art but also treasured by the American public of the 1930s. 

Folk art also helped Americans build a new-found identity based on past cultural 

production and expression. This art form based on more rural lifestyles embodied a 
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particular charm of simplicity based on necessity and keeping records of a more immediate, 

somewhat insular view of the world. The acceptance of these qualities mirrored American 

life and attitudes since during the Depression United States politicians were stressing 

isolationism and a simpler existence was a reality for many people. 

Dahl-Wolfe got a first-hand look at rural life and poverty when she returned with 

her husband, Mike, to his home in Tennessee in the early 1930s. While in the state, she 

photographed the local people in a straightforward manner similar to the other art forms of 

the New Deal era and in what is currently considered social documentary. Were Dahl-

Wolfe's Tennessee images influenced by the same cultural spirit that affected the Farm 

Security Administration work of photographers like Lange, or should Dahl-Wolfe be given 

credit for being an unnoticed precursor to the social documentary movement? I believe that 

both suppositions are applicable to Dahl-Wolfe and her early photographs. 

Dahl-Wolfe undoubtedly understood the current art ideas. Up until that point, she 

had followed other art movements intendy through her own efforts and through her 

husband who conferred with other artists about contemporary art issues. Little is known 

about Meyer Wolfe but he most likely worked as a WPA artist. He displayed a lithograph 

at the group's exhibition at the 1939 World's Fair and in her autobiography, Dahl-Wolfe 

designates one of his paintings as made for the WPA.35 When they traveled to Tennessee, 

she was probably direcdy influenced by him in that he had more of an affinity for the rural 

South in which he was raised. Dahl-Wolfe probably benefitted from, and was motivated 

by her husband, a local guide with wide-ranging national art connections. 

Dahl-Wolfe also had an earlier influence in this genre in Consuelo Kanaga's 

journalistic, travel, and personal portrait documentation. Kanaga worked as a newspaper 

photographer in San Francisco from 1916 until 1922, during which time the two women 

photographed together. Kanaga and Dahl-Wolfe may have also been in contact when they 
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both worked in New York City.36 During their overlapping stays between 1923 until 

1924, Kanaga photographed The Widow Watson (1922-1924) (figure l).37 This 

photograph is similar to Dahl-Wolfe's Tennessee Mountain Woman (1932) (figure 2). 

Both images illustrate older women with concerned expressions, in modest clothing, 

indoors, and pictured with what are presumably their responsibilities. The women's faces 

are the central focus while secondary emphasis is placed on the hands and the subjects in 

the lower right Kanaga and Dahl-Wolfe directly illustrate, in three-quarters view, a 

shared existence by American women who must take care of everyday activities with 

limited resources. The Tennessee woman was from a rural Smoky Mountain community 

during the Depression and the widow was photographed as part of Kanaga's work for the 

New York American Christmas and Relief Fund to promote charity for the less 

fortunate.38 It appears on a basic level that Dahl-Wolfe not only shared Kanaga's 

determination to make clear, well-designed images but also learned to make direct, yet 

sympathetic, photographs of Americans facing the realities of life. 

Kanaga most likely taught Dahl-Wolfe similar lessons on their trip abroad. An 

image such as Kanaga's depiction of baby's feet taken in North Africa (1928) (figure 3) 

illustrates the artist's affinity for sensitive subject matter within a bold composition. The 

image is also an example of how Kanaga used hands for their telling and expressive 

qualities. This is a technique that she used regularly as either a symbolic gesture, as in 

Hands (1930) (figure 4), or as a telling part of her portraits. Dahl-Wolfe used the same 

method in Hands on Music (1932) (figure 5) and in the portrait of the mountain woman. 

Dahl-Wolfe may have also learned about the beauty and strength of people from 

various cultures and ethnicities. While in Tunisia, Kanaga took many pictures of the local 

people, most of which had dark skin. Although these pictures are lacking sharpness, 

mainly because of inaccurate exposure, they illustrate Kanaga's interest and appreciation in 
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photographing black people. While Kanaga would continue to focus on African Americans 

for most of her career, Dahl-Wolfe spent a brief time with this subject matter concentrating 

on their roles and strength of character. Her studies recorded various roles of African 

Americans in the South from theater entertainers and audience members to artists like the 

sculptor, William Edmondson. However, it is her portrait titled Ophelia (1932) (figure 6) 

which seems to reveal the combination of documentary and design sensibilities. As with 

Tennessee Mountain Woman, the face is the focus, but the person only takes up half the 

picture plane. The other side is occupied by a large leaf which is separated from the subject 

by the dramatic, diagonal slash of the white chair back. This light background provides a 

contrasting frame emphasizing Ophelia's face while the dark background provides yet 

another framing device. This picture is similar to Kanaga's photograph's of Frances (early 

1930s) (figure 7) and Edward Luchell McDaniel (1931) (figure 8) in which she used the 

same devices as a light colored chair back or flowers to emphasize the beauty and detail in 

the subjects' dark facial features. In a comparison between Ophelia and Frances it is as 

though Kanaga's composition could be a close-up version of Dahl-Wolfe's because both 

works contain a subject in a floral dress on a chair with caning. In each photograph the 

subject is contrasted by another image: the flower in Frances and the chair in Ophelia. 

The comparison between Dahl-Wolfe and Kanaga is important because it illustrates 

how the former's knowledge and desire to photograph from a well-planned documentary 

approach was established prior to the beginning of what is commonly referred to as the 

social documentary style of the 1930s. This is not to say that Dahl-Wolfe's early methods 

were not enhanced by the nationalistic art tendencies occurring during the early 1930s; 

however, she may be viewed differently as both an antecedent and a representative of 

1930s social documentary. Dahl-Wolfe's early work may also be seen as an example of 

aesthetically strong and expressive portraiture. This is reinforced by the fact that four of 
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the photographs taken in Tennessee were chosen by Beaumont Newhall for the exhibition, 

Photography 1839-1937. They were chosen as part of the contemporary portion of the 

show which covered photographs made after World War I. Based on Newhall's 

descriptions of the various categories of the medium, Dahl-Wolfe's works were most likely 

chosen as examples of straight photography with an emphasis on portraiture. Newhall 

discusses how this form of photography is composed directly on the ground glass of a 

large format camera so that the print may be made by contacting the negative. He also 

states that the final image is usually unaltered, meaning that the photographer was skilled 

enough to arrange visually a wide range of formal elements thus having no need for later 

cropping.39 

Although Dahl-Wolfe and her photographs are not specifically mentioned in the 

straight photography section, she was in the company of other more established 

photographers. Among those noted were Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, and Walker 

Evans. Even George Platt-Lynes and Cecil Beaton, well-known for their fashion 

photography, were acknowledged for their portrait work. Others who were working in 

commercial photography were also included in the contemporary portion of the exhibition 

for their innovative techniques not associated with fashion photography. However, an 

occasional personality portrait would be worthy of attention. Some of these photographers 

were Edward Steichen, Martin Munkasci, and Man Ray.40 Their contributions to 

commercial photography and influence on Dahl-Wolfe's aesthetic will be discussed in the 

second half of this chapter. All of these men were well-known photographers and by 

inclusion in the Museum of Modern Art's first prominent, large-scale photography 

exhibition and association with the most famous photographers in the medium's history, 

Dahl-Wolfe was on her way to achieving the same status. Nevertheless, one's participation 

in Newhall's exhibition and catalog did not guarantee instant historical canonization. 



Despite photography's invitation into a major art arena, the medium was still in its initial 

phase of recognition by the museum establishment and the determination of where it would 

be placed in relation to the traditional high arts. During photography's later evolution some 

of those who were included in Photography 1839-1937 were eclipsed while others who 

were initially passed over gained favor. 

One woman who did not exhibit in the pivotal exhibition was Dorothea Lange 

whose photographs from the 1930s are similar to Dahl-Wolfe's pictures from Tennessee. 

Lange began working for the photographic division of the Farm Security Administration in 

1935 under Roy Stryker. This government agricultural agency was part of the New Deal 

strategy and was responsible for sending photographers out across the rural United States 

to record the effects of the Depression on the land and those who worked it By sending 

sympathetic observers into the American regions most effected, namely the South and the 

Southwest, to document humans in substandard conditions, it was possible to encourage 

the more fortunate Americans to agree to social improvements suggested by the 

government Roy Stryker supplied pictures to various institutions interested in reinforcing 

New Deal agendas. Large numbers of these photographs were placed in publication and 

displays.41 Lange's documentary images were displayed across the country to the general 

public whereas Dahl-Wolfe's photographs were her own personal records and way of 

improving her photography skills. Ironically, Lange's photographs were made 

commercially as work and she became famous for such photographs while Dahl-Wolfe's 

were made independently and, although they received early attention, the images were 

eventually forgotten. There are probably a number of reasons for this but the most likely 

one is that Dahl-Wolfe stopped creating this form of photography in favor of working 

commercially. Although her work for Harper's Bazaar did record historical personalities 

and American culture, her commercial work portrayed the glamorous rather than the down-
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trodden which caused her early documentary efforts to become neglected. 

Despite the obvious differences between photographing the plight of the poor and 

the activities of the rich, there are many similarities between why both types of images were 

made and how they were distributed. In turn, a more in-depth comparison between the 

production of FSA photographs and Harper's Bazaar imagery will raise questions as to the 

art historical importance of these types of photography. 

Both the FSA and Harper's Bazaar were run by innovative people who were 

dealing in similar strategies, circumstances, and ideologies. Roy Stryker was finding new 

ways to distribute visual information just as Harper's Bazaar's editor, Carmel Snow, and 

art editor, Alexey Brodovitch, were doing in the wake of big changes in magazine 

publishing. Both institutions were part of a larger, more controlling agenda which relied 

on the attention of the American public. The FSA's mission was primarily political and the 

agenda of the women's magazine and the industries which advertised in it was economic. 

The government and big business understood that photography had limitless marketing 

capabilities and planned to use it to it fullest potential. Stryker, Snow, and Brodovitch 

knew they must capture the attention of Americans in order for them to buy into their cause 

or products. New Deal politics depended on public acceptance just as a re-establishment of 

a strong, capitalistic society was based on the mass-purchasing of products supporting the 

American dream. Those in charge of disbursing this information did so by being great 

editors.42 They were responsible for determining the "script" and deciding which images 

best revealed their agendas. The promotion of their missions was greatly supported by 

new technologies at their disposal. In the 1930s, there were new photographic processes, 

cameras, forms of mechanical reproduction, printing products, and means of display.43 

These improvements made publicity central to any process of promoting a particular 

ideology. 
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Although FS A and Bazaar imagery shared these common traits, there was a major 

difference between them that illustrates how American society, culture, and attitudes were 

changing prior to the United States' military involvement in World War n. Roy Stryker 

wished to have a collection of photographs that provided a visual inventory of a 

disappearing America.44 The vast amount of pictures recorded rural life before 

urbanization and industrial expansion. The FSA collection of photographs was a nostalgic 

reminder of how Stryker wanted America to remain despite the inevitable waning of rural 

culture in the face of progress. A magazine like Harper's Bazaar was excited by and ready 

to behold the latest developments. The staff was aware of how new technologies would 

contribute to their business and they also accepted and appreciated European influences. 

Despite the fact that the fashion industry historically looked towards Paris for its designs, 

many in this industry realized the benefits of international influences. 

In the 1930s, the face of woman's magazines was beginning to change and 

Harper's Bazaar was in the vanguard. Around the turn-of-the-century, ladies' journals 

contained line illustrations, dress patterns, and written descriptions of European fashions. 

Early photographic representations integrated the formal and elegant presence of the models 

with their high society status. Harper's Bazaar and its main competitor, Vogue, also 

reported information about upper-class society, including birth, debut, marriage, and death 

announcements. However, in 1932 when William Randolph Hearst asked Snow to leave 

her position of American editor at Vogue in order to become fashion editor at his 

publication, the new look of women's magazines began its evolution.^ 

As fashion editor, Snow began new routines such as laying out the entire magazine 

on the floor to see it as a whole entity and changing it despite pre-existing work or 

schedules. She instituted high standards of quality and if they were not met, the 

responsible party was dismissed immediately.46 Her efforts and good taste were 
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recognized and she was promoted to editor-in-chief. Although she had made these initial 

changes, it was not until she hired Alexey Brodovitch (1898-1971) as art editor that same 

year that the revolutionary design changes began. 

Brodovitch was a Russian-bom artist who had extensive knowledge of current 

European movements, such as Bauhaus design and Constructivism. He believed that these 

contemporary art ideas could be well-used in publication and commercial design to capture 

the audience's attention, reveal the magazine's intentions more effectively, and create a 

dynamic, unified work. Brodovitch and Snow worked together to make photographs, 

illustrations, and text fit together to form a sequence that had a cinematic quality. They did 

this by planning patterns of dramatic and subdued layouts; distant photographs were paired 

with extreme close-ups, and the latest fashions were joined by the most up-to-date 

information about literature, theater, film, and the social scene. This conglomeration of 

popular and high culture with a distinctive visual pattern and flow was extremely different 

from the more static quality of previous women's magazines.47 

Brodovitch also believed that photography was a key component to the exciting 

new look of Harper's Bazaar. As art editor, he understood that he had to know the 

magazine's audience and find images that would correspond to its taste. Brodovitch also 

designed the publication in terms of page spreads and sequences in order to achieve 

fluidity. As for the photographers, he wanted them to envision the pictures on the page or 

over several pages. Brodovitch instilled in his photography staff the need to know past and 

contemporary art and photography and the world in which they existed. He preached this 

awareness so that his photographers would not imitate other cultural examples, but rather, 

be inspired by them.48 "Bold originality" was the key to Harper's Bazaar's more modern 

appearance.4^ It had surpassed its rival Vogue because as its past editor Alexander 

Lieberman noted, "The photographers were better, the whole spirit of the magazine was 
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more modern."50 

Modem as used in Liberman's statement is a relative term. Of course he was using 

it in relation to Vogue's more staid appearance and attitude at the time, but to what scale 

was Liberman comparing the photographers which led to Harper's Bazaar's revolutionary 

modern look? Where does a woman like Dahl-Wolfe fit into this scale? By 1936 when she 

joined the Harper's Bazaar staff, fashion photography was still in its fledgling stage. Dahl-

Wolfe was fortunate to be working in the field at this time because there was plenty of 

room for innovations. Her early commercial work emulated the photographs of her 

predecessors but eventually she combined their examples with her own creative sense. 

This ingenuity provided a strong base for her commercial images which are considered 

important in the development of fashion photography. 

Fashion photography began when the French houses of couture realized how 

effective it would be to convey more accurate information about their designs through 

photographs. Photographs were placed into American fashion magazines by Cond6 Nast, 

the owner of Vogue, who wished to use photography for society portraiture in which the 

elite would be dressed in their finest attire. Baron Adolphe de Meyer (1886-1946) fancied 

himself part of high society and capitalized on his social connections by taking 

commissioned portraits and by working for magazines such as Vogue and Vanity Fair. De 

Meyer was largely responsible for transforming society portraiture into fashion 

photography as a commercial venture. This was because his formula of combining 

iridescent back lighting, lavish fabrics, and strong graphic structure became popular and the 

prototype for most subsequent fashion photography. De Meyer joined the Bazaar staff in 

1922, but by the time Snow arrived in 1932, his soft, sumptously-decorated, mannequin

like views of women had become outdated. With a new look to the magazine, there had to 

be a corresponding fresh, female image.si 
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The Depression era had demanded a more understated look for women. Women 

had gained freedom from being objects of luxury confined to the home in the 1920s and 

became active members of society who wanted to participate in life and, for those who 

could afford it, leisure.52 Martin Munkasci (1896-1963), a Hungarian photographer, 

captured this type of woman by taking candid images of models moving about in the out-of-

doors. His first and most well-known image in this vein was taken in 1934. The 

photograph depicts a woman running down the beach in a swimsuit and cape. 

Another photographer who was hired to work at Bazaar in the early 1930s was the 

Surrealist artist, Man Ray (1890-1976). He had photographed for the French designer, 

Paul Poiret, as early as 1922 and continued to work commercially in order to support his 

more serious art endeavors. Along the lines of Munkasci's blurred imagery, Man Ray 

believed an "impression" was more important than a correct, detailed representation of a 

fashion. He added a sense of ambiguity to his pictures by elongating the composition or by 

using his innovative techniques of solarization, myographs, and the appearance that objects 

were floating. Man Ray further fused art and fashion by including the work of famous 

sculptors like Alberto Giocometti and Constantin Brancusi in his commercial images.53 

The roots of fashion photography cannot be discussed without including Edward 

Steichen (1879-1973). Although he started out in the same Pictorialist style as De Meyer, 

he soon became interested in introducing more modernist traits into his commercial 

photography. He used dramatic contrasts and strong geometric forms and patterns along 

with emblems of the Jazz Age to present women as an active part of the present day rather 

as ethereal beings.54 

Munkasci, Man Ray, and Steichen are introduced here not only as innovators in the 

early history of fashion photography but also as influences noticeable in Dahl-Wolfe's 

Harper's Bazaar photographs. Besides fusing their photographic styles into her own 
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work, she was also given the freedom to experiment by being in charge of the entire 

photographic shoot from beginning to end.55 This included suggesting a location, dealing 

with practical logistics, designing the image, developing the negative, printing the 

photograph, and having an equitable voice about the final placement of her product. The 

only fixed components were the fashions to be represented. Dahl-Wolfe was the boss 

when it came to her commercial photographs, so much so that she was allowed to work in 

her own studio. She set her own course which was made possible because Snow and 

Brodovitch had faith that the photographers they hired were talented and would contribute 

to the new look of the magazine if given creative license.56 

In Rubber Bathing Suit. California (1940) (figure 9) Dahl-Wolfe combined 

Munkasci's influence in taking the models out into the landscapes, where leisure-time 

activities take place, with a strong sense of pattern and design. Although the model is not 

in motion, she is on a beach where, according to the footprints, she was just in the water 

and has returned to the sand to rest The activity has already taken place and the woman is 

portrayed as basking in the sun rather than under a set of studio lights. The strong sunlight 

also forms rich shadows which provide three important elements to this image. Formally, 

the dark forms create a pattern which leads one's eyes around the edge of the frame. By 

doing this, the focus of the image, the model, is accented even though she is not on the 

central axis of the picture. These shapes also create a zig-zag pattern which not only 

encapsulates the woman but also creates visual pointers to increase the viewer's attention. 

The forms reinforce the woman as a solid mass capable of projecting a shadow, just as the 

rock next to her does. She is real and exists in the world like Steichen's models rather than 

being a superficial presence as in de Meyer's signature style. 

Some of the same tendencies are evident in Marv Svkes in Puerto Rico (1938) 

(figure 10). Once again the model is enjoying the sunlight in the out-of-doors, her ability 
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to travel, and her casual clothing. This image is also full of contrasting patterns as seen in 

the checkered floor and tablecloth. This same square patterning causing flatness also 

occurs in the form of a gingham dress in Steichen's advertisement for Jergen's Lotion 

(1927) (figure 11). The shape of the stars in the foreground of Dahl-Wolfe's picture is 

reinforced by the flower in the woman's pocket. However, in this image Dahl-Wolfe's 

awareness of design is more astute. The viewer's attention is focused upon the model by 

way of one-point perspective. She is framed by the receding, triangular thrust of the lines 

to the point that her knee just touches the right-hand boundary just as the left wrist does 

near the left center of the image. The model's head also skims the top horizontal division 

so that there is just enough space where she is not awkwardly crammed into the picture 

plane. This converging focus is further emphasized by the lines in the linen and the 

triangular overlap of the postcards on the center of the table. 

Both images also document historical and cultural information which connects them 

to the world at large. Dahl-Wolfe did not simply accept Munkasci's outdoors scenes 

because they were the latest style in photography, but because they were representative of 

contemporary cultural trend. For instance, the pictures depicted that women had become 

more active, that they could travel (albeit to nearby, affordable places) and that their 

clothing emphasized new attitudes. For their new activities, women needed more casual 

and comfortable clothing. The sources for these new looks of leisure were designed after 

men's clothes and were made popular by movie stars such as Ingrid Bergman in 

Intermezzo (1939).57 The simplified casual dress worn by Mary Sykes also foreshadows 

more practical styles which would be needed when women joined the work force and fabric 

would be rationed in order to aid the war effort 

This work also alludes to the modernist qualities of Synthetic Cubism in its 

sectional, graphic nature of the ordered geometric, flat shapes. Dahl-Wolfe looked towards 
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many different art historical movements to strengthen her work. Her early commercial 

photographs illustrate her blatant use of fine art styles and as she developed as a 

photographer, her instinct reflects modernist qualities. For example, Balcony of the 

Museum of Modem Art (1940) (figure 12) is similar to the structure of a Mondrian painting 

in that there are rigid vertical and horizontal lines. The railing and the ceiling divide the 

composition into three horizontal divisions which are counterbalanced by the vertical 

skyscrapers. The building windows in the distance create a pattern effect similar to figure 

10 but can also be compared to the quick, visual pace of Mondrian's Broadway Boogie 

Woogie (1942-43) emulating the feeling of frenetic energy in New York City in the early 

1940s. 

The same geometric framework is evident in Lizzie Gibbons. Reflection (1941) 

(figure 13). However, in this image, the grid-like nature of the mirror caused objects to 

appear disjointed much like the subjects in analytical Cubist paintings. Not only is the 

mirror responsible for shuffling the scene but it also causes a sense of ambiguity. This is 

reminiscent of Surrealism which was important in Man Ray's fashion imagery. The ideas 

of dreaming and stirring the subconscious mind is reinforced by the sleeping woman. It 

also has a sexual undertone in its voyeuristic qualities. It appears as though the viewer is 

looking at the unaware woman through a glass ceiling instead of looking up at mirrors 

fixed to the ceiling. 

Mirrors are an obvious accoutrement in fashion photography for showing off 

various sides of clothing and for indulging one's vanity, yet fashion photographers also 

use them to create a sense of mystery and ambiguity. Steichen used a mirror to make Anna 

May Wong's head (1930) (figure 14) appear as though it was fragmented and floating. 

This work is also important because it directly quotes the abstract sculpture of Brancusi.58 

A direct example is Sleeping Muse (1909-11). Brancusi's work was also included in Man 
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Ray's fashion photography as well as Dahl-Wolfe's. For instance, when Man Ray 

photographed a Poiret fashion (c.1922) (figure 15), the model is placed in front of the 

Brancusi sculpture Maiastra and a mirror. The image is not that remarkable; it simply 

portrays a model in an upscale interior. However, by visually connecting the model with 

avant-garde art, the dress may be determined as the latest style and was therefore, 

fashionable. Looking more closely at the image, the viewer also sees various levels of 

reflection in both the mirror and the metallic sculpture. The object provides a blurry, 

distorted glimpse of another view of the model as well as the room and light sources 

outside the frame of the picture. 

Dahl-Wolfe's use of Brancusi's sculpture is not based as much on its reflective 

surface as it is on the emulation of the shapes of his pieces. In Model with Brancusi 

Sculpture (1939) (Figure 16) Dahl-Wolfe placed the fashion in a museum setting where it is 

part of high culture in addition to being a work of art itself. The thin model wears the dark 

dress with metallic highlights just as does the Brancusi sculpture Bird in Space does in the 

background. The model, the gown, and the sculpture are elongated examples of beauty 

and grace. This type of elongation is also one of Man Ray's techniques and is evident in 

his portrayal of Schiaparelli's cape (figure 17) (1937) which also appears as a tall, 

sculptured mass in between two flat shadows. Both Man Ray and Dahl-Wolfe used avant-

garde styles to reinforce the patterns of design, the lines of the clothing, and the high 

standards of European culture which was often part of the Harper's Bazaar look before 

World War H. 

American fashion photography was integrating European art movements from as 

early as 1907 when the Spanish artist, Pablo Picasso, first experimented with Cubism. 

However, even with the relatively recent development of Surrealism a decade earlier, the 

incorporation of these styles into American fashion photography seemed overdue. 
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American artists historically had been slow in adopting the art styles of their European 

counterparts and during the thirties they were preoccupied with discovering their own 

national artistic identity. Women's magazines were just beginning to change their oudook 

from Pictorialism and clothing for high-society to the avant-garde and to clothing for 

women who were more active. Steichen was the first American commercial photographer 

to break away from these traditional ways but other photographers who lived in Europe and 

associated with modernist art movements fueled this transition when they came to work for 

the magazines. Brodovitch and Munkasci from Russia and Hungary, respectively, and 

Man Ray, an ex-patriot from France, are examples of this phenomenon. When Brodovitch 

changed the layout of Harper's Bazaar, the photographs had to follow suit. Munkasci's 

and Man Ray's photographic styles were worthy models for the new look and inspirations 

for emerging fashion photographers like Dahl-Wolfe. 

In addition to European artists fleeing to the United States as a result of increasing 

threat of Nazism in the late 1930s, die Museum of Modem Art (established in 1929) was a 

source of influence for American art and the new look of the magazines. One of the earliest 

exhibitions of recent developments in European art was A Brief Survey of Modern Painting 

in 1932. Other shows which displayed avant-garde art included Cubism and Abstract Art 

(1936), Fantastic Art, Dada and Surrealism (1936), Bauhaus, 1919-1928 (1938), and 

Picasso: Forty Years of His Art (1939). In 1941 when Dahl-Wolfe made the image of Liz 

Gibbons reflected in the ceiling mirror, there were two one-person exhibitions spotlighting 

the Surrealist artists Joan Miro and Salvador Dali. All of these exhibitions may have 

affected visual expression in New York City and direcdy influenced Dahl-Wolfe's early 

commercial work. Nevertheless, Dahl-Wolfe's images document the influx of European 

art styles almost as much, if not more, than contemporary clothing. 

The first decade of Dahl-Wolfe's photographic career is complex because she was 
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establishing herself in what appears to be two opposing facets of the medium. She began 

as an independent photographer and then worked commercially. Dahl-Wolfe was initially 

validated in both areas because she was recognized as a skilled practitioner of "straight" 

imagery in Photography 1839-1937 and then she carved a niche for herself in the early 

development of fashion photography and in the new look of women's magazines. 

This portion of Dahl-Wolfe's life is a mirror of things to come for photography after the 

Second World War. Eventually, new developments in journalism and publishing would 

affect the subject matter and appearance of photography while the medium was also finding 

outlets for recognition as an important part of the visual arts. Commercial, documentary, 

journalistic, and art photography would become inextricably connected during World War 

II. 
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IV. Post World War II Photography (1946-1958) 

Throughout the early 1940s, American energy was devoted to winning the Second 

World War. During that time, no great stars in art or photography were spotlighted, for the 

war was news enough and there was an unified attempt to achieve victory. Moreover, 

photography was emphasized as a democratic form of visual documentation and the camera 

was a tool capable of capturing the realities of war. Contemporary commercial 

photography represented politically-correct views and illustrated how American consumers 

could help the fight by buying goods made in the United States. Dahl-Wolfe was part of the 

strategy that used visual imagery to support the allied war effort by being nationalistic, 

mundane, and sentimental. Her photographs from this period appear stifled by this 

contemporary temperament and the regulations of the Office of War Information in which 

any display of exorbitance, levity and inactivity was considered inappropriate.59 

In addition to the magazine industry, art museums did their part by organizing 

exhibitions with photographic images documenting the power of the United States and the 

military might of the allied forces. Typical of the way art and photography had stagnated 

into patriotic messages and nostalgic reminders are Dahl-Wolfe's Walls Have Ears (1942) 

(figure 18) series illustrating Hitler listening to "careless talk"60 and Keep the Home Fires 

Burning (1941) (figure 19) in which June Vincent waits longingly for her loved one to 

return from the warfronL Despite the uninspired appearance, the arts were actually in a 

period of re-evaluation and rejuvenation. War-time political, economic, and cultural 

circumstances provided a time for art and photography to recoup and emerge as even more 

powerful and integral parts of American society. 

The effect of the war on photography continued through expansion in both the 

public and private sectors. This evolution arrived with the ideas and ingenuity of European 

emigres fleeing Nazi persecution combined with an American economic boom. With the 
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rise of advertising and photojournalism, photography became more commonly seen and 

understood by the American public. In addition, photographs were also achieving 

recognition as aesthetic objects revealing creative personal expression. Dahl-Wolfe 

understood these contemporary art forms and included them in her fashion layouts. After 

the war, photography finally received distinction as a medium with unique, documentary 

qualities in addition to being worthy of high art standards. This achievement is not only 

represented in the work and notoriety of photographers such as Henri Cartier-Bresson (b. 

1908) but also in the major exhibitions of the 1950s including The Family of Man (1955) 

and Photography in the Fine Arts (1959). These examples and a discussion of the 

development of other photographic institutions will illustrate how photography gained 

further prominence in American culture and how Dahl-Wolfe's work mirrored of this 

progression. 

To defeat its adversaries, the United States engaged all its resources on a large 

scale. This increase in industrial efficiency lead to post-war economic growth and the 

ability to produce goods quickly and more efficently. Demand was high due to a back-up 

of orders, technological advances, population growth and foreign exports. Completing this 

equation for economic success were consumers with substantial amounts of wartime 

savings who were willing to spend it and even enter into debt to acheive the ideal life which 

eluded many Americans before the Second World War.61 

Advertising provided the means for corporate America to sell their products. Big 

business turned to the re-emerging advertising agencies for answers. During the war, 

advertising executives were recruited for their expertise about consumers, merchandizing, 

propaganda, and vehicles for distributing information to the masses. These executives, in 

turn, trained others in forming propaganda who would enter the advertising industry when 

government agencies such as the Office of War information and the Office of Price 
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Administration disbanded at the close of the war.63 The consumption boom and 

subsequent advertising explosion led magazines to double in size and increase their 

publishing staffs. Women's journals in particular increased the most as much advertising 

was based on the knowledge that women purchased the majority of goods.62 The editors 

of periodicals such as Harper's Bazaar invested their larger advertising budgets towards 

editorial sections which created a higher demand for new photographers and more work for 

the existing ones. 

From 1946 until 1958, Dahl-Wolfe shot more images and layouts than she had ever 

before, she having become one of the primary photographers for Harper's Bazaar. Her 

prestige at the time is demonstrated when one examines the volume and context of the work 

she produced including the increasing amount of images depicting premiere designers' 

clothing.64 Many of these opportunities came from traveling to the openings of the Paris 

collections with Carmel Snow, the editor of Harper's Bazaar. The European houses of 

haute couture closed as a result of the Second World War. In 1946, when the Parisian 

designers reopened their studios, Dahl-Wolfe was there to document the fall fashions. 

After that point, the reports from the biannual shows were shared by the staff 

photographers including the more-mature Dahl-Wolfe and Richard Avedon (b. 1923), who 

became a photographer for the magazine in 1945. He shot his first Paris spreads in 1947 

and eventually became the leading fashion photographer. Avedon's career provides an 

informative gauge by which to discuss Dahl-Wolfe's post-war commercial images. 

Another demonstration of Dahl-Wolfe's stature as a leading fashion photographer 

by the early 1940s was Avedon's imitation of her style in a picture of his sister, Louise, in 

1941 (figure 20). This image, along with those depicting other family members in the 

styles of Toni Frissell and Martin Munkasci, can be found in Avedon's 1994 book, 

Evidence 1944-1994 .6S These fashion studies represent a composite of the different styles 
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of photographers who had developed distinct ways of depicting fashion which Avedon was 

trying to teach himself. Avedon eventually went on to study with Brodovitch who hired 

him as a staff photographer. Both Avedon and Dahl-Wolfe were taught by Brodovitch; she 

learned as a colleague who was helping to change the look of Harper's Bazaar and he, as a 

student. The two photographers also admired the work of Munkasci. As a result, Dahl-

Wolfe discovered how to depict models in more active poses outdoors and Avedon 

captured models in more soft-focus scenes and dynamic blurs suggesting momentary 

glimpses of dramatic activity. As their skills evolved, their work took on different styles. 

Avedon's became increasingly more contemporary in terms of movement and drama based 

on influences of photojournalism and film. In contrast, Dahl-Wolfe's images often 

appeared as well-ordered, interior arrangements based on props and staged settings created 

with formal concerns and art historical references. 

This is evident in her photographs illustrating the "new look" in fashion. The 

clothing which had been simplified as a result of war rationing became elaborate again in 

the late 1940s and early 1950s. Created by Christian Dior, the designs reinstituted the full 

skirt made from the finest fabrics.66 The new look re-established Paris as the capitol of 

fashion which, in turn, influenced American styles. With the strong economy and 

American advertisers stressing the need for luxury items in order to obtain the good life, 

excess represented success. Dahl-Wolfe created images such as Ball Gown. Paris. Dior 

(1950) (figure 21) and Plan de Paris. Marv Jane RusseU in Dior Dress (1951) (figure 22) 

which emphasized the newly established abundance, ornamentation, and importance of 

attractive surfaces. In Ball Gown, these qualities are represented by the fullness of the 

gown, the Rococo room decoration, and the expansive mirror, respectively. In the first 

photograph, Dahl-Wolfe used symbols to elevate the gown whereas in the second image 

she used design elements to reinforce the fashion. The streets radiate from the center of 
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Paris in the same manner as the sequined crescent shapes do from the model's waist The 

gown also appears as complex as the map design of Paris and illustrates the elegance 

usually associated with the fashionable capitol. 

Avedon's image of a model in a Dior evening gown (1954) (figure 23) also 

portrays an impeccable model in a sumptuous gown with her hand stretched out to 

emphasize the lines of the design and a connection to a Parsian setting. Both Avedon's 

photograph and Dahl-Wolfe's image depict Parisian fashions as they relate to the grand city 

of haute couture. Although both images are posed, Avedon's scene could be an actual 

moment when a well-dressed woman steps out of a car and smiles for the paparazzi. The 

ground is wet and the background lights are not in focus, therefore the scene does not 

appear flawless. In Dahl-Wolfe's photograph, even the scattered documents that could 

indicate additional action cannot overcome the staged look of the scene. Avedon's model 

does not directly acknowledge the camera as her counterpart does. Dahl-Wolfe respected 

well-designed, superbly tailored clothing and tried to illustrate the detailed craftmanship and 

how a fashion fit a woman's figure.67 In order to aptly describe these qualities, Dahl-

Wolfe made straight-forward in clear focus or multi-sided views, usually using a mirror as 

in Ball Gown. Much of Avedon's photographs reveal a mood associated with a fashion. 

White Chiffon and Mink (1948) (figure 24) is a prime example of how his images appear 

as film stills or a brief glance in which the scene appears blurry and the viewer takes on the 

role of voyeur. Although the dress is the focus it is also part of a scene stressing romantic 

action more than a romantic notion. Although both photographs are carefully thought out 

to illustrate specific fashions, Dahl-Wolfe's work differs from Avedon's in that her shoot 

would not occur other than to promote fashion whereas his images appear to be recording 

an actual event. 

The comparison between Dahl-Wolfe and Avedon is important because the two 
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photographers represent stages in the continuum of fashion photography. After the war, 

Dahl-Wolfe's work stabilized into a mature level based on creative decisions and 

encompassed personal knowledge and experience. She developed an innate sense about 

what objects, backgrounds, poses, and formal elements best enhanced particular fashions 

and cultural trends. Dahl-Wolfe fully integrated her early learning from the study of other 

photographers' work and fine art styles into her unique vision over twenty years. During 

this period, Avedon was new to fashion photography and experimented with the latest 

styles in the field just as Dahl-Wolfe had ten years before. Both photographers spent equal 

amounts of time at Harper's Bazaar and their careers progressed in a similar manner. 

The popularity of photography-based periodicals such as Life increased as a result 

of the war and influences including the hand-held camera, newsreels and European picture 

magazines. Readers received more instantaneous and humane accounts of those affected 

by the war. The ability to reveal images of how other cultures coped with life fostered 

interest and hope for better relations between the world's nations and the United States.68 

Americans also became accustomed to seeing a different type of photography. Instead of 

carefully considered images from large format cameras, the 35mm camera arrested motion, 

provided close-up scenes of brutality, and captured partial views. Readers adapted to the 

blurs, graininess, rawness of subject matter, cropping, and sequential pictures in 

photography. These documentary aspects became commonplace in magazines and 

exhibitions after World War II. 

Not only did photographs look different but also they were subject to many editorial 

concerns. Photographs had been edited for magazines and projects all along, however 

around the time of the war, magazines such as Life and Look focused the attention of their 

readers to the photographic essay. This form of photography consisted of carefully 

scripted and arranged thematic projects. Editors developed the storyline and completed the 
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research needed for a script which the photographers were supposed to follow. Numerous 

negatives were taken and sent back to the magazines' darkrooms where they were 

processed into prints and presented to the editors. They chose the images which best 

represented the original story concept and script Finally, the photographs were arranged 

and described through a series of carefully constructed captions. Photographers were 

responsible only for shooting the photographs and they had little input after their task was 

completed. Images were cropped, enlarged, and moved around based on editorial concerns 

revealing specific messages and rarely represented the intentions of the individual 

photographer. 69 

This editorial formatting and decision-making played a paramount role in the 

blockbuster exhibition, The Family of Man, developed at the Museum of Modern Art The 

primary force behind the show was Edward Steichen who had become the Director of the 

Department of Photography in 1947. Steichen was extremely aware of the importance of 

editing. He had worked as a fashion photographer for magazines such as Vanity Fair and 

Vogue and developed exhibitions which documented and acted as propaganda for the allied 

war effort. Steichen's exhibition is important because it was influenced by contemporary 

ideas about editing while also influencing how photography was to be viewed as a 

universal language and essential tool for revealing similar international human conditions. 

The reviews of The Family of Man touched upon its journalistic qualities and 

artisitic acceptance but in a manner that used one to reinforce the presence or the absence of 

the other. For instance, George and Cora Wright felt that the individual photographer was 

overshadowed by a dominant theme just as many photojournalists lost their artistic identity 

as the result of editors having complete control over the photographic essay JO The critics 

who wrote favorably about the exhibition did so not because of its photojoumalistic 

qualities, but rather because photography was finally achieving status as a popular form of 
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art. Aline B. Saarinen went as far as to state that photography had supplanted painting as 

the premiere visual form of expression for contemporary times- This is most likely because 

many more people could both see and create art through this new medium. Saarinen refers 

to photography as "the marvelous, anonymous folk-art of our time."71 This view was 

similarly expressed in the 1944 Museum of Modem Art exhibition, The American 

Snapshot: An Exhibition of the Folk Art of the Camera, and also matched Dahl-Wolfe's 

views. In a 1975 interview, the photographer stated "I don't go for this thing of being this 

great artist that people try to make out I think it's folk art, like the wonderful folk art that 

you see in hooked rugs! "72 For the reviewer of The Family of Man, this quality did not 

make photography an inferior medium but rather elevated its status to art According to 

Saarinen's viewpoint, photography was worthy of notice and respect due to its democratic 

nature. 

Despite editorial restraints, some photographers managed to work within the 

guidelines. Those who made pictures for Harper's Bazaar had more freedom than those at 

other publications because Snow and Brodovitch had the utmost confidence in their 

photographers. The guidelines were inherent in the basic documentary of fashion 

photography. Dahl-Wolfe was given a particular fashion which needed to be described in a 

way that prospective buyers could see the fit, fabric, sometimes the color, and a suggested 

use. She also had the opportunity to depict foreign and national points of interest, art 

historical references, famous personalities, and current trends. In documenting this type of 

cultural information, Dahl-Wolfe had the artistic license to combine these elements and 

create unique imagery which embraced aesthetics concerns. Just as Dahl-Wolfe could 

make commercial photographs incorporating both art and document, so did the French 

photographer, Henri Cartier-Bresson. 

Cartier-Bresson began shooting photographic essays for Harper's Bazaar in 1945 
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with a series on England. Snow included his work in the magzine to show photography 

for "its own sake" and to appeal to women's "well-dressed" minds.73 Although fashion 

was supposed to be non-existent in these spreads and Dahl-Wolfe and Cartier-Bresson 

differed in subject matter, process and style, they had similar experiences and ideas. They 

both came to photography from a studio art background. He learned painting under Andre 

Lhote and when he attended Cambridge University for eight months (beginning in 1929). 

Another similarity is that Cartier-Bresson never had formal training in photographic 

techniques. Instead he studied the old masters of painting and photography in order to 

understand how to handle space and form in his work. Both photographers also admired 

the work of Martin Munkasci and incorporated different interpretations of his style into 

their own imagery.7* 

Photographs by Dahl-Wolfe and Cartier-Bresson are difficult to compare visually as 

they oppose each other on many levels. Their ideas are similar on photography as a means 

of employment and on its questionable status as art. Perhaps their common fine art training 

contributed tothese beliefs. Lincoln Kirstein describes Cartier-Bresson's belief about 

commercial photography in this manner, "He considers his own assignments and the 

exploitation of his practical talents (which are considerable) as an ordinary workman does 

his labor." The description continues to state that the photographer is not inhibited by 

editors and their conditions.75 Dahl-Wolfe was also not discouraged by the parameters of 

her assignments. The two photographers found creative ways to work within, if not 

stretch, the editorial guidelines. Cartier-Bresson also believed that painting and 

photography were separate, yet interrelated fields. He felt that the relationship between the 

two media were similar to a gear shift, each activity reinforced the other, as Newhall notes, 

"by stimulating and training visual observation."76 He did not place levels of importance 

on the visual forms, but rather believed they had specific qualities determining each 
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medium's exclusive nature and inclusive teaching capabilities. Dahl-Wolfe's ideas about 

photography and painting come across more biased towards the latter being art because it 

could be fully created from an artist's mind without any reliance upon machinery or 

reality.77 Perhaps her thinking paralleled that of Cartier-Bresson who stressed that various 

forms of visual expression can be equal in power yet derived from different means of 

production. 

Whether Cartier-Bresson's photographs were taken for periodicals or as records of 

what he personally thought was meaningful, they were seen as art objects in 1947 when he 

was honored with a solo exhibition at the Museum of Modem Art. In the catalog, the 

French photographer is lauded for being "the leading European exponent" who was 

"formulating a new approach to deliberate photography."78 He was also singled out from 

the mass of photojournalists because of his premeditated design. With Cartier-Bresson, the 

vision was not planned with deliberate sets and lighting as with Dahl-Wolfe. Instead, he 

discovered that the eye and the mind could be trained to notice a "decisive moment" in 

which the camera was used as a tool to permanently capture it.7? By 1947, both Dahl-

Wolfe and Cartier-Bresson developed distinct styles and reached their maturity as 

photographers, yet he was receiving attention with a one-person exhibition at the Museum 

of Modem Art and within five years would have work and ideas published in his first 

book, The Decisive Moment. The issue is not whether one photographer deserved more 

attention than another, but instead why only one form of photography was recognized by 

the art community. Although fashion photography was made during the war, the obtrusive 

guidelines and the scaled-back clothing contributed to a lackluster presence advancement as 

original art Fashion photographs from the early 1940s may have been viewed as 

interesting only insofar as they were historical and social documents, but not eye-catching 

aesthetic objects. On the otherhand, photojournalism captured war facts with new and 
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exciting visual qualities. Photojournalism was evolving towards increased public attention 

and acceptance and Cartier-Bresson, with his art training, film and photography experience 

from the war, and the ability to produce aesthetically informed images received recognition 

for his talents and abilities. 

Cartier-Bresson was not the only photographer to have a solo exhibition at the 

Museum of Modern Art; both Paul Strand (1890-1976) and Edward Weston received this 

honor as well. These photographers were not only recognized for their unique visions but 

also for their ability to capture the essential qualities of objects, the figure, landscape and 

details from nature. In some cases their photographs enhanced the obvious or transformed 

the scene by catching subtle nuances. Strand and Weston also concentrated on formal 

aesthetic elements. Edward Weston and his work had advanced significantly since Dahl-

Wolfe had first met him in San Francisco in the early 1920s. By the time of his 1946 

Museum of Modern Art exhibition, his work had been displayed in over sixty one-man 

shows. As early as 1927, Weston had been critically accepted as an important American 

artist and in 1937 he became the first photographer to receive a Guggenheim Fellowship.80 

He became a premiere American photographer for his uncompromising search for 

modernist qualities and thought-provoking translations. Weston no longer made 

commercial imagery, his wish for simple living standards provided him the opportunity to 

practice photography without compromise.81 For his dedication to photography for 

photography's sake and his unique vision, he became a celebrated artist During this time 

in American history, photographs made in Weston's manner were more acceptable than 

social documentary images which were considered suspicious by the United States 

government. 

The ideal images of post-war America put forth by the advertising and commercial 

world were far from the complete truth. Issues and events such as the Civil Rights 
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generation were often glossed over to preserve traditional values and the pursuit of the 

American dream. During this time there was a great amount of tension and suspicion as a 

result of Senator Joseph P. McCarthy and the House Un-American Activities Committee 

(HUAC). Members of the cultural and artistic community were viewed as particularly 

suspicious. Artists were considered rebels. In addition, some of the murals painted for the 

WPA in the 1930s were condemned for celebrating the proletariat. Ironically, at a time 

when documentary photography was gaining positive recognition as a journalistic force, 

past documentary photography, made for the government, was considered a threat by the 

HUAC.82 

Many artists and photographers responded to the political pressure by making their 

work apolitical. A movement such as abstract expressionism was considered appropriate 

because of its unique American styles and the absence of recognizable subject matter. 

Photographers on the otherhand, relied on what existed in reality and still had to find ways 

to make their images less controversial. For instance, Dorothea Lange focused on the 

household and family issues instead of ones concerning poverty and labor.83 Paul Strand 

is an interesting case because he was considered a threat even though he made pictures 

based on modem aesthetics and objective nature. This suspicion was most likely because 

of the films he made during the 1920s and 1930s documenting pro-labor issues. Strand 

dealt with the challenges to his integrity and creative freedom by moving to France in 

1951.84 

During the 1950s, photography continued its evolution through the magazine and 

advertising industry and increased personal exploration by photographers. According to 

Naomi Rosenblum, photographers discovered their "private realities" through several 

means including abstract expressionism, psychoanalytic thought and Eastern influences 
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such as Zen.85 Minor White, Harry Callahan, and Aaron Siskind are examples of those 

who made images based on these concepts. Their work did not directly relate to social 

issues but rather, philosophical ones that directly referred to one's private experience. 

Returning to the idea that art is a visual manifestation of personal expression, photographs 

based on these self-reflective ideas became viewed as more aesthetic and therefore, more 

acceptable as art 

Dahl-Wolfe's commercial images were not considered art in the 1950s and therefore 

they were beyond suspicion and made many references to contemporary styles and 

influences. The photographs she made during the war directly supported the national war 

effort by answering the demands of the various government offices. Dahl-Wolfe's post

war work also helped to promote the current national ideals by making imagery that would 

entice people to become part of the culture of consumption. This could be done through the 

creation of a tempting, albeit artificial, world. Dahl-Wolfe produced illusions based on 

fantasy rather than reality. The goods and models pictured were indeed real. However, in 

order to sell the products, a specific atmosphere was developed. This world had to be 

better than the everday existence of suburban women, yet not too far out of reach as to 

never be obtained. Fashion photography has always been about creating a fantasy of 

which women wished to be a part Dahl-Wolfe created simply-structured illusions which 

were just beyond reality in terms of mundane work and what was considered politically-

suspect documentary subject matter. 

Some of the fanciful images Dahl-Wolfe created were in response to the changing 

conditions of art and photography. Like her peers, Dahl-Wolfe was also interested in 

Eastern influences. Her earliest experiences with east-Asian culture were when she lived in 

San Francisco which she referred to as "a marvelous city with its large Chinese population" 

in her autobiography.^^ She had opportunities to explore design elements and objects on 
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her early photography excursions to Chinatown with Consuelo Kanaga. Dahl-Wolfes also 

had Oriental objects in her house including a Chinese screen depicting a horse and an image 

of an East Asian female figure. She took lessons in and practiced caligraphy which is 

demonstrated by the corner in her studio dedictated to this art form and by several 

examples found in the photographer's archive at the Center for Creative Photography.87 

These influences show up in her commercial imagery in several ways. East-Asian objects 

are used as props and Japanese woodblock print aesthetics are incoiporated. Dahl-Wolfe 

also integrated contemporary paintings and designs based on Chinese caligraphy. 

In the early 1950s, Dahl-Wolfe placed examples such as paintings depicting a 

Chinese horse and the woman which was featured in her home (1941) (figure 25) as well 

as Japanese parasols (1952) (figure 26) into her photographs. In the case of Japanese Bath 

(1954) (figure 27), Dahl-Wolfe not only used accoutrements like the bamboo basin but also 

recreated an Japanese bathroom. The model appears as though she is in the Orient instead 

of the photographer's studio, therefore suggesting a more exotic place. The faraway 

culture is furthered reinforced by emulating Japanese graphic design. The carefully divided 

decor acts as framing devices in the photographic image just as it usually did in woodblock 

prints. The model's hair follows the window pane down to the bottom edge of the bath. 

The vertical orientation of the image as well as the cropped edges illustrate a partial view of 

the woman's legs, feet, and torso and emulate Japanese graphic design. This image 

illustrates Dahl-Wolfe's understanding of Western modern aesthetics which had roots in the 

late nineteenth-century use of East-Asian prints by European painters. Japanese Bath also 

appears to be inspired by nineteenth-century views of women bathing or in the toilette by-

artists such as Edgar Degas and Mary Cassatt. Dahl-Wolfe knew of the former's work for 

she stated that she would rather look at his art than some of the dresses she had to 

photograph stressing that art history dictated the ideas for her photographs more than the 
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fashions did.88 

The Eastern influence in the art communties was recognized and reinforced by the 

Museum of Modern Art's 1954 construction of a Japanese house in the outdoor area of the 

institution. Dahl-Wolfe's photograph depicting a Japanese Bath was part of a larger layout 

where she also used the actual reconstructed house as a backdrop (1954) (figure 28). The 

Japanese exterior decoration also provided a well-organized aesthetic set. In addition to the 

house, there was also a caligraphy show at the Museum.89 Since Dahl-Wolfe 

photographed the exterior shots at the institution and had an interest in caligraphy, she most 

likely visited the show and considered the East Asian aesthetics for a later shoot. She used 

many graphic elements in her sets and in 1958, she used caligraphic design directly. Dahl-

Wolfe and her husband, Mike, painted the backdrop themselves based on what she had 

learned in her caligraphy lessons. She chose the characters based on design rather than 

meaning. According to Dahl-Wolfe, some of the curviture of some of the letters fit into the 

space so well that a final shot included the model standing in front of the symbols for 

"worms" (figure 29)90. Nevertheless, the caligraphy was painted boldly in colors which 

matched the clothing. The shoot was dedicated to "cosmetic color"91 and the Chinese 

origin of these characters had little to do with the fashions other than act as graphic 

backgrounds emulating the larger than life paintings of the Abstract Expressionists. 

Another layout (figure 30) which combined Eastern aesthetics as they were 

translated into contemporary art appeared in 1954, when Dahl-Wolfe used Franz Kline's 

paintings as backgrounds. This Abstract Expressionist work also provided bold design 

elements and imitated the seemingly automatic brushstrokes of caligraphy. Dahl-Wolfe 

managed to fit the contemporary paintings into her color photographs while further 

demonstrating her appreciation for Japanese aesthetics and how they had been 

appropriated. 
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The New York School was distinguished by its use of big canvases with abstract, 

flat shapes. Dahl-Wolfe's imagery used similar concepts to accentuate certain fashions 

through simple contrasts of shadows on a light screen. Luki in Balenciaea Dress. Paris 

(1951) (figure 31) is an example of this strategy. The model wears an elaborate dress 

based on dramatic contrasts and shapes. Dahl-Wolfe echoes the design of the dress by 

forming a shadow incorporating the model's figure and the paper she holds. The dark 

mass creates large dynamic forms that enhance the shape of the dress. A more elaborate set 

would most likely detract from such a fashion. Dahl-Wolfe used this technique often, 

especially when she was in Paris. While there, she had to rely on simple sets in order to 

photograph the clothing quickly and return them to the designer's studios for subsequent 

fashion shows and buyers' inquiries. This technique incorporating shadow and light was 

used throughout Dahl-Wolfe's September 1951 spreads on French fashion. It is especially 

effective in Wheel Sleeves and a Flow of Faille (figure 32) where Dahl-Wolfe created a 

dappled light pattern to echo the floral lace of the Jacques Fath evening gowns. 

Dahl-Wolfe's status in the history of photography is a result of the pictures she 

created for Harper's Bazaar. Many readers saw a proliferation of photography in 

magazines and began to accept the medium as part of their everyday life. This helped to 

popularize photography as a form of visual information and communication. Throughout 

much of Dahl-Wolfe's career, advertising, magazines, and newspapers were the only 

places the general public would see photographic images regularly. Art institutions such as 

the Museum of Modern Art had many photography exhibitions but it was not until the 

public success of The Family of Man in 1955 that there were large audiences for 

photographic shows. 

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, other vehicles for the display of photography 

began to appear, creating increased attention towards understanding the medium as art 
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The George Eastman House, founded in Rochester, New Yoric in 1947, was dedicated to 

photography .92 By placing the medium in terms of a collection and a formal institution, it 

meant that photography was not only being recognized in and of itself, but also being 

noted at the same level as fine art In addition to museum space, galleries were also 

developed for the sole purpose of exhibiting photography, beginning with the Limelight 

Gallery in 1954. It was followed by A Photographer's Gallery in 1955 and Image in 

1959.93 

Photography was also finding its way into academics. Photography classes were 

taught at the Institute of Design, Indiana University, San Francisco Art Institute, Rochester 

Institute of Technology, Brooklyn College, and the New School for Social Research. 

Photography was not fully instituted as a field of study as the foundations for the medium 

as a valuable learning strategy were being formulated. Publications also played an 

important role in the acceptance of photography as a visual form of expression. Aperture, 

established in 1952, was the first American journal to feature the aesthetic value of 

photographic images while Henri Cartier-Bresson's book, The Decisive Moment, 

published in the same year, was a commercial success and led to the increase of 

photographic literature in the 1960s and 1970s.94 

Responding to increased public interest, the Metropolitan Museum of Art mounted 

Photography in the Fine Arts in 1959. The exhibition was a "good will" gesture for 

photography and was based on a juried selection of submissions from various arenas 

including museums and magazines.95 There were twelve men and women representing the 

art, photography, publishing, and business communties on the jury.96 They were asked 

by the museum to choose photographs based on their personal opinions. The jury 

members' decisions were based on factors such as compostion, making an instant come 

alive, creative use of the medium's unique qualities, artistic integrity, and whether a work 
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made an important statement.97 All of the chosen photographs were by contemporary 

photographers. 

Several of those who developed the exhibition as either administrators or jury 

members described the selection process and their ideas about how photography related to 

other art forms. The articles appeared as a feature in the May 16,1959 issue of Saturday 

Review and are naive yet encouraging for photography's acceptance into fine art forums. 

For example, many of the articles provided a detailed account about how the photographs 

were chosen but not specifically why. The authors found it difficult to define what makes 

photography art. Alfred Frankfurter, the editor of Art News, eventually resorts to 

categorizing the images in terms of painting categories such as portraiture and genre.98 

Their difficulty is understandable in that there were few precedents on which to base the 

exhibition or their explanations. Although the articles were far from providing a definitive 

place for photography in the fine arts, the developers and judges of this show did have 

specific goals in mind. 

The show was mounted for several reasons. In the grand scheme, the exhibition 

planners hoped that photographs would become an integral part of the leading art 

institutions' collections and promote future creation and display of "great" photography. 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art planned to support photography by setting aside one of 

its galleries for the display of the medium and by incorporating all of the images chosen for 

the 1959 exhibition into its permanent collection.99 

Photography in the Fine Arts is important because it attempted to question 

photography's status in relation to traditional art forms. It must also be restated that many 

of the entries came from magazines such as Life, The Saturday Evening Post andVogw^.100 

This once again illustrates images made for documentary or journalistic purposes were also 

treasured for their aesthetic properties. Ironically in his article, James V. Noble, the 
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Operating Administrator of the Metropolitan Musuem of Art, wrote that World War II was 

dentrimental to the development of art photography because scientific and photojournalistic 

photography were stimulated instead.101 Some of the images chosen for the exhibition 

prove otherwise in that they integrated what was developed stylistically during the war with 

what was to become artistic. For example, Cartier-Bresson, Robert Capa, and Eugene 

Smith were photographers who benefitted from the new styles and attitudes generated by 

war and photographic essay imagery. Although no fashion photography was included in 

the exhibition, Richard Avedon's portrait of Ezra Pound and Irving Penn's pictures 

including impressionistic leisure scenes were chosen. 102 

This exhibition occurred about a year after Dahl-Wolfe ended her tenure at 

Harper's Bazaar. She chose to leave when the art director who replaced Brodovitch looked 

through the ground glass of her camera.103 Dahl-Wolfe knew that the magazine was 

changing and so was fashion photography. She was a strong-willed woman who would 

rather give up her career than relinquish the freedom she had coveted for over twenty years. 

Although Dahl-Wolfe would not admit her work was art, she would accept that her work 

was artistic, and it was artistic freedom that caused her work to thrive and be recognized as 

important in the development of fashion photography. Her last shoot for Harper's Bazaar 

appeared in the August 1958 edition. Dahl-Wolfe's exit as well as Brodovitch's in the 

same year and Carmel Snow's in 1957 marked the end of an era at Harper's Bazaar and for 

magazines in general. Television was becoming a leading form of access for advertisers 

and photography would have to find new styles to compete with this popular and engaging 

medium. 



V. Conclusion 

Dahl-Wolfe had strong beliefs about how her photographs were not art for various 

reasons. The two most important reasons were that during her career, photography still 

had not gained full acceptance as fine art and her commercial work was considered popular 

art, a category that was also considered inferior to high art Despite these historical 

restrictions, Dahl-Wolfe's photographs appear to be more than mere magazine and 

advertising shots. Her images are distinguished from the innumerable prosaic commercial 

images by the photographer's proficient creation combining various forms of documentary 

with artistic skill, consciousness, and refinement. In addition to being outstanding 

photographic examples, Dahl-Wolfe's pictures challenge art historical tenets about fine art, 

photography, and popular art. 

From the beginning of Dahl-Wolfe's photographic career, there were a few basic 

influences which led to her understanding that photography could not be equal to high art 

media such as painting and sculpture. She most likely developed her initial beliefs in art 

school where she realized the amount of work, skill, and creativity involved in physically 

translating one's ideas. By one of her instructor's estimation and consequently, her own, 

Dahl-Wolfe did not have the talent to become a painter. Photography was a medium she 

would grow to love but it would always be secondary to her initial professional passion 

mainly because it was made with a mechanical instrument She understood that once one 

learned how to use a camera, one could photograph. Whether one picture was better than 

another depended on good taste and aesthetic sense. Dahl-Wolfe felt that a photographer 

made documents while a true artist could add and subtract elements from an image at will, 

thus making painting a more creative medium. The second basic reason that Dahl-Wolfe 

believed photography was not art was because her husband was a painter and she admired 

his ability to create a world over her skill of recording what was real.104 Through Meyer 
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Wolfe as well as Harper's Bazaar, she met many traditional artists who may have also 

influenced her thinking in this manner. 

Dahl-Wolfe believed she was not an artist because of contemporary opinions. When 

she began photographing, the medium was very much divided between art and 

documentary, with Pictorialism defining the standards for art photography. Although the 

Pictorialists tried to make their pictures look like paintings and drawings while also using 

traditional subject matter, photography was far from achieving fine art status. In contrast to 

Pictorialism, photographers began to focus their attention on European modernistic trends, 

such as Cubism and Surrealism, as well as machine imagery and urban architecture. 

Photography was an appropriate medium for articulating Modernism and a machine as the 

camera could aptly represent the latest aesthetics typified by sharp edges, skewed angles, 

cropped views, and a supposed objectivity. 

Photography's straightforward approach also provided more accurate ways to 

record historical and social conditions. Traditional institutions such as government and 

publishing houses realized the benefits of using photography to illustrate evidence in a 

manner that appeared factual. Whether the medium was used to describe the plight of the 

poor or the design of a dress, photographs were perceived as truthful records by the 

public. For this reason photography was employed as propaganda by those wielding 

power just as fine art had been used all along. 

Although the classifications of art and document appeared to be separate, there was 

much overlap that contributed to an interwoven development. The two types of 

photography evolved simultaneously, in contradiction to one another, and eventually 

overlapped. The medium progressed towards finding its own identity and achieving 

recognition as a serious form of visual expression. This advancement relied on the parallel 

development of contemporary aesthetic awareness by the photographers and technical 
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innovations used in commercial and journalistic photography. 

Similar to other newly evolving art forms, photography had to establish its 

characteristic visual qualities and uses. During Dahl-Wolfe's career, the medium had gone 

from struggling to be accepted as art by looking like other high art media to just beginning 

to gain serious ground in the arts community because of its unique aesthetic attributes. 

Despite the developing support for photography as a viable art form, Dahl-Wolfe believed 

her photographs were only documents but that it was honorable to employ photography for 

this, its greatest strength. She stated that photographs were "splendid for recording a 

period in time" and she thought that "documentary is the greatest way you can work."*05 

Dahl-Wolfe's commercial photographs were clearly documentary and they recorded 

a portion of American culture and history from the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Her images 

illustrate specific fashions, art styles, and famous personalities. Patterns of change over 

time were also recorded including how new fashions became commonplace or outdated as 

well as how photography evolved. Dahl-Wolfe's work is also documentary on another 

level which she may have held in higher regard, providing a revealing twist of view. In 

addition to understanding how her images recorded facts such as the details of clothing, she 

was probably aware of how her pictures taken in the early 1930s were considered social 

documentary as it related the imagery made for the FSA. According to Irving Solero, who 

oversees the Dahl-Wolfe archive at the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York and 

who was a friend the photographer after she had retired from photography, one of the 

photographs she gave him and his wife as a wedding gift was of Mrs. Ramsey (figure 

l).io* There could be several reasons why she felt this type of work best represented her. 

Perhaps Dahl-Wolfe felt her Tennessee photographs were important because they launched 

her career, were included in the Museum of Modem Art's 1937 photography show, 

predated a well-known photographic movement of 1930s social realism, or because she 
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was not hired professionally to make them. Nevertheless, this judgement on her part is 

ironic in that she may have considered her early social documentary-like work to be the 

most artful and representative of her best efforts. 

Irving Penn concluded that "fashion photographers document the material dreams 

of a certain part of society at a given moment, and to some extent they act as oracles in the 

Delphic tradition, creating what they interpret as they interpret it."107 In other words, 

fashion photographers have the capacity to both document history and create it. Dahl-

Wolfe's photographs did this effectively by representing historical artifacts, such as 

clothing, in an original and creative manner. In turn, this could have influenced other 

artists or the readers of Harper's Bazaar who responded to and accepted certain aesthetic or 

photographic styles, therefore making them popular standards and historically significant 

Dahl-Wolfe's commercial photography could be considered art for many reasons. 

Her fashion photographs were illusions based on the photographer's imagination and 

artistic license. Dahl-Wolfe was only given a particular fashion to feature. She was 

responsible for creating the sets, adding props, and prompting the model's poses. Her 

photographs were more about theater than reality with Dahl-Wolfe as the director who had 

the freedom to design a shoot from beginning to end. She was responsible for creating 

original layouts that reflected the aesthetic look and cultural oudook of Harper's Bazaar. 

The fashion photographs had to both augment and compete with the cultural standards set 

by the contemporary artists and writers spodighted in the publication. Dahl-Wolfe's 

photographs were also backed by her early training and interest in art She integrated this 

into her work by carefully considering how formal elements would relate and be the most 

visually effective. Her imagery was filled with art historical references and contemporary 

cultural significance. Finally, the fact that Dahl-Wolfe used a camera to make these images 

is insignificant to the argument that a visual product made via a machine is second-rate or 
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lacking originality. Every form of visual expression is made with a tool or process of some 

sort Artistic value should not be placed on what process is used but rather how the artist 

implements it.108 Dahl-Wolfe used all her camera and darkroom equipment to its limits by 

not only insisting on doing all the work herself but also by experimenting with issues such 

as natural lighting and color processes. She was responsible for the final state of the 

photograph up until it went to press. In the case of her color images, she corrected the 

color herself and the actual photograph is as one would see it in the pages of the magazine. 

Dahl-Wolfe's photographs are both art and document Although this parallel 

collaboration occurs throughout photography, there is no terminology defining prime 

examples of this integration, thus creating confusion and ultimately, a forced division. 

Dahl-Wolfe divided her work into these two categories by sending it to different institutions 

with similar missions of teaching students but with dissimilar roles for photography as a 

teaching tool. She gave her color work to the Fashion Institute of Technology in New 

York City, as illustration depicting the history of American fashion designers. 109 Dahl-

Wolfe felt the color photographs were clear documents of the clothing's design and 

structure. By contrast Dahl-Wolfe's black and white photography was donated to the 

Center for Creative Photography at the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona. This 

institution is dedicated to the photograph and the circumstances under which it was created. 

This includes comprehensive collections and archives focusing on individual photographers 

who have made significant contributions to the field of photography, especially in the 

twentieth century. There seems to be a long-standing perception that black and white 

photography is somehow more aesthetically acceptable while color photography is more 

descriptive because reality is not monochromatic. Dahl-Wolfe appeared to follow this 

belief and by doing so, again, indirectly allowed her thoughts about her photography not 

being art to be challenged. At some point in time, she determined that her work was 
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significant in both fashion and photographic history but by deciding to divide her collection 

by process, she made a distinction based on the traditional separation of document and art 

Dahl-Wolfe's reputation has been eclipsed in photographic history. Contributing 

factors include her early retirement in 1961, her lack of self-promotion until her 1984 

autobiography, and her existence in the shadows of more currently prominent commercial 

photographers such as Richard Avedon and Irving Penn. Nevertheless, she was making 

photographs that either pre-dated or were concurrent with the work of photographers who 

are among the most-treasured in photographic history, including Avedon, Dorothea Lange, 

and Henri Cartier-Bresson. Dahl-Wolfe has been referred to as an artist in the traditional 

sense by Beaumont Newhall who called her an "old master" and as a documentarian by 

Cornell Capa who said she was "one of the most outstanding cultural reporters of her 

time."110 Capa's remark seems to be the most accurate when discussing Dahl-Wolfe. The 

term cultural reporter not only matches Dahl-Wolfe's understanding of herself but also 

manages to elevate her status of commercial photographer to a rank where she not only was 

responsible for recording cultural elements but also for making them an integral part of her 

photographic style and mission. 

Photography and culture cannot be separated and for this reason, popular art should 

not be dismissed merely because it has more mass appeal. Just as art photography tried to 

separate itself from popular snapshooting and commercial practices so did fine art when 

more democratic forms of visual expression began to appear in the nineteenth century. 

According to Arnold Hauser, popular art was a result of the Industrial Revolution and the 

rise of the middle class. Art made for the masses was viewed as entertainment for the less-

educated public and was considered different than that made for the enrichment of the well-

educated, elite class. Popular art was singled out as a commodity in which the individual 

creators had little control over art products because they had to rely solely on conventional 
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representation.1! i 

It is true that Dahl-Wolfe's creations were commodities in that they were published 

in a magazine which was more widely distributed than an original work of art However 

her audience, consisting of the upper and upper-middle classes, were presumably educated 

and interested in original ideas and ideas conveyed through the latest literature, design, art, 

and photography. Dahl-Wolfe began with conventional practices as Hauser contends most 

artists do1!2; however with her solid art training and individual creativity, she went beyond 

mere stereotypes into more unique personal interpretations. Throughout history, art has 

been a commodity, propaganda, communication and a way to preserve as well as explain 

society.113 Dahl-Wolfe's photography is successful on all these levels. 

Ultimately, there is an awareness about the misconceptions developed through 

conventional definitions. The continually evolving art historical methodology supports this 

fact. However, for the sake of easier explanations or justifications for pigeonholing art and 

artists, art historical constructions sometimes provide expedient conventional resolutions. 

This is difficult to change as is proven by how we discuss photographic history in its 

original classifications determined by Jacques Louis Mande Daguerre, the artist, and 

William Henry Fox Talbot, the scientist. Even then the divisions were inaccurate. To 

explore a photograph or a photographer's oeuvre from different angles is to benefit from 

the work's existence. Louise Dahl-Wolfe and her photographs exemplify how there are no 

clear definitions, only many interpretations which continuously contribute to rediscovery in 

art history and, consequently, an infinite number of related fields. 
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APPENDIX A: 

SOURCES FOR ILLUSTRATIONS 

The underlined titles which appear in this list are based on those given in the books or a 
clear tide in Harper's TWaar Descriptions are not underlined. The dates are also from the 
sources unless they appear in Harper s Bazaar and then the exact date of publication is 
noted. Full bibliographic information is provided in the references section at the end of this 
thesis. 

Figure 1 - The Widow Watson ("New York). 1922-24 in Millstein, 69. 

Figure 2 - Mrs. Ramsev. Tennessee. 1933 in Dahl-Wolfe, 9. 

Figure 3 - fBabv's Feetl fNorth Africa-). 1928 in Millstein, 81. 

Figure 4 - Hands. 1930 in Millstein, 63. 

Figure 5 - Hands on Music. Nashville. 1932 in Dahl-Wolfe, 10. 

Figure 6 - Ophelia. Nashville. 1932 in Dahl-Wolfe, 11. 

Figure 7 - Frances with a Flower, c. early 1930s in Millstein, 101. 

Figure 8 - Eluard Luchell McDaniel. 1931 in Millstein, 119. 

Figure 9 - Rubber Bathing Suit. California. [Harper's Bazaar, January 1940,49] in 
Dahl-Wolfe, 65. 

Figure 10 - Marv Svkes in Puerto Rico. [Harper's Bazaar, August 1938,60] in Dahl-
Wolfe, 24. 

Figure 11 - Peeling Potatoes. Advertisement for Jereens Lotion. 1923 in Steichen, 
Figure 157, no page numbers. 

Figure 12 - Balcony of Museum of Modern Art. [Harper's Bazaar, 15 September 1940, 
47] in Dahl-Wolfe, 91. 

Figure 13 - Liz Gibbons. Reflection. [Harper's Bazaar, April 1941,63] in Dahl-Wolfe, 
49. 

Figure 14 - Anna Mav Wong. New York. 1930 in Steichen, Figure 127, no page 
numbers. 

Figure 15 - Poiret model posed in front of Brancusi Sculpture Maiastra. c. 1922 in 
Esten, 8. 

Figure 16 - Model with Brancusi Sculpture. Schiaparellks Tunic Dress. Museum of 
Modern Art. [Harper's Bazaar, July 1939,31] in Dahl-Wolfe, 35. 
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Figure 17 Brooding. Heavy. Black. Schiaparelli's magnificent cape emblazoned with 
gold. 1937 in Esten, 22. 

Figure 18 - Walls Have Ears. [Harper's Bazaar, 15 March 1942,26-27] in Dahl-Wolfe, 
98. 

Figure 19 - Keep the Home Fires Burning. [Harper's Bazaar, April 1941,65] in Dahl-
Wolfe, 103. 

Figure 20 - Portrait of Avedon's sister, Louise, in the style of Dahl-Wolfe, 1941 in 
Avedon, 123. 

Figure 21 - Ball Gown. Paris. Dior. [Harper's Bazaar, 15 March 1950, 35] in Dahl 
Wolfe, 34. 

Figure 22 - Plan de Paris. Marv Jane Russell in Dior Dress. [Harper's Bazaar, October 
1951, 189] in Dahl-Wolfe, 72. 

Figure 23 - Model in Dior evening gown [Harper's Bazaar, September 1954,202]. 

Figure 24 - White Chiffon and Mink. [Harper's Bazaar, October 1948,158]. 

Figure 25 - Veronica Lake in evening gown [Harper's Bazaar, May 1941,91]. 

Figure 26 - Japanese Wrappings for the Water & Japanese Wrappings for the Beach. 
[Harper's Bazaar, January 1952,92-93]. 

Figure 27 - Japanese Bath. [Harper's Bazaar, October 1954,132] in Dahl-Wolfe, 38. 

Figure 28 - Sophie Original evening gown [Harper's Bazaar, October 1954,136]. 

Figure 29 - Cosmetic Color: Vibrant Violet. [Harper's Bazaar, April 1958,146] in Dahl-
Wolfe, 89. 

Figure 30 - The Flaming Blues. [Harper's Bazaar, August 1954,124-125]. 

Figure 31 - Luki in Balenciaga Dress. Paris. [Harper's Bazaar, September 1951,215] 
in Dahl-Wolfe, 62. 

Figure 32 - Wheel Sleeves and a Flow of Faille. [Harper's Bazaar, September 1951, 
218]. 
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APPENDIX B: 

INVENTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY LOUISE DAHL-WOLFE 
PUBLISHED IN HARPER'S BAZAAR 1938-1958 

This is an inventory of the photographs taken by Louise Dahl-Wolfe and 
published in Harper's Bazaar from January 1938 until August 1958. It is based on 
the volumes given by Dahl-Wolfe to the Center for Creative Photography. They 
include hand-written citations some of which are noted here. The inventory may be 
read in the following manner. The volumes are listed chronologically followed by 
the consecutive pages where Dahl-Wolfe's photographs are found. The description 
includes a title when noted and/or a description of the image. It is a single image 
unless otherwise noted. Bold face type indicate the designer and capitalized words 
designate named individuals including celebrities, personalities, and socialites. If 
names are listed together in one description, they are pictured together. Names in 
parentheses represent specific models which Dahl-Wolfe noted with her negatives. 
Some locations of importance such as her home (a.k.a. The Creamery) and Arizona 
locations are also noted in parentheses. This inventory was developed in 
conjunction with the Center for Creative Photography's collection of Dahl-Wolfe's 
negatives. (It is a work in progress and is used as a computer index. 
Consequently, it may contain formatting errors that are computer related as well as 
informational errors that will be adjusted as the project progresses.) An X indicates 
that there are 120 mm. negatives representing that particular shoot The exact 
negative may or may not be included. Measurements in parentheses indicate larger 
format negatives. Color in parentheses designates that the image is from a color 
negative which may be found at the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York 
City. 

ISSUE PAGE# DESCRIPTION 

1938 JAN 64 Red & green dress (color) 
84 Four images of Schiaparelli accessories (8X10) 
85 Schiaparelli suit 
88 "Pearls of a Little Price": Four images of dirndl, 

swimsuits, shirt, & skirt X 
89 " : Two images of swimsuit & sandals 

X 
90 " : Two images of dresses & hat X 
91 " : Four images of dress & playsuits X 
96 "Meanwhile in Miami": Carolyn Modes dress X 

1938 FEB 80 Coral dress (color) 
85 Purple & green Hawaiian dress (color) 
96 Two images of jacket, slacks, dirndl, & swimsuit 
97 Two images of shirt, shorts, jacket & jumper 

100 "Firmo-Lift": Elizabeth Arden paraffin bath X 
101 " : Three images of Firmo-Lift process X 

1938 MAR 1 60 LOMBARD, Carol X 
69 MASSEY, Ilona in Pantlika Hungarian peasant dress X 
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70 TheASTLEYS 
71 The BOYERS X 
72 Mrs. David O. SELZNICK 
73 Arleen WHELAN 
92 Two images of Yvonne Carette suit & Henri Bendel 

dress w/ jacket X 
93 Two images of Creed jacket w/ Suzy hat & suit X 

1938 APR 98 Dolores DEL RIO in Celanese coat X 
99 Dolores DEL RIO in "coolie" suit 

110 Jesse Franklin Turner evening dress & coat 
111 Two images of evening dresses (N. Shelly) X 

1938 MAY 81 "Now That It's May": Four images of dresses 
82 "The Courts": Five images of tennis clothes 
83 "The Course": Five images of golf clothes including Jane 

Engel & Peck & Peck designs 
88 Mrs. Charles de Balathier CLAIBORNE of New Orleans 
89 6 images of Mrs. CLAIRBORNE's plantation 
90 Bette DAVIS: Three images of make-up session X (4X5) 
91 Bette DAVIS: Two images X 
96 "Pickin' Cotton": Two images of dresses including 

Franklin Simon girl's dress X 
97 " : Two images of Grace Ashley dress & 

suitX 
98 Ruth MATTESON in evening dress X 
99 Evening dress 

100 Lotte LENYA & Kurt WEIL (4X5) 
100 Mili MONTI (4X5) 
101 Princess Guy de FAUCIGNY-LUCINGE (4X5) 
148 "In the Swim": Swimsuit & removable skirt 
149 "Your Figure Can Take It": Jantzen swimsuit 
151 "Stripes, Prints, Dots": Dress 

1938 JUN 46 "Make Up to the Moon": Nude woman on straw mat 
47 " : Evening dress X 
49 "Make Up to the Sun": Sunbathing model 
82 "Summer in Bermuda": Two images of hat & dress X 
83 " : Blazer w/ slacks X 
84 Dinner dresses 
85 Four images of dinner dresses 
86 Four images of dinner dresses 
87 Four images of dinner dresses 
88 Four images of dinner dresses 

109 "From Bermuda Shops": Three images of dresses & suit 

1938 JUL 4 Three fashion images advertising rnllpyp Raraar 
29 Geraldine FARRAR in Henri Bendel pajamas X 
38 Virginia DAVIS 
38 Betty Lou DILLINGHAM 
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38 Two images of Foxcroft Academy 
39 Alison PYNE 
39 Maijorie GOODYEAR 
39 Audrey ISELIN 
48 Navy slacks & yellow jacket X (color) 
49 Workman's suit (L. Gibbons) 
72 Slacks & shirt 
73 Three images of dresses, swimsuits, jacket, & Lilly 

Dache head covering 
74 Irene DUNNE X 
75 Mary MAGUIRE 
75 Joan FONTAINE 
75 Rose STRADNER X 

1938 AUG 60 "Week-end": Dress (M. Sykes) X 
61 " : Four images of suit, dresses, skirt, and 

blouse (M. Sykes, Uhlman) X 
62 "The Five-day Week": Two images of dresses, jacket, & 

skirt 
63 " : Three images of jackets, skirts, & 

sweater X 
64 "Pearls of a Litde Price for College: Five images of fur 

coats & jackets 
82 Princess Mabel HOHENLOHE-SCHILLINGSBURST 
83 Princess HOHENLOHE-SCHILLINGSBURST: Three 

images including one w/ Gifford COCHRAN 
84 Orson WELLES with wife and daughter X 

100 "Big Evening for College": Three images of evening 
dresses 

101 "Little Evening for College": Four images of evening 
dresses 

1938 SEP 1 57 "America makes her own...Hollywood fashions" 
58 Ina CLAIRE in self-designed dress X 
59 Mannequin dressed in Miss CLAIRE's dress X 
66 "A New Breed of Chic": Red suit (color) 

102 Evening dress w/jacket 
103 Two images of evening dress, skirt, & sweater 
104 Allen SAALBURG 
104 Louis BOUCHE X 
105 Everett HENRY 
105 Hildreth MEIERE: Two images including Miere's mural 
105 Henry BILLINGS 
106 "Hollywood": Two images of Howard Greer skirt, 

jacket, and coat 
107 Travis Banton evening dress (L. Gibbons) (8X10) 
108 Frances ELKINS 
109 Dorothy LIEBES: Two images including one of her cloth 

design 
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1938 SEP 15 8 [Gown Rayon ad: woman in red dress with fur at side] 
(color) 

1938 OCT 78 Wystan Hugh AUDEN & Christopher ISHERWOOD X 
88 Maurice EVANS & Katherine LOCKE (4X5) 
88 Joseph COTTEN 
89 Raymond MASSEY 
89 Carmel WHITE 
89 Hiram SHERMAN (4X5) 
89 Walter HUSTON & Maxwell ANDERSON X 
98 Fur coat (M. Sykes) (8X10) 
99 Three images of fur coats & jacket 

104 Evening dress (L. Gibbons) (8X10) 
105 Evening dress w/ jacket 

1938 NOV 80 Fur coat 
81 Mary PICKFORD X (4X5) 
82 Schiaparelli yellow & purple dinner dress (color) 
91 Ruth MATTESON in pale blue satin gown (color) 
98 "Pearls of Little Price": Two images of evening dresses 
99 " : Four images of evening dresses (L. 

Gibbons) X 
100 " : Three images of evening coats & jacket 
101 " : Three images of cocktail & evening 

dresses (L. Gibbons) X 

1938 DEC 98 "American Sun Clothes": Three images of swimsuit, 
slacks, shirt, dress, jackets, pajamas, & turban X 

99 "On an American Island": Three images of playsuits & 
dress X 

100 " : Three images of playsuit, shirt, 
tennis dress, & dirndl (M. Sykes, L. Gibbons) X 

101 " : Three images of jacket, skirts, 
sweater, shorts & shirt X 

106 "Pearls of Little Price": Three images of evening dresses 
107 " : Three images of evening dresses 
112 "Her First Long Dress": Three images of evening dresses 
113 " : Three images of evening dresses 

1939 JAN 13 [Advertisement for Crown Spun Rayon] 
44 Five images of swimsuits, diving glasses & turban X 
46 Tapestry skirt & peasant blouse (L. Gibbons) X (color) 
47 White & blue coat w/ white slacks (color) 
48 Gold tunic w/ light green slacks (color) 
82 Rosalind RUSSELL in jacket X 

1939 FEB 28 Toni SOREL 
86 "The Famous Aiken Tweeds": Two images of suit & coat 

(L. Bostwick) X 
87 " : Jacket & skirt (L. Bostwick) X 
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1939 APR 

1939 MAY 

1939 JUN 

92 
93 

78 
79 

102 
103 
103 

Buyers' 

73 

74 
75 
78 

79 

80 
81 
82 
83 
100 
100 
101 
101 
101 
108 

109 

112 
113 

37 
39 
40 
44 
45 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

"The First Spring Coats": Two images of coats 
" : Two images of coats 

"The Yerba Buena Clubhouse": Four images 
Mrs. Henry Potter RUSSELL & three images of Yerba 
Buena Clubhouse 
Robert MONTGOMERY 
Basil RATHBONE 
David NIVENX 
"The Casual Life": Dress 

Geraldine FITZGERALD in Hattie Carnegie blazer & 
dress X 
Hedy LAMAR in peasant blouse X 
Ginger ROGERS in hooded coat X 
"The Casual Life": Two images of dress, skirt, & blouse 
(L. Gibbons) X 

" : Two images of jacket, skirt, & 
pinafore (L. Gibbons, M. Sykes) X 
Dress X 
Irene DUNNE in dress X 
"Pastorale": Two images of evening dresses X 

: Coat X 
Mrs. Sam R. DAMON 
Mrs. H. Alexander WALKER 
Mrs. Richard A. COOKE 
Mrs. John E. RUSSELL 
Mrs. Alexander G. BUDGE 
"The De Young Mansion": Two images including Miss 
Nan TUCKER 

" : Four images including Mrs. 
George CAMERON 
Joan BENNETT in "slacks short" X 
Isa MIRANDA in slacks & pull-over X 

[Advertisement for Brigance swimsuits]: Three fashion 
photographs 
Natural-colored shirt & white skirt X (color) 
Three images of Suzanne Talbot & Suzy hats 
Bergdorf Goodman hat (A. Keeble) X 
Penelope Dudley WARD in jacket X 
Mary MARTIN in fur Bolero & two images of Molyneux 
jacket w/ Sally Victor turban & fur jacket w/ Lilly 
Dache hat X 
[Nightbathing]: SwimsuitX 

" : Swimsuits X 
Dress (A. Keeble) X 
Slacks & shirt X 
Dress & cardigan X 
Four images of dresses, skirt, pullover, cardigan, overalls 
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w/ sailcoat, dirndl, & shorts X 
67 "A Wraith in White Lace": Evening gowns (A. Keeble & 

L. Gibbons) X (4X5) 
68 "Bamboo Beige": Beige dress (color) 
72 "On the Road to the Columbia Icefield": Two images of 

slacks, cardigan & shirt X 

1939 JUL 14 [Ad for College Bazaar! Photograph from JUN 1939, p. 
62 

21 [Ad for HB camera contest] Photograph from MAY 1939, 
p. 79 

27 Photograph for perfume 
31 "A New Line in a Museum": Schiaparelli evening dress 

(N. Shelly) X 
32 "The Sculpture Garden at the Museum of Modern Art": 

CoatX 
33 " : Two images of feather jackets X 
56 "The Picturesque": Hat & dress X 
57 Carmen MOLINA in peasant bonnet X 
57 Lady Maguerite STRICKLAND in Lilly Dache turban X 

60-61 "Milk and Honey": Female nude looking at book (color) 
66 Mary Anite LOOS: Two images in bell jewelry & crepe 

dress X 
71 "On the Harold Castle Balcony": Print evening dress X 

(color) 
72 [Honolulu fashions]: Gump's Hand-blocked print coat X 
73 " : Gump's house-coat X 
78 Mrs. Richard M. BISSELL: Two images 
79 Mrs. Richard M. BISSELL: Three images including Mrs. 

Hector PRUD'HOMME & children 

1939 AUG 30 The POORS at Crow House X 
50 "How to Get into The Fashion Business": Beige dress 

(color) 
54 "Can't-Do-Withoutables": Skirts & sweaters 
55 " : Two images of dresses 
56 "The Long and Short of It": Two images of evening 

dresses 
57 " : Two images of evening dresses & 

dinner suit 
59 Miss Charlotte NOLAND (Headmaster of Foxcroft) X 
79 "A Tour of Elegance at the Fair": French furrier display 

(color) 
92 "On the New Mauretania": Fur jacket X 
93 " : Three images of fur jacket & coats 

(B. McLaughlin) X 
98 "Off to a Week-end": Dress 
99 " : Suits & coats 

1939 SEP 1 76 "In a Glass Darkly": Two images of suit w/ & w/out jacket 
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X 
77 " : Two images of dresses including 

Charles Armour design X 
78 "The Perfect 'Black Tie' for Women": Hattie Carnegie 

black dinner suit (color) 
79 Vivien LEIGH X 
79 Orson WELLES 
88 "Cigarettiquette": Two images of how to smoke 

fashionably 
89 : Six images of how to smoke 

fashionably 
92 "Fair and Younger": Reefer 
93 " : Two images of coat & "weskit" 

1939 OCT 21 [Advertisement for Foxbrownie Number 7] 
80 "Fair and Younger": Three images of trousers, sweater, 

cigarette case, Jaeckel suit, & raincoat 
81 Gloria VANDERBILT X 

100 Dress w/ Lilly Dache handbag X 
101 Karyb VAN RYN in dinner dress X 
104 "Begin with Black": Three images of suit w/ Suzy hat & 

muff, coats & Legroux hat & muff X 
105 " : Coat & Lilly Dache hat X 

1939 NOV 62 Frances FARMER in Foxbrownie dinner dress X 
63 Julie HAYDON in evening gown w/jacket X 
84 "Pearls of Little Price": Dinner dress 
85 " : Three images of evening dresses & 

coat 
86 " : Two images of evening dresses 
87 " : Dinner dress 
88 Paul MUNI X 
88 Beit LAHR & Ethel MERMAN X 
89 Maxime SULLIVAN X 
98 Donna Marina TORLONIA in dress X 
99 "Fair and Younger" : Two images of evening coat & 

coiffure 

1939 DEC 25 W.H. AUDEN (1938 image) 
76 Ilona MASSEY in dress 
81 "Flowers from the Islands": Dresses 
81 Two images of Brenda MARSHALL in evening dress & 

dresses X 

1940 JAN 37 "Station Identifications": Sweater [in Yuma, AZ] X 
38 " : Dress w/ hooded cape (color) 
39 " : Jaeger burnoose (color) 
42 Lana TURNER in garbardine shorts & shirt w/ sandals 

(color) 
43 Kay ALDRIDGE in shorts & swimsuit 
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44 "The Sun Shines Hot in Palm Springs": Dress, shorts, & 
topX 

45 Mrs. John Randolph HEARST: Two images in shorts w/ 
shirtcoat & dress 

46 "The Sun Shines Hot in Palm Springs": Three images of 
hat, swimsuit, & diving glasses 

47 " : Swimsuit X 
48 "Laguna Beach": Swimsuits 
49 " : Swimsuit 

1940 FEB 41 Dicer & turtleneck sweater X 
50 "Hollywood ranchers...": Cowgirl outfit (color) 
51 Tyrone POWER and his wife X 
52 Geraldine FITZGERALD in short modern duster X 
76 Vladimir HOROWITZ and his wife X 
80 Mary TAYLOR in pajamas X 
81 Loretta YOUNG in dinner dress X 
92 Patricia MORISON in dress & cardigan 
92 Brenda JOYCE in striped chambray dress X 

92 Brenda MARSHALL in playsuit 
93 Jane BRYAN in shorts & shirt X 
93 Maureen O'HARA in reefer X 
93 Linda DARNELL in suit X 
94 Cobina WRIGHT, Jr.in Hawaiian dress & shorts X 
94 Brenda MARSHALL: Two images in striped linen dress & 

culottes 
95 Mrs. John R. FELL in blouse & suspender skirt 

130 "Picturesque Play Clothes": Dresses, shirt, & shorts 

1940 MAR 1 80 Rozsika and Solveig PETERSON in dresses (color) 
82 Mrs. Harrison WILLIAMS 
90 "The Collector's Manual": Germaine Monteil skirt w/ 

bolero & Hattie Carnegie suit (B. McLaughlin?, L. 
Gibbons) X 

91 " : Two images of suits including 
Jane Derby design X 

1940 APR 66 Flora ROBSONX 
67 Gladys GEORGE X 
81 "A Shawl for Evening Wrap...": Chartreus wrap (color) 
82 Germaine Monteil evening dress (8X10) 
83 " : Evening dresses including 

Sally Milgrim design X (8X10) 
88 "Fair and Younger": Three images of coat, moccasins, 

pump, & belt X 
89 Cynthia DUNN in dress & two images of slacks & 

Walter Florell hat 

1940 MAY 42 "Red, White, and Blue...": White dress (color) 
43 "Watch this Hat...": Beret X 
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44 Dress w/ shawl (B. McLaughlin) X 
45 Dress 
46 "At Sea Island Beach": Dresses on woman & girl (M. 

Lewis) X 
47 " : Pinafore, blouse & dresses (L. 

Gibbons, M. Sykes) X 
48 Two images of hats 
49 Dress 
68 Mrs. Howard DEETZ w/ daughter Liza X 
69 Mrs. Edward J. WARBURG in pajamas X 
82 "Your Hands Give You Away": Three images of different 

types of card players X 
83 " : Two images of different 

types of card players X 
90 "Frankly Forty": Three images of Chanel sweater, 

Balenciaga dress & Molyneux dinner dress w/ jacket 
(8X10) 

91 " : Lanvin dress 
92 "The Casual Life": Dress (B. McLaughlin) X 
93 " : Three images of dress, pajamas, & 

jacketed outfit (M. Sykes) X 

1940 JUN 33 "Shift with the Scenery": Shorts & jacket (L. Gibbons) X 
34 " : Swimsuit 
35 " : Swimsuit cover 
36 "We See Red": Red jacket with black dress (color) 
40 Mrs. Thomas H. SHELVIN in her dining room 
41 Mrs. Thomas H. SHELVIN: Four images 
68 Two images of dresses including Bruyere design X 
69 Two images of Blotta skirt w/ top & Charles Cooper 

dress X 
72 "The Young Marrieds": Dress 
73 " : Five images of dresses 
81 "This is Your Common Sense Speaking": Nude woman 

laying in sun (M. Young) 
82 Slacks and sweaters 
83 Slacks, shirt, & sash X 
90 Mrs. Thomas H. SHELVIN: Three images 

1940 JUL 36 Greer GARSON X 
37 Paulette GODDARD: Two images X 
37 Mrs. Edwin EARL 
40 "Ottawa: Next Capital of Empire": Image of a machine 

gunner X 
41 " : Three images of Ottawa 

including Honorary Air Marshal Billy BISHOP X 
42 " : Sir Gerald CAMPBELL & 

his wife X 
42 " : Red Cross tearoom with 

Colonel H. WILLIS-O'CONNER & family 
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42 " : Ll John FARROW, Mrs. 
Donald GORDON & Mrs. George McPHEE 

42 " : Madame Ernest 
LAPOINTE 

42 " : Mrs. H.H. MULKINS, Mrs. 
F. LUeweUyn HOUGHTON, & Mrs. Graham TOWERS 

43 " : Rear Admiral Percy NELLES 
and family 

43 " : Lady DOUGHTY, 
General ODLUM & Rear Admiral NELLES X 

43 " : Mr. C. Gray CREW & Mrs. 
William BUDDEN 

43 " : Senator Cairine WILSON 
43 " : Superfluity Shop X 
46 "Shoulder Arms": Brown dress w/ kerchief beret (color) 
74 "Fair and Younger": Five images of awning stripe clothing 

& accessories 
75 " : Awning stripe slacks w/ shirt 

1940 AUG 44 Lefty GOMEZ & Joe DiMAGGIO X 
46 "For Campus and Country": Coats X 
47 "For Travel and Town": Coats X 
48 "Heads-You Win": Three images of hats X 
49 " : Four images of hats X 
70 "It's a Man's World": Man's raincoat (8X10) 
71 " : Six images of coats, jackets, & cap 

(8X10) 
84 Mrs. Fuller E. CALLAWAY, Jr. 
85 Three images of CALLAWAY gardens & sheepdog 
94 "They Leave their Mark": Five images of shoes 
95 " : Four images of shoes 

1940 SEP 1 44 "Six Autumn Suits": Hattie Carnegie suit X 
45 " : Two images of Germaine Monteil suit 

&jacket X 
46 " : Two images of jackets including Nettie 

Rosenstein design X 
47 " : Light-top suit w/ leopard collar (B. 

McLaughlin)X 
60 Patricia MORISON in cape X 
62 Camel's hair coat 
63 Virgina MORELY in coat w/ leopard fur X (8X10) 
70 "Don't Give it Back to the Indians": Sally Victor hat X 
71 "Level-Headed": Two images of John Frederics hats X 
73 "Mormon Bonnets": Two images of hats X 
74 "Corde du Roi": Suit X 
75 "Flying Colors": Suit X 
77 "The Color is Indian Penny": Brown coat (color) 
90 "The Chic of Spotted Furs": Fur jacket X 
91 " : Fur jacket w/John Frederics 
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hatX 

1940 SEP 15 47 "The Modem Art of Plaids": Suit w/ turban X 
48 " : Three images of Henri Bendel 

coat w/ suit, Anthony Blotta cape w/ suit, dress, skirt, 
& jacket X 

49 " : Anthony Blotta coats (M. 
Minnegerode) X 

50 Mrs. Charles Barney GOODSPEED: Six images including 
her home X 

51 Mrs. Charles Barney GOODSPEED X 
52 Jessica TANDY in mink coat & felt hat X 
53 Frances MERCER in mink jacket & hat X 
72 "Rugged Individuality": Four images of suits, dresses, 

coat, & jacket including Henri Bendel & Hattie 
Carnegie designs 

73 " : Four images of coats & jacket 
including Henri Bendel design 

74 " : Coats 
75 " : Three images of reefer, dress, & coat 
86 Gertrude LAWRENCE w/ her terrier "Mackintosh" X 
86 Miss Pamela HOWLEY 

1940 OCT [Pages are stuck together] 
60 Carson McCULLERS X 
65 "Beauty on the Horizontal": Yellow hat w/ short leopard 

jacket (color) 
68 Ethel WATERS X 
69 Ed WYNN, Jane PICKENS & John-FREDERICS X 
82 Hattie Carnegie wedding gown w/ flower girl X 
83 Henri Bendel wedding gown X 
84 "American Failings": Charles James green evening coat 

(color) 
86 "Dress Suit": Jacket over dress 
87 " : Two images of dresses & fur jackets X 
88 "Turned Out for Town": Three images of dresses 
89 " : Dress 
90 "Malmaison Pink and Black Black": Pink evening gown 

(color) 
91 " : Black afternoon dress (color) 
92 "Out You Go": Three images of evening dresses, skirt, 

top, & jewelry 
93 " : Evening dresses 
94 "Very Warm for October": Two images of dresses 
95 " : Two images of dresses 

1940 NOV 64 Jinx FALKENBERG in suit X 
65 Eunice HEALY: Two images in jacket & coat 
74 Sigrid UNDSET X 
88 Lubov ROSTOVA: Three images in Howard Greer 
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evening dress; sandals & shoes 
89 Evening dresses (L. Gibbons, B. McLaughlin) X 
90 "All Covered Up and Someplace to Go: Evening dresses 
91 " : Six images of evening 

dresses 
101 [Curious note by photographer Knutsdater's name; in Dahl-

Wolfe's hand, "Alias LDW"] 

1940 DEC 58 "Chimney Pieces": Two images of ski suit & coat 
(photographed at Creamery) X 

59 " : Skirt, sweater, & jacket 
(photographed at the Creamery) X 

60 "Skier's Handbook": Two images of kilt, skirt, & ski 
pants X 

61 " : Two images of ski dress & jacket X 
66 [Models in staircase at Creamery]: Aviation mechanic's 

suit (L. Gibbons) X 
67 " : Shorts w/ blouse 
68 "Molyneux of London": Two images of studio & 

Molyneux suit X 
69 " : Molyneux suit & sleeveless sweater 
86 "Going South the South American Way": White shirt & 

red skut (taken at LDW home) (color) 
92 Claire BOOTH 

JAN 1941 36 Senora Maria Luisa AZPIAZU X 
37 "We Go to Cuba": Long scarf & dress (L. Gibbons) X 
38 " : Dress (L. Gibbons) X 
39 "Morning in Havana": Three images of dress, shorts, 

shirt, & coats (A. Johnson, L. Gibbons) X 
40 "In Cathedral Square: Two images of Dobbs beret & 

Dunlap hat (A. Johnson) X 
41 " : Two images of Dobbs & John-

Frederics hats (A. Johnson, H. Kingsbury) X 
42 "On the Terrace of the Nacional": Hattie Carnegie dress 

w/ turban (S. Brewster) X 
43 " : Three-piece dress X 
55 "Posdude to Skiing": Black trousers w/jacket (color) 
56 Getrude LAWRENCE X (8X10) 
64 Mrs. Edmund HUTTON in Hattie Carnegie evening 

gown X 
65 Mrs. Cameron CLARK X 
70 "The Floridians": Sailor suit (A. Johnson) X 
71 " : Four images of swimsuits, suit, 

dresses, jackets, shorts, & blouse (S. Brewster, L. 
Gibbons) X 

72 " : Sarong (A. Johnson) X 
73 " : Swimsuit (L. Gibbons) X 
74 "Noon till Midnight at Nassau": Four images of beach 

coat, dress, jacket, & suit (A. Johnson, L. Gibbons) X 
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75 " : Evening gown (L. Gibbons) 
X 

76 "Paillettes on Prints": Germaine Monteil & Omar 
Kiam evening gowns 

77 " : Hattie Carnegie shorts outfit & 
dinner pajamas 

84 Dorothy DRAPER X 

1941 FEB 39 "A Look into the Future": Braided coiffure (B. 
McLaughlin) X 

46 "Step Up Ladies": Madame Pauline hat (A. Johnson) X 
47 " : Four images of hats including Sally 

Milgrim & Henri Bendel designs (A. Johnson, N. 
Shelley) X 

48 " : Four images of hats including John-
Frederics, Jay Thorpe & Florence Reichman 
designs 

52 "Blonds in Bois de Rose": Germaine Monteil evening 
gown X 

53 " : Evening gown 
57 Aline BERNSTEIN X 
58 "The Black Beach Dress": Hattie Carnegie black dress 

(L. Gibbons) X (color) 
59 Senora Maria Luisa AZPIAZU in dress X 
60 Three images of trousers, skirt, shirt & swimsuit (L. 

Gibbons, A. Johnson, S. Brewster) X 
61 Senora Chiqui AZPIAZU de Tarafa in shorts and shirt X 
62 Vivien LEIGH in Elizabeth Montgomery evening 

dress 
63 Beach dress (L. Gibbons) 
64 Boris KARLOFFX 
64 Shirley BOOTH 
65 "They Really Like to Swim": Three images of swimsuits 

(L. Gibbons, A. Johnson) X 
66 " : Mauve pink swimsuit (color) 
72 "The Dress in a Thousand": Five images of 

Schlumberger dinner dress, jewelry & sandals (A. 
Johnson, N. Shelley) X (8X10) 

73 " : Mainboucher evening dress (N. 
Shelley or A. Johnson) X (8X10) 

74 "Trends for Spring": Four images of scarf, sleeves, skirt, 
& peplums (R. Toohey, B. McLaughlin, N. Shelley) X 

75 " : Split skirt suit (A. Johnson) X 
76 Madame Paul-Louis WEILLER in Greek embroidered 

jacket X 
78 Mrs. PALEY: Two images of her & two of her art 

collection X 
79 Mrs. PALEY: One image of art & another portrait X 
80 Anita COLBY: Two images of coiffures X 
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81 Tm Tired of My Hair": Three images of coiffures (B. 
McLaughlin) X 

86 "Start with These": Two images of dress & suit (R. 
Toohey, B. McLaughlin) X 

94 "Bewitched, Bewhitened": Dresses (L. Gibbons, Jenney, 
B. McLaughlin) X 

95 " : Evening dress (L. Gibbons) X 

1941 MAR 1 42 "Spring Morning": Hattie Carnegie gray tweed dress 
(color) 

44 "Peplums are In": Monkey X 
56 Estrella BOISSEVAIN in Balenciaga outfit 
58 "Feminine After Five": Three images of jacket, skirt, coat, 

& dress including Pattullo & Sally Milgrim designs 
(N. Shelley, B. McLaughlin) X 

59 " : Three images of jacket, dresses & 
tunic including Omar Kiam & Germaine Monteil 
designs (N. Shelley, Beveille) X 

62 "Quilting": Quilted coat (L. Gibbons) X 
63 " : Quilted tunic coat (Beveille) X 
66 Portrait of Princess George CHAVCHAVADZE nee 

Elizabeth RIDGEWAY) X 
68 "Guinevere in Vinylite": Lilly Dache vinylite hat & 

mittens (R. Ford) X 
82 Carmen AMAYAX 
84 "Week-end at Stowe": Barbara & Marilyn SHAW X 
85 " : Countess Madeleine Christina 

HAMILTON X 
85 " : Livingston LONGFELLOW X 
85 " : Mrs. Herman KIAER X 
85 " : "Rettles" de Cosson X 
85 " : Lowell THOMAS X 
86 Mrs. James Negley COOKE, Jr.: Two images in coat & 

capeX 
90 Eva LUTYENS of London X 
91 [Lutyens1 costumes]: Three images of Lutyens suits (A. 

Johnson, R. Toohey, D. Jenney) X 
131 Eric SEVAREID X 

1941 MAR 15 16 [Advertisement for Superior Color Co.]: Lilly Dache hat & 
mittens [1 MAR 1941, p. 68] 

22 "I Love My Spring Suit": Six images of suits X 
23 " : Six images of suits X 
24 "I Love a Trim Coat": Five images of trim coats X 
25 "With a Trim Dress Beneath It": Fives images of coats & 

dresses X 
30 Mary MASON in evening dress X 
31 Katharine WIMAN & Phyllis AVERY in evening dresses 

X 
40 "The Chameleon Hat": Two images of hats (N. Gae) X 
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41 " : Two images of hats (N. Gae) X 
42 Mrs. James RODNEY in scotch kilt w/ bagpipers X 
52 Adelaide MOFFETT in felt breton 
53 Faded pink dress (color) 
54 Katharine CORNELL in Motley Edwardian gown X 
61 "Like a Wild Deuce in Poker": Hattie Carnegie jacket 

(S. Brewster) X 
62 "Nancy is Sporty": Three images including suit, coat, & 

evening gown X 
62 "Toni is Feminine": Three images including suit, coat, 

& evening gown 
66 "Nine Months in a Chinese Jacket": Jacket & skirt 

(maternity) X 
67 "A Week-end Evening in a Country Home: Lounging 

outfits (Beveille, L. Gibbons) X 
69 "The Ageless Dress": Evening dresses 

1941 APR 49 Madame SUZY w/ model X 
50 "Yellow": Yellow hat (color) 
63 "Private Worlds": Pajamas (L. Gibbons) X 
64 " : Corset (L. Gibbons) X 
65 " : Two images of sleepwear (J. Vincent) 

X 
66 " : Two images of nightgowns (L. 

Gibbons) X 
67 " : Bed jacket (J. Vincent) X 
82 Carson McCULLERS X 
83 Mrs. Dwight DAVIS X 

1941 MAY 42 "This is Fort Dix": Blouse & skirt (J. Vincent) X (4X5) 
44 " : Two images of socializing at Fort Dix 

X (4X5) 
45 " : Two images of socializing at Fort 

Dix X (4X5) 
46 "Mainboucher Presents a Collection": Mainboucher 

dinner suit 
47 " : Two images of Mainboucher evening 

gown & dress w/jacket X 
54 "Suzy": Suzy hat (A. Lorraine) X 
55 " : Suzy hat (A. Johnson) X 
68 Mrs. Edward R. STETTINUS X 
69 Mrs. Peter A. B. WIDENER X 
69 Princess Frances WINDISCH-GRAETZ X 
70 Madame Antenor PATINO X 
71 Mrs. Julien CHAQUENEAU X 
72 Mrs. Kent LEGARE X 
73 Mrs. John Barry RYAN, Jr. X 
83 "How to Take a Bath": Nude woman in shower (J. 

Vincent) X 
87 "We Suggest Irish Lace": Hat (A. Johnson) X 
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90 June HAVOC in Germaine Monteil evening gown X 
91 Veronica LAKE X 
93 Madame Philippe de CROISSET 

1941 JUN Cover Suzy's headband (color) 
25 "West to East": Traveling clothes (J. Vincent) X 
26 "In New Mexico": White coat & black pants (color) 
27 " : Play suit (E. B. Ryan) 
28 "Sante Fe": Three images of casual clothing (J. Vincent) X 
29 " : Jodhpurs & shirt (J. Vincent) X 
30 " : Dress (J. Vincent) X 
31 " : Dress (J. Vincent) X 
32 " : Skirt & top (J. Vincent) X 
33 " : Skirt & top X 
34 " : Shorts & sweater (J. Vincent) X 
35 " : Two images of casual wear (E. B. Ryan) X 
36 [Carlsbad Caverns]: Tennis dress (J. Vincent) X 
37 " : Shorts & blouse X 
47 Mrs. J. Borden HARRIMAN X 
49 "Take With You...": White shorts & top (J. Vincent) 

(color) X 
74 "Black Transparency": Two images of dresses (A. 

Johnson, L. Gibbons, B. McLaughlin) X 
75 " : Dress (N. Shelley) X 

1941 JUL Cover Beige scarf & halter top (color) 
18 Mrs. Winthrop W. ALDRICH X 
22 "Country House Week-end": Lounging robe X 
23 " : Lounging slacks & jacket X 
24 " : Lounging slacksuit (L. Gibbons) 

X 
25 " : Evening trouser suit (L. 

Gibbons) X 
40 "Paris Designers in New York": Two images of Erik of 

Paris & Braggard hats (A. Lorraine) X 
41 " : Three images of Suzy, 

Antoine & Louise Bourbon hats (A. Johnson) X 
47 "Two-Minute Western": Coiffure (J. Vincent) X 

50-51 "In Your Element": Nude woman in pool (L. Gibbons) X 
54 Lady Dorothy Evelyn Augusta ONSLOW nee Lady 

HALIFAX X 
57 "The Short Evening Dress": Dinner dress (A. Johnson) X 
59 Ingrid BERGMAN X 
62 "Out to Dinner in the Country": Coat (E. B. Ryan) X 
66 Ruby Ross WOOD X 
67 Five images of WOOD'S mirrors' X 

1941 AUG Cover Tams-O-Shanters (color) 
49 "The Pigtailers": Frontispiece of college issue (L. Fox) X 
52 "It's a Getaway": Suit 
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53 " : Coats X 
56 "It's a Cut": Playclothes (J. Vincent, W. Delafield) X 
57 " : Suits X 
58 "It's a Date": Four images of date dresses X 
59 " : Date dress & man standing at lamp post X 
60 "It's a Whirl": Dinner dresses X 
61 " : Dinner dresses X 
62 "It's a Bedtime Story": Two images of pajamas (G. 

Gibbons, W. Delafield) X 
63 " : Sleep wear (G. Gibbons, J. Vincent, 

W. Delafield) X 
66 Mrs. DAVISON X 
83 Cormelia Otis SKINNER & her father X 
87 Mrs. Kenneth Dale OWEN in wedding gown X 
88 "It's About Time for a New Hairdo": Three images of 

coiffures (J. Vincent, W. Delafield) X 
89 Miss Ann Clair BROKAW in evening gown X 
90 Mary Jane DERBY in Jane Cerby evening gown X 
91 MaradiZOPPOLAX 
91 Cynthia Brooks HOWE 
95 "The Fur-Lined Topcoat...": Pink suit (color) 

1941 SEP 1 [Pages are adhered together from moisture] 
42 "You Have a Date with New York": Suit (color) 
52 "One Unbroken Color": Blue & green topcoats (color) 
68 "America Expects Every Woman to...": Three images of 

suits (A. Johnson, W. Rosston, W. Delafield) X 
70 "Buy a Share in America": Six images of suits (W. 

Rosston, W. Delafield) 
71 " : Five images of suits (W. Delafield) 

X 
92 "The Twilight to Midnight Dress": Dinner dress 
93 " : Four images of dinner 

dresses (A. Johnson, W. Rosston, T. Hollingsworth, L. 
Gibbons, N. Shelley) 

1941 SEP 15 Cover Red topcoat (color) 
21 Frontispiece: Dress (W. Rosston) X 
22 "The Importance of Yellow-Green": Suit (color) 
24 "The Thirty-Niners": Evening dresses (W. Rosston) X 
25 " : Two images of evening dresses (A. 

Johnson)X 
26 "The Thirty-Niners by Day": Two images of dresses (A. 

Johnson)X 
27 " : Three images of dresses (J. 

Vincent, W. Rosston) X 
32 "The Girls Behind the PBY's": Suits (W. Delafield, R. 

Toohey)X 
33 " : Dinner dresses (W. Delafield, 

R. Toohey) X 
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34 "Cook for Your Country": Dinner dress (W. Delafield) X 
38 "Dressed for Action": Suit (W. Rosston) X 
39 " : Suit, slacks, & shirt (W. Rosston, W. 

Delafield) X 
56 "The Children": Two children in blue jeans X 
60 Mrs. Ogden MILLS X 
62 Evening dresses (B. Bond, N. Shelley, K. Gibbons) X 
63 Evening dresses (B. Bond, T. Hollingsworth, A. 

Johnson)X 
71 "A Pony of Spirits": Five images of ponyskin items X 

1941 OCT 58 Joan FONTAINE in evening gown X 
68 Captain R. Luff MEREDITH & falcon X 
69 Falcon X 
74 "Suited to the Country": Suit (J. Vincent) X 
75 " : Two images of suits (B. J. Graham, 

W. Rosston) X 
76 "Suited to Town": Three images of suits (W. Iglehart, S. 

Brewster) X 
77 Mrs. Michael G. PHIPPS in suit X 
91 "A Matter of Taste": Molyneux dinner dress (N. Shelley) 

X 
103 "Vertes Designs for Lydia": Vertes dress (W. Rosston) X 
104 Dress (A. Johnson's sister) X 
105 Dinner dress (A. Johnson) X 

1941 NOV 48 "Hothouse Rose": Black suit w/ pink blouse (color) 
51 Mrs. Chih Tsing FENG X 
56 "Longer in Black": Black dress w/ pink muff (color) 
62 "Wedding at Filoli": Five images of the wedding X 
63 " : Miss Bernice ROTH & Mrs. Spencer 

GRANT, Jr. X 
76 Mildred NATWICKX 
76 Leonora CORBETT X 
76 Peggy WOOD X 
76 Clifton WEBB X 
77 Danny KAYE & Sylvia FINE: Four images X 
82 "Black Lace...Ruffles...": Evening dresses (B. 

Barrington) X 
83 " : Evening dresses (A. Johnson, W. 

Rosston) X 
92 "Color Under Your Coat": Four images of dresses (W. 

Rosston, M. Brady, A. Johnson) X 
93 " : Five images of dressed (M. Brady, 

W. Delafield, B. Barrington, W. Rosston) X 
94 "Winter White": Five images of dresses (M. Brady, W. 

Delafield) X 
95 "Winter Black": Five images of dresses ( W. Rosston, A. 

Johnson)X 
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1941 DEC 56 "Mr. & Mrs. Marshall FIELD X 
57 Two images of the FIELD children Fiona & Phyllis 
68 "A Perfect Costume for Balletomanes": Mainbocher 

dinner suit (color) 
69 Mrs. Charles FELDMAN X 
72 Mrs. George SCHLEE: Two images X 
73 Mrs. George SCHLEE (color) 
74 "A New Slant": Hats (N. Apiazu, A. Lorraine) X 
75 " : Hat (A. Johnson) X 
90 Miss Gypsy Rose LEE X 
92 Mrs. Preston DAVIE X 
93 Mrs. Walter PAEPCKE X 

1942 JAN Cover Goggles (color) 
8 [Advertisement for Superior Color Co. from DEC 1941, 

p. 75] 
38 "Flight to the Valley of the Sun": Beige jacket & brown 

skirt (D. Vreeland) (color) 
39 " : Fur coat & slacks (W. 

Delafield) 
40 " : Black shawl & brown slacks 

(D. Vreeland at Wright House) (color) 
41 " : Black skirt & print halter 

(B. Barrington at Wright House) X (color) 
42 "Butterflies for the Sun Country": Dress 
43 " : Dress (B. Barrington in 

Arizona) X 
44 "Clothes for the Sun Country": Two images of suit & 

dresses (W. Delafield, B. Barrington) X 
45 " : Three images of jumpers & 

cowgirl outfit (B. Barrington, W. Delafield) X 
46 " : Romper shorts (Wright house) 

X 
47 " : Long shorts (Delafield at 

Wright House) X 
48 "The Old Southwest": Dress (B. Barrington at San Xavier) 

X 
49 " : Two images of topcoat & linen dress 

(W. Delafield, B. Barrington at San Xavier) X 
80 "The Fiesta Dress": Skirt & blouse (W. Delafield at 

Arizona Inn) X 
81 Two images of dress, slacks, & waistcoat (W.Delafield) X 
82 "White Wool Jersey": Dresses (W. Delafield, B. 

Barrington in Arizona) X 
83 "Cotton Pique & Silk Shantung": Dresses (B. Barrington, 

W. Delafield in Arizona) X 

1942 FEB 34 
35 
35 

Grace TULLYX 
Thelma McKELVEY X 
Lucille Foster McMILLAN X 
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36 Mrs. Walter LIPPMAN X 
36 Mrs. Archibald MacLEISH X 
37 Mrs. Raymond LEE X 
37 Mrs. James FORRESTAL X 
38 "The Girl with a Government Job": Suit (B. Banington) X 
39 " : Coats & suit (Lee, B. 

Barrington, Horstman) X 
40 "At the New War Department Building": Suits ( L. 

Gibbons, Horstman, Lee) X 
41 "The White House Gate": Suits X 
56 Dr. Eleanor BLISS X 
58 Mrs. Rodman WANAMAKER X 
59 Crown Princess Martha of NORWAY X 
65 "Challis": Black, green & red dress (B. Barrington in 

Arizona)(color) X 
68 "Sleep in Our Time": Illustration of man & woman in bed 
73 "They All Add Up to a Job": Three images of dresses (B. 

Barrington) X 
86 "The Shirtwaist Sleeve": Suit (B. Barrington) 

119 "Look to the West": Three images of skirts & blouses (W. 
Delafield, B. Banington in Arizona) X 

1942 MAR 1 42 "Suit is the Big Word": Suit (B. Barrington at MOMA) X 
43 " : Suits (B. Bond, Gibbons at MOMA) 

X 
44 " : Suit (A. Johnson at MOMA) X 
45 " : Suits (B. Barrington, L. Gibbons at 

MOMA)X 
46 " : Evening suit (L. Gibbons at MOMA) 

X 
47 " : Evening suits (T. Hollingsworth, B. 

Bond at MOMA) X 
61 Eddie DOWLING X 
62 Anna ROSENBERG 
63 Mrs. Edgar W. LEONARD X 
74 "Short for Evenings Out": Three images of evening 

dresses (A. Johnson, B. Bond) X 
75 " : Patullo evening dress (B. 

Barrington) X 

1942 MAR 15 Cover "Buy Bonds Girl": Black John-Frederics hat (B. Bond) 
(Color) 

20 "Molyneux designs for Spring Days": Checked dress w/ 
green jacket (color) 

22 "This is New": Vera Maxwell green suit (color) 
23 "This is Unexpected": Gray suit (color) 
25 "Tweeds are not Always Tailored": Checked jacket w/ 

brown skirt (color) 
26 "The Poison Peddlers": Three images of bad war practices 

X 
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27 " : Two images of bad war practices X 
48 "It's Always Thrifty to be Smart": Suit X 
49 "It's Still Smart to be Thrifty": Suits (G. Gibbons, B. 

Bond) X 
50 "Fifteen Doors": Suit (T. Hollingsworth) X 
51 " : Six images of suits 
52 " : Four images of suits 
53 " : Four images of suits (A. Johnson, L. 

Gibbons, B. Bond) X 
72 "Farm, Field and Factory": War-like clothing (L. Gibbons, 

W. Delafield, Steene) X 

1942 APR 36 "Dearly Beloved...": Wedding gown (B. Bond) X 
37 " : Bridal headdress (B. Bond) X 
38 " : Ben Reig informal wedding dress X 
39 " : Germaine Monteil informal wedding 

dress (B. Barrington) X 
42 "The Miracle of Spring": White nightgown (color) 
44 "Intimity": Two images of sleepwear (J. Vincent in LDW's 

home) X 
45 " : Negligee (J. Vincent in LDW's home) X 
72 "Springtime is Print-Time": Dress (G. Gibbons) X 
73 " : Dress & suit (B. Bond, A. 

Johnson)X 

1942 MAY Cover Red gingham blouse & hat (color) 
36 "The Home Front": Boys & girl w/ horse at stable 
37 " : Woman & girl gardening w/ baby 
38 " : Charades on homefront (at Vreeland's 

country house) X 
39 " : Woman w/ boy & girl on couch (at 

Vreeland's country house) X 
42 "The Real Thing": Two white evening dresses (color) 
60 "Culottes for Countrywomen": Culottes X 
61 " : Culottes 
62 "Colors of the Andes": Pink & green dresses (color) 
82 "I'm Carrying My Share for Victory: Suits (G. Gibbons, 

B. Barrington) X 
83 " : Suits (B. Bond, A. Johnson) 

X 

1942 JUN 36 Mrs. Randolph Appleton KIDDER w/ her children Michael 
& Charlotte 

41 "New and Perfect": Gray dress (color) 
42 "Plan for a College Summer": Dresses X 
43 " : Dresses X 
44 "Plan to Start Cool": Dresses (B. Barrington, V. 

McCullough) X 
45 "Plan to Keep Cool": Four images of dresses & purse (B. 

Bond, B. Barrington, G. Gibbons) X 
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51 TANG Yung-Mei X 
54 Miss Louise MACYX 
55 Mrs. William P. T. PRESTON X 

1942 JUL 23 Spencer TRACY X 
35 Gypsy Rose LEE w/ Irene SHARAFF & KARINSKA X 
48 Mrs. Alfred STARR w/ Kathy-Lou X 
49 The Alfred STARR family X 
64 "Three Cool Cottons": Two images of dresses X 

1942 AUG Cover Red suit (color) 
51 Frontispiece: Woman at Road to Victory Show at MOMA 

(B. Barrington) X 
52 "Ready for Anything": Leather jacket X (8X10) 
53 " : Tweed jacket (V. McCullough) X 
57 "Portrait of a Youth": Green & red jacket (color) 
67 "A Modern Dryad": Sweater w/ oak leave skirt (color) 
68 Mrs. Fairfax POTTER in jacket 
69 Mrs. Fairfax POTTER in evening dress 
76 "She Marries Young": Wedding headpiece 
77 Miss Marion Saffold OATES in wedding gown X 

1942 SEP 56 "Pailetted Paisley": Dress (A. Johnson) X 
57 "Color Reel": Blue & black dinner dress (color) 
58 "Winter Blue": Navy blue coat (color) 
59 "Oatmeal Beige": Traina-Norell Beige dirndl & fur coat 

(color) 
60 "The Color is Tobacco": Brown dress (color) 
61 "The Silhouette Is Cigarette": Two images of suits (A. 

Johnson, B. Bond) X 
63 Mrs. Harry HOPKINS w/ her stepdaughter Diana X 
70 "An Oxford Education": Shoes (at MOMA) X 
71 " : Shoes (at MOMA) X 
76 Margaret BOURKE-WHITE X 

1942 OCT Cover 75th Anniversary Issue: Green beret (color) 
68 "Twenty Degrees Warmer Inside": Coats (B. Hargroves, 

B. Crane)X 
69 " : Coats (T. Hollingsworth) 

X 
70 " : Fur coats (B. Bond, B. 

Hargroves) X 
71 " : Fur coat (T. Hollingsworth) X 
74 Tallulah BANKHEAD X 
75 Lynn FONTANNE X 
85 "Courage": Wedding dress (V. McCullough) X 
86 Nightgown (B. Hargroves) X 
87 Nightgown (B. Hargroves at LDW's house) X 
89 Lieutenant Commander Mildred H. McAFEE X 
90 Two images of suit & coat (W. Delafield) X 
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91 Sweater and coat (B. Bond, W. Delafield at LDW's house) 
X 

92 "The Letter...Incoming...": Woman w/ two children & 
letter (B. Hargroves) X 

1942 NOV 36 "Wool Jersey Winter": White dress (color) 
37 "Mrs. Miniver Rose": Burgundy dress (color) 
40 "Big Evening in 1942": Two images of Hattie Carnegie 

evening dress & hand w/ cards (M. Zollman) X 
41 " : Two images of Hattie Carnegie 

evening dress & hand w/ cards (M. Zollman) X 
51 Veronica LAKE X 
52 "Expansion Programs": Three images of maternity clothing 

(S. Herbert) X 
53 "What Shall I Name My Baby?" Maternity dress & shoes 

(S. Herbert) X 
54 "I'm Doing My Own Work": Dress 
60 "What Animals are These?": Fur coats (M. Zollman, G. 

Gibbons) X 
61 " : Fur coats (M. Zollman, G. 

Gibbons) X 

1942 DEC 66 Nancy HALE X 
67 Skirt & shirt 

1943 FEB Cover Gray flannel suit (color) 
34 Lauren BACALL sewing 
46 "The Girl Behind the Man Behind the...": Suit 
47 " : Two images of dresses 
62 Black & white gingham dress w/ red accessories (color) 
63 Black & white ? (color) 
64 "The Triple Life": Suits 
65 " : Three images dress, hand lotion, and 

suit 

1943 MAR Cover Lauren BACALL: Red Cross cover (color) 
52 "The New Coquetry": Plaid jacket & umbrella (A. 

Lorraine) X 
56 "Lookout White for the Dimout": Four images of white 

accessories 
57 " : Four images of white 

accessories (including Lauren BACALL) X 
58 "Blond Puts Pale Amber...": Camel's hair coat (color) 
59 "Brunette Wears Brilliant Green...": Green jacket & plaid 

dress (R. Ford) (color) 
62 "Something for the Boys": Hat (L. Fonssagrives) X 
63 Mrs. Michael PHIPPS in Molyneux suit 
63 Ruth FORD in Henri Bendel hat & dress 
81 "She Starts a New Spring": Slip (color) 
91 "Short Dress-Long Shawl": Hattie Carnegie short 
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evening dresses X 
96 Scout John AKKOLA & Mrs. Walter MAYNARD X 

104 Nurse Helen SUMNERS: Three images of different 
uniforms X 

119 Cover to Junior Bazaar Blue & red coat (color) 
122 "Those Spruce Young Suits": Suit 
123 " : Two images of suits 

1943 APR 38 "It's Up": Coiffure X 
39 " : Coiffure X 
45 "Peru Gave Schiaparelli a Color": Pink accessories (color) 
60 "On Twenty-Four Hour Notice": Informal print bridal 

dress (B. Bolegard) X 
61 " : Formal bridal gown (M. 

Zollman) 
62 Lauren BACALL in girdle X 
63 "A Fresh Start": Three images of lingerie 
69 Valentina ORLIKOVA 

1943 MAY 38 Lauren BACALL in dress at beach X 
40 Lauren BACALL in party dress X 
40 Bell the carriage driver 
41 Lauren BACALL & Arleen McCLORY in eyelet dresses X 
42 "The Uncensored Air": Halter & skirt (E. McClory) X 
43 Lauren BACALL & Arleen McCLORY in beachwear X 
44 Lauren BACALL & Arleen McCLORY in Claire 

McCardell sun dresses X 
45 Lauren BACALL & Arleen McCLORY in swimsuits X 
46 "Joan TETZEL of "Harriet" Prepares a Meatless Dish" 
68 Lauren BACALL: Two images in slacks & shirts on farm 

X 
69 Lauren BACALL in dress on farm X 
84 Lauren BACALL in Maurice Rentner dress X 
85 Lauren BACALL in dress w/ two other images of dresses 

including one by Claire McCardell (A. McClory) X 

1943 JUN [Issue where page numbers are incorrect] 
26 "Brides": Print bridal gown (J. Bredeson) X 
29 " : Bridal gown (L. Simon) X 
30 "Pink Brides": Henri Bendel print bridal gown 

(Tulgren) X 
31 " : Two images of informal bridal dresses 

including Henri Bendel design (A. Lorraine, B. 
Bolegard) X 

45 "This Young Lady is in Africa": Bedding & nightgown 
47 "Sleep Suits": Nightgown made in Chinatown X 
52 "In Mexico": Three images of Mexican dress & accessories 

(B. Bolegard) X 
53 Geraldine FITZGERALD in Mexican blouse (color) 
60 Admiral & Mrs. GLASSFORD: Two images X 
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61 Admiral GLASSFORD inspects work of women welders 
64 "The All-American Shoe": Shoes 

1943 JUL 18 "Good-by, Now...": Mainboucher WAVE costume (M. 
Phipps) X 

35 "Forecast in Furs": Coat (M. Zollman) X 
36 "Fur-lined": Three images of coats (M. Brody, A. Eyland, 

T. Hollingsworth) X 
37 " : Carolyn Modes coat (J. Hodges) X 
38 "A Brown Year in Furs": Fur coat (T. Hollingsworth) X 
39 " : Three images of fur coats (G. 

Gibbons, M. Zollman) X 
40 "Wraps, Waistcoats and Coolie Coats: Three images of fur 

coats & vest (M. Zollman, T. Hollingsworth) X 
41 " : De Leo fur coat (M. 

Zollman) X 

1943 AUG Cover Green coat (color) 
66 "Something in Wool and Leather": Bonnie Cashin 

dress(L. Simon) X 
67 " : Bonnie Cashin suit (L. 

Simon) X 
76 "Cigarette Slim": Dress (J. Mechel) X 
77 " : Brown dress (J. House) (color) 
84 "The Tangerine Scarf': Raglan coat w/ orange scarf (color) 
88 "Suit your Suit": Handmacher suit (J. House) X 
89 " : Three images of suits (J. House, J. 

Michael, W. Delafield) X 
101 "A Color Photograph in the Making": Black dress (model 

& Hazel KINGSBURY in LDW studio) (color) 

1943 SEP Cover Rose Barrack black & white dinner suit (color) 
97 Jo Copeland fushia magenta suit (color) 

102 "Brocade Bonnet": Henri Bendel hat (L. Fonnsagrives) 
103 "Clip Coif': Hat 
104 "It's a Brown Winter": Brown suit w/ leopard muff (color) 
105 "It's a Tweed Winter": Anthony Blotta suit (L. Simon, 

M. Zollman) X 
112 "His Evening": Adele Simpson suit (L. Azpiazu) X 

113 " : Dress (L. Azpiazu) X 
114 Annabella POWER in evening suit 
115 Annabella POWER in Traina-Norell evening dress X 
116 Three images of evening dresses & suit including 

Trigere, Adele Simpson & Hattie Carnegie designs 
(L. Fonssagrives, D. Jenney) X 

117 Evening dress (D. Jenney) X 

1943 OCT Cover Leopard fiircoat in front of Van Gogh painting (color) 
74 "Danger—Bare Shoulders!": Adele Simpson evening 

halter 
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77 "The Newborn Mother": Mother & child 
78 "Two Moods": Underwear (M. Zollman) X 
79 " : Nightgown 
96 "The Hold-Around Coat": Hattie Carnegie mink coat 

(A. Johnson) X 
97 "Headlines in the News of Fashion": Traina-Norell 

leopard coat (color) 
100 Brown & white striped suit (color) 
108 Bette DAVIS in coat X 
109 Mrs. Michael PHIPPS X 
116 Reprint of hands on sheet of music 

1943 NOV Cover Fay HANCOCK in cadet nurse's uniform (color) 
63 Kay BOYLE and family X 
74 "Furs of Our Time": Fur coat (L. Fonssagrives) X 
75 Three images of fur coats (L. Fonssagrives, S. Herbert, L. 

Simon) X 
83 "WAVES...Sky-Workers with their Feet on the Ground": 

Freda BERNSTEIN X 
84 "At a Great Naval Air Station": Naval men & women X 
85 "Shoulder to Shoulder with the Men": Naval men & 

women X 
90 Elsie FERGUSON X 
91 Phyllis AVERY & Private Mark DANIELS 

1943 DEC 80 Ann SOTHERN in Adrian dinner skirt & top X 
81 "In Quest of the Missing Record": Slacks & shirt 
82 "Show Off Your Young Shoulders": Two images of 

Henri Bendel evening dresses (J. Michel) X 
83 " : Henri Bendel evening 

dress 
88 Sono OSATO in nightgown X 
89 Lubov ROUDENKO in nightgown X 

1944 JAN Cover Yellow coat (color) 
42 "The Bolero & the Hiked-Back Skirt": Bolero suit (D. 

Drew) X 
43 " : Bolero suit (L. 

Fonssagrives) X 
49 "Blue from the Bolt": Blue suit (color) 
51 Martha Gellhorn HEMINGWAY X 
52 "The Avant-garde Sweater": Mary Stevens gray 

sleeveless sweater & skirt (color) 
54 Rosalind RUSSELL in Anthony Blotta suit & blouse X 
55 June HAVOC in Nettie Rosenstein suit & blouse X 
70 "Guatemala Cottons": Tina Leser dress (B. Anderson) X 
71 " : Two images of Tina Leser beachwear 

(W. Rosston) X 
72 Trench coat (T. Hollingsworth) 
73 Anita COLBY in coat X 
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74 "Forecasts and Throwbacks": Two images of Hattie 
Carnegie suits (E. McClory, T. Hollingsworth) X 

75 " : Two Traina-Norell suits (L. 
Fonssagrives, T. Norell) X 

1944 FEB Cover Gray suit & red hat (color) X 
78 "Venus Aquatic": Claire McCardell swimsuit 
79 " : Shorts w/ bra & swimsuit (G. Young, 

Helen M.) X 
81 "All the Leaves of Eve...": Traina-Norell green print 

dress & matching umbrella (color) 
90 "The Ruffle as a Secret Weapon": Nettie Rosenstein 

afternoon dresses (T. Hollingsworth, G. Young) X 
91 " : Dress (M. Fallon) X 
97 Chandralekha & Nayantara PANDIT: NEHRU's nieces X 

104 Mrs. Richard RUSSELL X 
106 "Out on a Limb": Beige jacket (color) 

1944 MAR 101 "The Helmet of an Etruscan Mars...": Hattie Carnegie 
hat & suit (color) 

112 "Home Service in the Smokies": Five star mother X 
113 " : Three images of Red Cross 

service in Smokies X 
118 "Early Spring Evening": Two images of day dress & 

trench coat (M. Fallon, B. Anderson) X 
119 " : Jo Copeland suit (L. Azpiazu) X 
132 "Stand Up When you Buy Your Hat": Dress (M. Fallon) 

X 
133 " : Suit (M. Fallon) X 
139 "Her Job and How She Got It": Anne DAVIS (WAVES 

member) X 

1944 APR 66 Henri Bendel suit (M. Zollman) X 
73 "You'll Find New Ways of Doing Things": Red scarf 

(color) 
80 "The Newest Way to Look Romantic": Multi-colored print 

dress (color) 
81 "Strictly for Dinner": Flowered pajamas (S. Brewster) X 
98 "Morning Glories": Two images of sun dresses (B. 

Barrington, M. Igleton) X 
99 " : Sun dress (B. Barrington) X 

108 Lubov ROUDENKO in blue dress (color) 
118 "Stationed South": Two images of suit & dress (B. 

Barrington, S. Brewster) X 
119 " : Three images of dresses (S. Brewster) X 

1944 MAY Cover Mainboucher pink dress w/ rose-covered hat (color) 
46 "Coarse Country Chic": Bush jacket (S. Brewster) X 
48 "Gray in the Sun": Claire McCardell sleeveless shirt & 

shorts (B. Barrington) X 
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49 " : Guatemalan shirt dress X 
50 "Black with Geranium": Henry Rosenfeld sun dresses 

(S. Brewster, P. Richardson) X 
51 "All Black...": Halter & skirt (S. Brewster) X 
52 "Strip Fashions": Wrap-around dress (P. Richardson) X 
53 " : Rompers (M. Iglehart, B. Barrington) 

X 
54 "It's Black...You're Brown": Tina Leser sundress (S, 

Brewster) X 
55 " : Sundress X 
57 "Up from South America": Multi-colored striped dress 

(color) 
58 "The Greiges and the Beiges": Traina-Norell brown & 

white shirt w/ skirt (color) 
59 " : Hattie Carnegie beige jacket 

& black skirt (color) 
71 "A Philadelphia Painter's Fabrics": Beach dress (S. 

Brewster) X 
72-73 "How Spare are Your Ribs...": Two-piece swimsuit on 

three figures (S. Brewster) X 

1944 JUN Cover White bridal gown w/ pink hat (color) 
30 "Give Your Vacation to the Land": Woman with tractor 

(H. Matthews) X 
37 "The Stitched and Riveted Look": Claire McCardell 

brown two-piece dress (color) 
44 "Five Brides": Traina-Norell bridal dress (D. Leigh) X 
45 " : Two images of Ben Reig dress & Henri 

Bendel suit (D. Leigh, M. Fallon) X 
46 " : Henri Bendel bridal gown (B. Bond) X 
47 " : Henri Bendel Vermeer bridal gown (D. 

Leigh) X 
64 "Shore Leave": Two-piece swimsuits (B. Barrington, S. 

Brewster) X 
65 " : Two images of swimsuit & beachwear 

(F. Dornin) X 

1944 JUL 22 "Destination Not Known": Soldier w/ baby 
46 Mrs. Michael PHIPPS w/ her children Nonie & Susan 
52 "Retreats to Beauty": Three images of Elizabeth Arden 

Maine spa 

1944 AUG Cover Swansdown gray coat with red stitching (color) 
49 "The Belted Tunic Topcoat": Roxspun brown coat & red 

veil hat (color) 
50 "Gray Flannel, Better Now than Ever": B. H. Wragge 

gray suit (color) 
57 Private Cleo M. YOUNT w/ her daughter Private Avis M. 

LARSON 
61 "Button in Your Sleeves": Joset Walker black dresses 
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(color) 
70 William LYLE, Harry E. JONES & Georgia 

CALLAHAN: Vanderbilt students 
71 George EARTHMAN & Henryetta GAGE: Vanderbilt 

students 

1944 SEP Cover Evening hat & fur (color) 
61 Frances McFADDEN 
73 "The Nightshirt Coat is Citrus Green": Green coat (color) 
74 "There's a Swing Around Your Shoulders": Purple & pink 

striped jacket (color) 
75 " : Fur stole (T. Hollingsworth) X 
86 Mae WEST X 
90 Katharine CORNELL X 
91 Mrs. Oswald B. LORD X 
92 "Blond Wild Mink & Kindred Matters": Fur capes 
93 " : Fur coat 
94 " : Wrap-around fur coat (A. 

Ponsell) X 
95 " : Two images of fur jacket & 

coat 
96 "Lighter Coats Lighter Cost": Four images of fur coats (D. 

Leigh) X 
97 " : Raccoon coat (D. Leigh) X 
98 "City Suited": Two images of suits (F. Dornin) X 
99 " : Suit (T. Hollingsworth) X 

100 "Dinner Suited": Hattie Carnegie dinner suits (D. 
Leigh, T. Hollingsworth) X 

101 "Day Suited": Hattie Carnegie suit (F. Dornin) X 

1944 OCT 74 "Slipper Satin": Jo Copeland evening dress (T. 
Hollingsworth) X 

75 " : Two evening dresses (A. Pinsell, D. 
Leigh) X 

76 "Books on Wheels...": Suits 
77 " : Fur coat (T. Hollingsworth) 
86 "Black & Brown Together": Carolyn Modes brown coat 

(color) 
88 "In the American Grain": Claire McCardell red suit 

(Photographed at the Creamery) (color) X 

1944 NOV Cover Hooded fur coat (color) 
66 "Found": Yellow nightgown (D. Lee photographed at 

Creamery) (color) 
76 "The Day's Tailored Tweeds": Two images of suits 

including Hattie Carnegie design 
77 "The Night's Black-and-Whites": Two images of suits 
80 "Again, the Long Shirt, the Flash of Ankles": Striped 

evening gown (F. Dornin) X 
81 " : Pink evening dress (photographed at the 
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Creamery) (color) 
82 " : Evening gowns 
83 " : Hattie Carnegie evening gown 
93 Mrs. John C. WILSON in Mainboucher beige evening 

coat (color) 

1944 DEC 41 Photo of Lauren B ACALL Red Cross Cover from March 
1943 

45 Coiffures (F. Dornin, L. Fonssagrives) X 
53 "In a Mood of Drama...": Evening gown (T. 

Hollingsworth) X (8X10) 
66 Frank FAY X 
82 Mrs. Harry HOPKINS in Mainbocher blue jacket (color) 
86 "The Wannest Gift": Two images of fur coats (D. Leigh, 

A. Ponsell) X 
87 " : Three images of fur coats (L. 

Fonssagrives, L. Simon) X 

1945 JAN Cover Adele Simpson blue jacket & red skirt (color) 
34 Captian John PATRICK of the American Field Service X 
46 "Full Dress": Hattie Carnegie evening gown 
47 " : Evening gowns X 
62 Wanda LANDOWSKA X 
74 "A Girl Goes Shopping for Something Gay": Six images 

of dresses 
75 " : Three images of dress & coats 
82 "Make It From a Pattern": Dress 
83 " : Dress 

1945 FEB 84 June HAVOC in Hattie Carnegie dinner coat X 
85 "The Banner Bonnet in Mauve Taffeta": Pink floral bonnet 

(color) 
86 Blue dress & parasol (color) 
87 Pink & blue dresses w/ parasols (color) 
90 Laurette TAYLOR X 

104 "Be a White Collar Girl": Two images of dress & suit 
105 " : Ben Reig brown & white dress 

(color) 
118 "Make It from a Pattern": Skirt, blouse, & jerkin 
119 " : Suit 
120 "The First Spring Day": Cape-coat 
121 " : Dress & jackets 

1945 MAR Cover Traina-NoreH multi-colored striped suit (color) 
81 "The Yoke Coat...": Trigere beige jacket (color) 
84 "Perfectly Pink": Pink head scarf, gloves & jacket (color) 
85 "Cover Your Hair": Three images of John Frederics 

hats X 
86 "Hold Your Head High": Two images of hats X 
87 Sono OSATO in Frances Osato hat 
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88 "The Corselet Waist": Two evening gowns (L. Randall, P. 
Randall) X 

89 " : Dresses X 
104 "Girl in Wool": Suits 
105 "Girl in Cotton": Netti Rosenstein brown dress (color) 
114 Mrs, Michael PHIPPS w/ children, Nonie & Susan X 
115 Mrs. Michael PHIPPS: Two images of short set & suit X 
116 Mrs. Michael PHIPPS: Two images of suit & dress X 
117 Mrs. Michael PHIPPS in dress X 
118 Lydia ST. CLAIR X 
119 Vera ZORINA X 

1945 APR Cover Omar Kiam matching blue print kerchief & dress (color) 
80 "The Topknotters": Two images of coiffures 
84 "It's Dynamite": Beige evening gown (color) 
85 " : Evening gown 
86 Lauren BACALL in evening "sweater-and-skirt" dress X 
87 Lauren BACALL in evening "sweater-and-skirt dress" X 
88 "The Curfew Cinderella...": Sophie evening dress X 

1945 MAY Cover Carolyn Schnurer red plaid cholo coat & black shorts 
(color) 

46 "Plenty of Nothing": Claire McCardell swimsuit (T. 
Hollingsworth) X 

48 "Bare Ribs": Halters & skirts 
49 " : Claire McCardell halters, skirt, & shorts 

X 
50 "Sandpiper Legs": Three images of shirts & shorts (T. 

Hollingsworth) X 
51 " : Cholo coat & shorts (S. Brewster) X 
52 "Spartan Shoulders": Shirt & knee pants (T. 

Hollingsworth) X 
53 " : Playsuit (T. Hollingsworth) X 
62 "Calico Muslin": Black & white calico dress (color) 
63 "Paisley Cotton": Red paisley hankerchief skirt w/ black 

shirt (color) 
64 Lauren BACALL in black ruffle halter & brown shorts 

(color) 
65 "Victorian Shoulders": Print halter & skirt 
71 "The Fashion for Black and White": B. H. Wragge 

dresses (T. Hollingsworth, L. Fonssagrives) X 

1945 JUN 40 "Cut Out for Sun": Attachable halter & skirt (T. 
Hollingsworth) X 

41 " : Three images of beachwear 
42 "Cotton Cavalcade": Two images of dresses 
43 " : Two images of halters, skirts, & dress 
44 "Covered Up Shoulders..." Claire McCardell cropped 

shirt & skirt (S. Brewster) X 
45 "Cutaway Shoulders": Henry Rosenfeld sleeveless tops 
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& skirts X 
47 "Undine": Tina Leser swimsuit & wrap-around skirt (T. 

Hollingsworth) X 
48 "Gauguin Girl": Coiffure & necklace (S. Brewster) X 
49 " : Blue ruffled shirt & gray dress shorts 

(color) X 
64 Fannie BRICE & Heather LILLIE X 
64 Jimmy DURANTE X 
74 Mrs. Alexander McFADDEN (CUTTING sisters) in top 

w/ long skirt X 
75 The CUTTING sisters (Mrs. Grace CUTTING, Mrs. 

Alexander CUTTING & Mrs. Alexander McFADDEN) in 
Clare Potter Mexican blouses & skirts X 

1945 JUL Cover Gold necklaces (color) 
54 "The White Nightdress": Two images of nightgowns X 
55 " : Nightgown (L. Fonssagrives) X 

1945 AUG Cover "Blue coat & red gloves (color) 
58 Brown jacket & gray skirt (color) 
59 Black shirt and gray skirt (color) 
86 "The Gray Suits and the Brown": Claire McCardell suit 

(Sabina) X 
87 " : Three images of suits 

including Handmacher & Vera Maxwell designs (F. 
Domin, W. Horst) X 

1945 SEP 90 "The Elliptical Line": Hattie Carnegie "King Tut" hat 
(L. Fonssagrives) X 

91 " : Claire McCardell jacket X 
94 "Walk to Dinner in Black and White": Two images of suit 

dress & jacket including Omar Kiam design 
95 " : Nettie Rosenstein suit 

(L. Fonssagrives) X 
96 "News for Wool Wearers": Two images of Joset Walker 

& Claire McCardell dresses (Sabina) X 
97 " : Traina-Norell plaid suit (color) 

100 "The Boned Basque": Traina-Norell black & cocoa 
evening dress (color) 

101 " : Evening dress (J. Fran) X 
117 "In Beige and Gold...": Carolyn Modes beige dress 

(color) 
122 Mrs. William S. PALEY X 
123 Mrs. Thomas SHELVIN X 

1945 OCT 17 Dorothy Gray advertisement noted as by LDW in her 
handwriting (color) 

88 "Custom-Made for American Women": Knize belted 
jacket (J. Franc) X 

89 " : Falkenstein dress & 
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coat (color) 
92 " : Valentina green jacket & 

checked skirt (color) 
93 " : Czettel of Jay Thorpe 

coat & Milgrim dress 
100 " : Hattie Carnegie 

restaurant dress (J. Franc) X 
101 " : Hattie Carnegie blue 

suit (color) 
108 "It's a Dream": Three images of nightgowns and bed jacket 

(Gaby, J. Franc) X 
109 " : Nightgown (L. Fonssagrives) X 
111 "Skin of Silk": Nude model in shower (T. Hollingsworth) 

X 
122 Lily LEE in fur coat (color) 
123 Pola NEGRI in mink coat X 
124 "Belt a Light Fur": Two images of fur coats 
125 "Belt a Dark Fur": Two images of fur coats 
129 Dame May WHITTYX 

1945 NOV Cover Multi-colored plaid coat (color) 
90 "Night In, Night Out": Clare Potter green hostess gown 

(photographed at the Creamery) (color) 
91 " : Fira Benenson evening gown (L. 

Fonsagrives) X 
103 Spencer TRACY X (8X10) 
103 June HAVOC (8X10) 
106 "Collectors' Items - From Hattie Carnegie": Hattie 

Carnegie evening gown X 
107 " : Hattie Carnegie wool coat (color) 
110 "Alchemists' Gold": Nina Wolf jewelry (photographed at 

the Creamery) (color) X 
112 "Evening, Dark and Fair": Evening dress 
113 Mrs. Schuyler HOLLINGSWORTH in Sophie evening 

dress X 
113 Mrs. George H. BOSTWICK in evening dress X 
122 "The Flat Fur Look": Fur coat 
123 " : Four images of fur coats 

1945 DEC Cover Black hat w/ gray scarf (color) 
89 Mrs. Edward F. HUTTON X 
97 "2,000 Pearl Buttons": Brown skirt covered in buttons 

(color) 
98 "The Jangle of Jet": Wine & black dress (color) 

100 "Bell-Bottom Dresses": Adele Simpson evening gowns 
X 

101 "Whirl-Skirted Taffeta": Ceil Chapman evening gown 
110 "Schiaparelli's Directoire Bonnets": Schiaparelli hat (L. 

Fonssagrives) X 
111 " : Two images of Schiaparelli 
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& Lilly Dache hats X 
112 Mrs. A. E. GOLDSCHMIDT in Mainboucher evening 

jacket X 
113 Mrs. John C. WILSON in Mainbocher evening dress X 
122 "Wrap for Christmas": Two images of fur coats 
123 " : Fur coat 
128 Virginia WEIDLER & Judith EVELYN X 

1946 JAN Cover Gray & yellow ski sweater (color) 
72 "A Love Letter to the Mountains": Ski outfits 
73 " : Ski outfits 
74 " : Ski outfit 
75 " : Two images of ski sweaters 
88 Getrude LAWRENCE & Raymond MASSEYX 
97 Mrs. A. E. GOLDSCHMIDT in pink coat (color) 

100 "This is Gingham": Multi-colored stripe blouse & skirt 
(color) 

102 Jink FALKENBURG in Mexican blouse & skirt X 
102 Gene TIERNEY in eyelet blouse X 
103 Gene TIERNEY in evening jacket & skirt X 
106 Jean Pierre AUMONT X 
122 Jinx FALKENBURG in Ben Reig suit X 
123 "On with the New Suit": Three images of Ben Reig suits 

(J. Franc) X 

1946 FEB 138 "The Short and the Long Superlatives": Omar Kiam 
greatcoat (8X10) 

139 Gene TIERNEY in jacket X 
140 "The Oudook is Pretty": Omar Kiam dress X 
141 " : Omar Kiam dresses X 
142 Paulette GODDARD: Four images in mirrors X 
143 Paulette GODDARD in blouse & long skirt X 
144 Mrs. Henry FORD II 
148 "Beige, White and Gold": Beige suit (color) 
149 "Navy, White, Brass": Monte-Sano blue coat (color) 
150 "Bonnets": Sally Victor bonnets (color) 
151 "Beige and Gold": Beret & stocking cap (8X10) 
160 Katharine CORNELL X 

1946 MAR 132 Jinx FALKENBURG in Castillo half hat X 
133 Mrs. Regan McCRARY w/ knot coiffure 
135 Mrs. Pamela CHURCHILL in eyelet party dress 
138 "Everything Shipshape in Navy": Navy coat (color) 
139 "Everything Shipshape in Gray": Gray coat (color) 
140 "The bird sihouette...": Castillo blue evening coat (color) 
141 "Curves and expert tailoring...": Castillo dress (L. 

Fonssagrives or T. Hollingsworth) X 
144 "When you see it in print...": Dresses (Sabina, B. 

Bridges) X 
145 " : Dresses (J. Lord, Sabina) X 
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146 " : Traina-Norell dress (T. 
Hollingsworth) X 

147 " : Print dresses (Sabina, E. 
Daniels) X 

167 Dorothy & Elsie SHAVER X 
172 Miss Perla de LUCENA in veiled hat 
173 Miss Perla de LUCENA in straw hat 
190 "Young and Easy, Young and Fair": Evening dresses 
191 " : Evening dresses 
192 "The Tango-Length Dress": Hattie Carnegie evening 

dress (T. Hollingsworth) X 
193 " : Henri Bendel & Traina-

Norell evening dresses (B. Bridges, J. Lord) X 
196 Mai-Mai SZEX 

1946 APR 151 Francis Henry TAYLOR X 
162 "8:30 Summer Time": Castillo evening dress and 

Sophie evening suit (8X10) 
163 " : Hattie Carnegie & Henri Bendel 

evening dresses (8X10) 

1946 MAY 90-91 "Brazil": Sunset scene 
92 "Journey into the Summer": Claire McCardell jackets 

(B. Munroe, B. Bridges) X 
93 " : Jacket & shorts (B. Munroe) X 
94 "The Modern Classic Figure": Swimsuit (B. Bridges) X 
95 " : Swimsuits (B. Munroe, B. 

Bridges) X 
96 "The Shorter Hems...": Adele Simpson dresses (B. 

Munroe, B. Bridges) X 
97 "The Longer Hems...": Vera Host white evening dress 

(color) 
98 "Kilt Skirts": Short pleated skirts (B. Munroe, B. Bridges) 

(color) X 
99 "Half Skirts": Two images of playsuits (B. Munroe, B. 

Bridges) X 
100 "Gray for the Summer": Adele Simpson gray dress 

(color) 
101 Senora Aloysio de SALLES nee Peggy HEALY in Henry 

Rosenfeld dress X 
102 "Brazilians Above the Crowd": Four images of Brazilians 

(Jean Manzon also photographed some of the images) 
103 " : Six images of Brazilians (Jean 

Manzon also photographed some of the images) 
104 "Summer Snapshots...": Four images of dresses (B. 

Munroe, B. Bridges) X 
105 " : Claire McCardell dress (B. 

Bridges) X 
106 "First Grade Clothes": Carolyn Schnurer dresses X 
107 " : Two images of Carolyn 
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Schnurer gymsuits & jacket (B. Monroe, B. Bridges) X 
109 "For Being at Ease,..": Dress (B. Munroe) X 
146 "Mainbocher's Covering Day Coat": Mainbocher day 

coat (8X10) 
147 "Mainbocher's Covering Nightcoat": Mainbocher 

nightcoat (8X10) 
148 "By the Pool in Tijuca, Brazil": Nightcoat (B. Bridges) X 
149 "In a Bedroom at Quitandinha": Nightcoat (B. Bridges) X 
154 Omar Kiam evening dresses (L. Fonssagrives, T. 

Hollingsworth) (8X10) 

1946 JUN 88 "Paris Hats in New York": Two images of Talbot & 
Maud et Nano hats (B. Bridges, L. Dixon) X 

89 " : Three images of Sophie & 
Schiaparelli hats (G. Coolidge, N. Gelma) X 

96 "The Cooling Touch": Dresses 
97 " : Carolyn Modes blue & white dress 

(color) 
100 "Sun Red": Red suit (color) 
101 "Sun Yellow": Jinx Falkenberg in coat X 
102 "Make it From a Pattern": Dress 
103 " : Dress & playsuit 
108 "Seagoing Suits": Three images of beachwear 
109 " : Three images of beachwear 
110 Ethel MERMAN X 

1946 JUL 72 "A Flight into the Future by Adrian": Adrian black dress 
(color) 

74 "White is a Color": Two evening dresses (V. Compton, 
Natalie) X 

75 "White is a Mood": Evening dress (Natalie) X 
82 John Frederics fur coat (T. Hollingsworth) (8X10) 
83 Senora Juan de GALLAIDO - MORENA in fur coat 

(8X10) 

1946 AUG 138 "A New Point of View": Claire McCardell coat 
(Natalie) X 

140-141 "A New Perspective for Fall": Suits 
144 "The Elastic Waistband": Dress (W. Delafield) X 
145 "The Big Pleated Skirt": Persimmon jacket & yellow plaid 

skirt (color) 
148 Mrs. Howard HAWKES in persimmon coat (color) 
149 "The Redingote": Two images of coats (T. Hollingsworth, 

Natalie) X (8X10) 
150 Vivien LEIGH in Mainbocher hat X 
151 Vivien LEIGH in Mainbocher hat X 
162 "The Drawstring Decolletage": Dress X (8X10) 
163 Mrs. John HEMMINGWAY in Claire McCardell dress 

X 
164 "The Smocked Hipline":Tina Leser skirt, blouse, & 
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stocking cap (B. Anderson) X (4X5) 
165 "The New U Neckline": Red plaid dresses & shawl (color) 
181 "It's Her Own Idea": Two images of hats including 

Paulette design (V. Compton, L. Dixon) X (8X10) 

1946 SEP 186 "Short Story": Evening redingote (Natalie) X 
187 " : Two images of dresses (L. Dixon) X 
188 "Long Story": Evening dresses (L. Dixon, B. Symme) X 
189 " : Evening dresses 
196 "Allure Around the Shoulders": Clare Potter blue 

evening gown (color) 
197 "Allure Around the Hemline": Traina-Norell beige 

evening gown (color) 
210 Mrs. Millicent ROGERS in coat X 
211 Mrs. Huddleston ROGERS in coat X 
224 "Thriller-Dillers": Nightgown (A. Johnson) X 
225 " : Fur stole (A. Johnson) X 
234 "The Felt Hat": Hat (Natalie) X 
235 "The Fur Hood": Mink hat (color) 

1946 OCT 220 "Satin Legs": Woman in hammock (color) 
224 "Paris Openings": Paulette cap (A. Johnson) X 
225 " : Schiaparelli jacket & hat X 
226 " : Jacques Fath wedding gown X 

(8X10) 
227 " : Molyneux wedding gown X 
237 Nora Yolanda Henriquetta Maria MARTINS (color) 
256 "There's Nothing Like Corduroy...": Skirt (B. Threat) X 
257 " : Ceil Chapman beige suit 

(color) 
260 "Time for Tartans": Green jacket w/ red & green plaid skirt 

(color) 
261 " : John Frederics topcoat (I. 

Lindgren) 
266 "Once Again, The Brilliant Evening": Castillo evening 

gown 
267 "Once Again, The Grand Toilette": Charles James 

evening gown (I. Lindgren) X (8X10) 
286 Miss Mary Mac ARTHUR: Two images in evening dresses 

including Ceil Chapman design 
287 Mrs. George BARNES in Ceil Chapman evening gown 

1946 NOV 214 "Paris Creates for Dramatic Settings": Lanvin evening 
gown 

215 Madame Arturo LOPEZ in Lelong evening gown 
216 "In Paris Black is Never Dead Black": Balenciaga 

evening gown (Lud) X 
217 " : Molyneux evening 

dresses X 
218 "Balenciaga Black Lace Shoulders": Balenciaga evening 
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gown X 
219 "Balenciaga's Vanishing Bolero": Balenciaga evening 

gown X 
220 "Gr6s Drapes Classic Columns": Gr£s evening gowns X 
221 "Lanvin Drapes a Sideline": Lanvin evening gown X 
222 "In Paris...Mantles and Dominoes": Lelong evening 

wrap X 
223 " : Grls cape X 
225 "Marvelous Imitation of Ocelot": Mad Carpentier 

spotted fur coat (color) 
226 "Sentimental Colors-Shades of Watteau": Mad 

Carpentier white-blue evening gown (color) 
227 "Every Collection Shows Yellow Woolen House Gowns": 

Lanvin yellow house gown (color) 
228 "Pierre Balmain cuts an oversize coat...": Balmain green 

coat (color) 
232 "Right Bank, Left Bank": Two images of Mad 

Carpentier & Paquin coats X 
245 "Braid of Gold, Cloth of Silver": Gold hat (color) 
246 "Dark Brilliance": Traina-Norell dark blue/purple sequin 

gown (color) 
274 "Young and Parisian": Piguet dresses X 
275 " : Dress X 
392 "The Head as Paris Sees It": Four images of Legroux & 

Balenciaga hats X 
393 "Paris Plumage": Three images of Paulette feather hats X 

1946 DEC 166 "The Tricorne and the Bicornce": Balenciaga hat (8X10) 
167 " : Balenciaga hat (B. 

Threat) (8X10) 
168 "Vulture Feathers on a Pillbox": Tatianna du Plessix 

hat (8X10) 
169 "Ostrich on a Cap": Reboux bonnet (B. Threat) (8X10) 
173 "Balenciaga's Best": Balenciaga black evening gown 

(color) 
186 Mrs. William Rhinelander STEWART X 
187 Miss Penelope Dudley WARD in Castillo evening gown 

X (8X10) 
208 "Unmistakably Paris": Three images of Molyneux & 

Portault night clothes (Lud) X 
209 " : Paquin lingerie (Lud) X 
211 "The Lady with the Shawl": Schiaparelli shawl (Lud) X 
218 Yves MONTAND: Two images X 
219 Yves MONTAND: Four images X 

1947 JAN 109 "Breathe with your Body": Two-piece swimsuit (color) 
110 "Scene-shift to Spring": Dress, skirt, & tunic (B. Threat) 

X 
111 " : Two images of dresses (I. 

Lindgren, B. Threat) X 
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112 "White Margins for Wool": Two images of dresses (D. 
Tivis, B. Threat) X 

113 " : Dresses (L. Fonssagrives, I. 
Lindgren) X 

114 Ina CLAIRE X 
119 Princess Joacrim MURAT 
124 "Pale Pink Fleece...": Jinx FALKENBURG McCrary in 

jacket 
125 "Bright Yellow Fleece...": Yellow coat (color) 

1947 FEB 190 "1947 to the Fingertips": Hand with pictures including one 
of Ben Reig coat (color) 

199 Tallulah BANKHEAD X 
200 "The Ankle Length Has Caught On": Hattie Carnegie 

evening dress (Natalie) X 
201 " : Ankle-length evening 

dresses (B. Threat, D. Tivis) X 
202 "In Pursuit of Prettiness": Two images of hats (Mrs. 

Jonathan DUNCAN, L. Dixon) X 
203 " : Paulette evening hat (Natalie) X 
208 "From London ~ Hardy Amies": Brown suit (color) 
224 "Bakus and Ballibuntls are Back": Paulette hat (B. 

Threat) X 
225 " : John-Frederics yellow 

hat (color) 
230-31 "The Pleasures of the Bath": Woman in clear bath tub X 

1947 MAR 204 "Try it for Color": Beige coat (color) 
205 "Plan it in Scale": Gray suit (color) 
222 "The Spring-Silk Industry": Adele Simpson dress (I. 

Lindgren) X 
223 " : Hattie Carnegie blue suit 

(color) 
226 "Printed in Brown...": Traina-Norell brown print dress 

(color) 
227 Jinx FALKENBURG McCrary in Bruno dress X 

232-33 Helen HAYES [Dahl-Wolfe credited but not specifically] 
242 Mrs. Amory S. CARHART, Jr.": Two images of Mrs. 

CARHART in Ben Reig evening dresses X 
243 Mrs. CARHART in Omar Kiam blue & white evening 

gown (color) 
250 "Crackeijack Taste": Two images of dresses 
251 " : Dresses 

1947 APR 174 "Sophie of Saks Fifth Avenue": Sophie evening gown 
(L. Fonssagrives) X (8X10) 

176 "Bergdorf Goodman": Leslie Morris dress (B. Threat) 
X 

177 "Hattie Carnegie": Hattie Carnegie suit X 
178 "Falkenstein": Falkenstein evening dress (B. Threat) X 
181 "Charles James": Charles James blue evening gown 
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(color) 
182 "Castillo of Elizabeth Arden": Penelope WARD in 

Castillo yellow & peach evening gown (color) 
183 Ruth FORD in Henri Bendel yellow evening gown 

(color) 
197 Oscar NIEMEYER X 
201 "Beauty Stategies": Women with jewels in mirror (color) 
204 "Distinguished Descendants of the Sweater": Maxmilian 

fur sweater (color) 
205 " : Nettie Rosenstein suit X 
208 "The Modem Version of the Tea Gown": Adrian mantle 

& slacks (Natalie) X 
209 " : Nina Ricci pajamas 

(S. Pay son) X 

1947 MAY 138 "Baroque Linen": Adele Simpson pink dress (color) 
142 "The Chemist Make Fabrics that Behave": Mildred 

Orrick brown plaid evening dress (color) 
146 "The Birth of the Summer Dress": Claire McCardell 

dress (G. Coolidge) X 
147 " : Claire McCardell dress 

(L. Dixon ?) X 
148 "Main Street Mornings": Three images of dresses (L. 

Dixon, G. Coolidge) X 
149 " : Henry Rosenfeld dresses X 
150 "Dark in the Sun": Two images of Claire McCardell & 

Mildred Orrick dresses (L. Dixon) X 
151 " : Mildred Orrick dresses (L. Dixon, 

G. Coolidge) X 
158 "Fresh-Water Salt-Water Wools": Claire McCardell 

swimsuit (L. Dixon) X 
159 " : Red swimsuit (color) 
160 " : Claire McCardell dress 

& Louella Ballerino swimsuit (color) 
164 "Play It This Way": Two images of golf clothes 
165 "Corduroy on the Links": Claire McCardell golf suit 

(G. Coolidge) X 

1947 JUN 80-81 "Note on a Trip to Mexico": Staircase in Oaxaca 
82 "Flying British Overseas Airways": La Balbo coat 

(Natalie) X 
102 Penelope WARD in Castillo evening gown X (8X10) 
103 Madame Arturo LOPEZ-WILLSHAW in Julio Laffitte 

evening gown 
124 "All-in-One Playsuits": Two images of playsuits including 

Claire McCardell design (L. Dixon) X 
124 "Beach Sweaters": Three images of sweaters including 

Carolyn Schnurer design (G. Coolidge) X 
125 "Fancy Figures": Two images of Dorothy Cox & Tina 

Leser playsuits (L. Dixon, G. Coolidge) X 
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125 "Tropic Black Cottons": Two images of dresses 

1947 JUL Cover Flowered hat (color) 
40 The DUCHESS of WINDSOR in Mainbocher dress X 
54 Mrs. George Peabody GARDNER, Mrs. Parmely W. 

HERRICK & daughter X 
56 "Cloches": Hat X 
57 " : HatX 
58 "The Shoulder Takes a Curve": Larry Aldrich dress (B. 

Threat) X 
59 " : Two images of Larry 

Aldrich dresses (L. Fonnsagrives, Natalie) X 
63 "How Cool Can You Keep?": Ceil Chapman dress 

(J.M. Schlee) X 

1947 AUG Cover Originala purple coat (color) 
102 "New-Line Coat": Claire McCardell coat (M. Mundy) 

X 
103 "New-Line Suit": Handmacher suit 
107 Mrs. R. Thornton WILSON, Jr. in Mainbocher wedding 

gown 
108 "To a Scottish Air": Dresses 
109 " : Plaid jacket & skirt (color) 
112 "Swags, Pleats, and Pullovers": Natalie Renke brown 

tweed dress (color) 
113 " : Two images of jersey tops & 

skirts 
114 "The Billiard-Table Skirt": Blouses & skirts 
115 "The Sloping Shoulder": Joset Walker & Claire 

McCardell dresses (8X10) 
134 "Three Evening Silhouettes": Two images of evening 

dresses by Claire McCardell & Ceil Chapman (M. 
Ambrose, R. Compton) X 

135 " : Larry Aldrich evening dress 
(Natalie) X 

1947 SEP Cover Hattie Carnegie red dress & black jacket (color) 
204 Madame VALENTINA wears her own fur 
205 "Caped in Fur": Two images of fur coats (B. Threat, M. 

Ambrose) X 
206 "The Furriers Present--": Two images of fur coats 
207 " : Three images of fur coats (B. Threat) 

X 
212 "A Season for Taffeta": Hattie Carnegie evening gown 

(L. Fonssagrives) X 
213 " : Jane Derby evening dresses (color) 
214 "Broadcloth and White Fur": Monte-Sano gray dress 

coat (color) 
215 " : Monte-Sano coat (B. Threat) 

X 
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218 "Purpose: Prettiness": John-Frederics hat (L. 
Fonssagrives) X 

219 " : Six images of hat including one by 
Madame Pauline (A. Hobbs) X 

226 "Little Evening in Moire": Capri evening dress 
227 "In Velvet": Maurice Rentner dress (Natalie) X 
228 "In Satin, Taffeta and Crepe": Adele Simpson suit (B. 

Threat) X 
229 " : Two images of evening dresses 
230 "Big Evening - Big Skirt": Ted Shore & Anna Miller 

evening dresses 
252 "New Developments in Big Coats": Harry Frechtel red 

coat (color) 
253 " : Tigere white coat (color) 

1947 OCT 185 "Truth or Consequences": Women w/colored bottles 
(color) 

197 Joaquin RODRIGUEZ (color) 
233 "Eternal, beautiful triangle...": Women with two porcelain 

dogs (color) 

1947 NOV Cover Dior green hat (color) 
162 "Romantic with New Rhythm": Dior dress X 
163 " : Hattie Carnegie hat X 
164 "Revival of the Basque": Balmain theatre dress X 
165 " : Jacques Fath cocktail suit X 
175 "Dior's Redingote": Dior black & green redingote (color) 
178 "In the Night Lights": Dior gray-green evening dress 

(color) 
179 " : Two images of Jacques Fath & Gr6s 

evening gowns (Bettina) X 
180 "Grand Exit": Three images of Lelong evening gowns 
181 " : Three images of Lelong & Schiaparelli 

evening gowns 
182 "It's All in the Cut": Dior dress 
184 "Walking Against the Wind": Balenciaga evening gown 
185 "Blond Lace, Pleated Tulle": Jacques Fath evening 

gown 
186 Denise DUVAL in Dior dinner dress X 
187 Merle OBERON in Dior dress X 

1947 DEC 105 Godfrey TEARLE & Katharine CORNELL X 
114 "The White Ball": Dior white evening gown (color) 
115 " : Jacques Heim white evening gown 

(color) 

1948 JAN 107 "Tweed-Woven Cotton": Carolyn Schnurer red & blue 
plaid dress (color) 

1948 FEB 138 "A Memling bride in organdie...": Ceil Chapman 
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1948 MAR 

1948 APR 

139 

144 

145 

169 

200 

201" 

190 

191 

208 

209 

212 

213 

Cover 
137 
138 
139 

140 

160 

1948 MAY Cover 
119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

wedding gown (8X10) 
"Roses and snow": Ceil Chapman wedding gown X 
(8X10) 
"Spring woolens in upper brackets": Monte Sano & Jo 
Copeland suits (B. Bridges, Natalie) X 
"English woolen dress of warmly weathered gray,...": 
Bruno dress (Tripp) X 
"Trousseau For the House": Dorothy Cox brown print 
dress (color) 
"A Matter of the Bride's Personal Taste": Four images of 
lingerie X 

: Two images of lingerie 

"Color Counterpoint": Hattie Carnegie pale green suit 
(color) 

" : Three images of blue coat and 
accessories (color) 
"This Spring-Instead of Black": Nettie Rosenstein 
dress (R. Van Dusen) X (8X10) 

: Hattie Carnegie apricot 
dress (color) 
"Spring Chiffon, Swagged and Smoky": Irene gray & 
white evening gown (color) 
"Spring Chiffon, Pleated & Cherry Red": Ben Gam 
evening dress 

Women looking through glass canisters (color) 
[Article on exercising]: Woman stretching (color) 

" : Woman combing her hair (color) 
" : Woman looking into hand mirror 

(color) 
" : Woman holding vessel (color) [Repeat 

of above photos in black & white version on pages 192-
195] 
Mrs. Millicent ROGERS in white blouse (color) X 

Joset Walker navy & brown halter w/ skirt (color) 
"Shapes and Shades for Summer": Brown swimsuit 
(color) 
"Mauve, Sun, and Sand": McMullen blue dress & 
Claire McCardell pink dress (color) 

: Claire McCardell purple dress 
(color) 
"Blue Denim: Long May It Fade": Carolyn Schnurer 
blue shorts & white shirt (color) 

" : Two images of Carolyn 
Schnurer denim playsuit & dress X 
"Fractional Foulards": Claire McCardell shorts, shirt, 
& swimsuit X 
Deborah KERR in Mildred Orrick dress X 
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126 "Tennis Technique": Two images of Alice Marble & 
Joset Walker tennis clothing ((G. Young, J. Vincent?) 
X 

127 June VINCENT in Natalie Renke tennis outfit X 
128 "Swimmer's Choice": Two images of swimsuits including 

Mildred Orrick design X 
129 " : Six images of swimsuits including 

Carolyn Schnurer, Claire McCardell, & Tina 
Leser designs (Toni Hollingsworth?) X 

131 "Skin Gold": Cole swimsuit (G. Young) X 

1948 JUN 62 "Coquetry Comes into Flower": Braggard hat X 
63 " : Castillo evening gown (D. 

Lee) X 
64 "Hats Across the Table": Lilly Dache & Reboux hats X 

(8X10) 
65 " : Lilly Dache hat X 
66 Ruth GORDON in Mainbocher evening gown X 
67 Jennifer JONES in Mainbocher evening gown X 
70 "June Morning": Joset Walker coral dress (color) 
71 " : Summer clothing 
85 "Across America": Three images of travel clothes (P. 

Cornell) X 
94 "California Couture": June Groff cotton evening dresses 

(color) 
96 " : Lalli dress 
97 " : Adele Simpson dress X 

1948 JUL 46 The Irving BERLINS X 
49 Miss Ines BEMBERG in Maxmilian fur coat X 
50 The Duchess of SUTHERLAND in fur sweater 
51 Miss Clarissa CHURCHILL in Esther Dorothy fur 

jacket 
56 "Plums Ripe fo Plucking in July": Paul Parnes suit X 
57 " : Suit X 
58 "The First Signs of Fall": Three images of dresses & suit 

X 
59 " : Dress (E. Tripp) X 
65 Sandra, Payne and Linda PAYSON in Henri Bendel 

evening gowns X 
67 Mrs. F. Douglas COCHRANE nee Theodosia 

SHERWOOD 

1948 AUG Cover Lo Balbo two-toned blue jacket (color) 
108 "Belt Your Coat": Two images of coats 
109 " : Red coat (color) 
110 " : Coffee suit & accessories (color) 
111 "The 2-Tone Suit Plus": Gray suit & accessories (color) 
112 "Dresses-2-Tone and 2-Piece": Toni Owen gray skirt & 

bodice (color) 
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113 

119 
Pages 191-end 

1948 SEP Cover 
152 

153 

154 
155 
156 

157 
164 

165 
166 

167 

168 

169 

1948 OCT 164-165 

190 

191 

206 

207 

208 
209 

210 
211 

214 

215 
279-end 

1948 NOV Cover 
158-159 

" : Two images close-up of color 
photo & Mildred Orrick skirt & sweater X 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. FINLETTER X 
stuck together 

Handbags (color) 
"Designed for Compliments": Hattie Carnegie dress X 
(8X10) 

: Hattie Carnegie coat (B. 
Threat) X 
"The Making of a Suit": Handbags 

: Adele Simpson suits X 
"Fit, Fox and Fantails": Nettie Rosenstein coat w/ 
Fromm fur scarf X 

" : Two fur jackets X 
"The Waist Ascends": Two images of hat & Jane Derby 
dress X 

" : Joset Walker brown dress (color) 
"The Brown Touch is the New Touch": Accessories 
(color) 

" : Two images of 
accessories 
"Directoire is in the Air": Trigere brown evening 
redingote (color) 

" : Two images of hat & 
Lalli coat X 

"What Has Happened to the Homely Girl?": Woman & her 
reflection in flat surface 
"The Cut is Divine": Two images of fur coats & 
accessories 

" : Two images of fur coat & 
accessories (color & black & white) 
"The Night Was Made for Lace": Hattie Carnegie 
evening gown X 

: Traina-Norell evening 
gown (8X10) 
"Black Velvet Flattery": Ceil Chapman evening dress X 

" : Two Bernice Holloway 
evening suits 
"Black Paper Taffeta": Howard Greer evening dress X 
Mrs. Edward Peter BEMBERG of Buenos Aires in Fira 
Benenson white evening gown (color) 
"The Beauty of It": Mark Moorling purple evening 
gown & stole (color) 
"The Manner of It": Trigere evening pajamas X 
Pages stuck together 

Hattie Carnergie brown fur hat & cape (color) 
"Portraits of Perfume": Seven images of perfume bottles 
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(color) 
160 "New Shades for Lingerie": Brown slip (color) 
161 " : Nightgown (E. Tripp) X 
168 "Quiet Wools Flattered with Fur": Two coats w/ fur 
169 "Wool with a Silver Glint": Joset Walker dress w/ fur 

(color) 
172 "Rusty Autumn Tweeds": Leslie Morris brown & 

striped country suit (color) 
173 " : Two images of Jo Copeland coat 

dress & Anthony Blotta suit X (Photographed at the 
Creamery) 

181 -end Pages stuck together 

1948 DEC Cover-86 Pages stuck together 
87 "The Threshold of Christmas": Accessories 
94 Miss Cynthia COGSWELL in Fred Perlberg evening 

dress X 
95 Miss Anne MESSMORE in Ceil Chapman evening 

dress X 
95 Miss Dolly LOWELL in Ceil Chapman evening dresse 

X 
96 Miss Anne HUSTED & Miss Niki de SAINT-PHALLE in 

Ceil Chapman evening dresses X 
96 Miss SAINT-PHALLE in Ben Gam evening dress X 
97 Miss Grace DYER in Henri Bendel evening gown X 

104 "Charles' James Ball Gowns": Charles James green 
evening gowns (color) 

105 Mrs. William Randolph HEARST in Charles James 
evening gown X 

108 "Mainbocher's Yellow Coats": Mainbocher coat X 
109 " : Mainbocher coat X 

118-end Pages stuck together 

1949 JAN Cover Joset Walker tan dress (color) 
93 "The Fabric Makes the Fashion": Carolyn Schnurer 

purple swimsuit & skirt (color) 
94 "La Vie en Rose": Two images of Paul Parnes rose suit 

& Jantzen swimsuit (color) 
95 " : Three images rose dresses including 

Mollie Parnes design (color) 
96 "The Fabric Makes the Fashion": Clare Potter gray suit 

(color) 

1949 FEB 110 "The Smart Spender Spends Time on Her Coat": Tilly 
Schanzer coat X 

111 " : Coats X 
112 "The Smart Spender Knows Her Lines": Four images of 

hat & dresses X 
113 " : Mollie Parnis dress X 
116 "Pride of the Navy Blues": Roxspun suit 
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117 " : Swansdown navy suit (color) 
118 "At a Ready-Made Price: The Couturier Costume: David 

Crystal navy & red polka dot dress (color) 
119 "A Big Buy: The Big Black Straw Hat": David Crystal 

brown dress (color) 
120 "The Short-Jacket Suit: A Long-term Investment": Shelia 

Lynn beige suit (color) 
121 " : Suits including Mollie Parnis design 
126 The HARTMANS X 
127 Patricia MORRISON X 
128 Madame Henri BONNET X 
132 Princess Gloria FAKHRY in Castillo evening gown X 

1949 MAR 76 Eudora WELTY X 
136 "Accessories -25 Ways to Work A Little Magic": John 

Frederics ostrich helmet X 
137 " : John Frederics hat 
138 " : Leopard ascot X 
139 " : Ben Gam evening gown X 
148 "Accessories in Action": Two images of Carolyn Modes 

coat & accessories 
149 " : Hattie Carnegie blue coat (color) 
150 "For a Pale Suit, Bitter-Chocolate Details...": Beige suit 

(color) 
151 "For a Dark Dress, Caramel Complements": Hattie 

Carnegie brown striped dress (color) 
152 "Chamois Accents and Shots of Red": Monte Sano navy 

coat (color) 
153 " : Henri Soundheim suit 

(8X10) 
160 Ezio PINZA X 
166 "The Long Dinner Dress-a Graceful Shaft": Two images 

of evening gowns including Frank Starr design X 
167 "The Short Dinner Dress-Fitted, Then Full": Two images 

of evening dresses X 

1949 APR 123 Anita COLBY in Traina-Norell evening dress (color) 
124 "For Spring-Autumn Leaf Colors": Anthony Blotta 

copper & Hattie Carnegie scarlet dresses (color) 
125 " : Christian Dior-New 

York auburn dress (color) 
126 Patricia MORISON in blue Dior dress (color) 
127 "Everything Blue": Suit X 
154 "Retiring Ladies": Nightgown X (8X10) 
155 " : Three images of nightgowns X 
156 "Jacques Fath Designs in America": Jacques Fath dress 

X 
157 " : Jacques Fath evening 

gowns X 
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1949 MAY 86 "In the Salt Breeze: Banker's Gray Denim": Brigance 
play dress X 

87 " : Two images of 
Brigance dresses X 

88 "Salt White Pique": Claire McCardell dress X 
89 " : Dorothy Cox dress X 
90 "At the Water's Edge": Shorts X 
91 " : Six images of resort wear X 
92 "At Land's End": Swimsuits including Carolyn 

Schnurer design X 
93 " : Two images of swimsuits including 

Claire McCardell & Charles Nudelman designs X 
103 "Time and the Tide of Beauty": Rudolf dress (S. Nelson) 

X 
104 "Double Exposure": Sarong X 
105 " : Mildred Orrick dinner dress X 
106 "At My Age~at the Beach": Frances Sider swimsuit X 
107 " : Francse Sider beachwear X 
116 Christian (B<StxS) BERARD X 
117 Christian (B6b6) BERARD X 
119 "A May Morning": Odetta Barsa white petticoat (color) 
120 "A Cool View of the Hot Weather": Handmacher light 

brown suit (color) 
121 " : Henry Rosenfeld white 

dress (color) 
123 "Seen Near the Water": Two images of beachwear 

including Claire McCardell beach suit X 

1949 JUN Cover Carolyn Schnurer purple shirt & brown shorts (colors) 
28 [Advertisement for Fischer slips - noted by LDW] 
64 "One Enchanted Evening": David Klein evening dress & 

jewelry (8X10) 
65 " : Fred Perlberg & Ceil 

Chapman evening dresses (8X10) 
66 "The Summer People": Larry Alrich dress X 
67 " : Joset Walker marigold dress (color) 
68 "The Dry-off': Tina Leser yellow striped coverall (color) 
69 "The Cool-off': Charles Nudelman beige shirt & shorts 

(color) 
71 "Jamaica Outdoors": Three images of beachwear including 

Dorothy Cox & Mildred Orrick designs X 

1949 JUL Cover Kenneth Tischler blue dress (color) 
52 Mrs. Millicent ROGERS X 
63 "How to be Golden in Cotton": Mainbocher coral 

dancing dress (color) 
64 "The Fur Stole For Four Seasons": Maxmilian fur stole 

(color) 
65 " : Hattie Carnegie stole 

dress (8X10) 
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66 "Furs: Present and Future": Three images of furs X 
67 " : Three images of furs X 

1949 AUG Cover Tilly Schanzer red jacket & beige skirt (color) 
93 "The Covert Look": Handmacher gray suit (color) 
94 "Covert Look and Camel Color": Two images of suits 

(color) 
" : Two images of suits 

including Tilly Schanzer & Vera Maxwell designs 
(color) 

Christian Dior-New York black dress with leopard 
muff (color) 
"Black and White": Two images of suits (8X10) 
"Black, White and the Fitted Torso": Jacques Fath dress 
X 

: Traina-Norell dress X 
"Slimmer Ways with Suit and Coats": Two images of 
Netti Rosenstein & Maurice Rentner suits X 

: Traina-Norell coat X 
"The Season in Town": Two images of Mr. John & 
Castillo hats X 

: Christian Dior-New York red 
dinner suit (color) 
"The Country-House Evening": Jane Derby green & 
beige evening dress (color) 
"Eight-Thirty Legs": Shoes & stockings X 
"Black and White, Gray and White": Two images of coats 
X 

: Coat X 
"A Special Kind of Look": Hattie Carnegie theatre coat 
X 

" : Larry Alrich cocktail dress & 
Coro jewelry X 
"The Woman in Fur": Two images of fur cape & jacket X 
Madame Jarmila NOVOTNA in Maxmilian fur coat X 

1949 OCT Cover Schiaparelli red hat (color) 
141 "Treat for Dry Skin: Steam...": Woman over silver bowl 

steaming her face (color) 
142 "What is Cachet?": Sophie black & white dinner dress 

(color) 
143 "What is Allure?": Traina-Norell black, white, & gold 

dress (color) 
144 "Conversation at Midnight": Omar Kiam emerald green 

evening gown (color) 
184 "Now You Can Perfect Your Table Service": Picnic w/ 

silver (photographed at Dahl-Wolfe's home) (color) 

95 

1949 SEP Cover 

150-51 
152 

153 
154 

155 
162 

163 

164 

165 
166 

167 
170 

171 

178 
179 

1949 NOV Cover John Frederics multi-colored feather cap (color) 
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134 "Your Private Life in Black and White": White nightdress 
(color) 

135 " : Two images of 
nightgowns 

138 "The Comforts of Home": Two images of robes including 
Clare Potter design X 

139 " : Two images of robes X 

1949 DEC 80 Miss Cynthia FOY in Jean Desses evening gown X 
81 Miss Ruth CUMMINGS in Howard Greer evening 

gown X (8X10) 
94 Grace GEORGE & Leslie BANKS X (4X5) 
95 Betty FIELD (4x5) 
97 "The Dropped Shoulder in Mink": Maxmilian fur coat X 

112 "Crepe-Paper Colors for Big-Party Dresses": Frank 
Starr & Elfreda evening gowns X 

113 " : Filcol 
pink evening gown (color) 

114 "The Short Party Dress in Crepe-Paper Colors": Ceil 
Chapman spring green evening dress (color) 

115 " : Fred Perlberg & Bon Ray evening 
dresses X 

1950 JAN Cover Carolyn Schnurer black halter & shorts (color) 
61 "1950 Through Sunglasses": Carolyn Schnurer 

swimsuit X 
62-63 "Short, Shorter, Shortest": Pants & shorts (8X10) 

64 "Blackest of Black": Bonnie Cashin coat (4X5) 
65 " : Carolyn Schnurer shirt (4X5) 
68 "Shirt-dresses and the Middy": David Goodstein & 

Joset Walker dresses 
69 "White Fleece": Two images of Jacques Fath coat & 

Janet Taylor dress (4X5) 
74 Mrs. Winston GUEST in Mainbocher Chinese gown 

(4X5) (8X10) 
75 Mrs. Winston GUEST in Mainbocher evening dress 

(color) 
76 "This Way to Bermuda": Adele Simpson light green 

dress (color) 
77 " : Brigance brown shorts & white 

shirt (color) 

1950 FEB 108 "In Fashion and Still in Funds": Ellen Brooke coat 
(4X5) 

109 " : Lilli Ann red coat (color) 
110 "Suits Under $90": Handmacher navy suit (color) 
111 " : Swansdown gray suit (color) 
112 "The Parlor-Maid Apron": Rose Barrack blue apron 

over Larry Aldrich black sheath (color) 
113 "The Pleated Dinner Dress": Two images of pleated dinner 
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dresses X 
146 "The Well-Spent Evening": Frank Wraps coat 
147 " : Eisenberg & Shelia Lynn 

evening dresses 

1950 MAR 1 Cover Traina-Norell black & white dresses (color) 
132 "The Changing of the Colors": Dan Millstein suit X 
133 " : Joset Walker gypsy yellow 

dress (color) 
134 "Sherbert Chiffons for Day": Christian Dior-New 

York orange dress (color) 
135 Black & red evening dresses (color) 
136 "Color From the Ground Up": Traina-Norell black & 

pink evening dress (color) 
137 " : Ceil Chapman evening dress 

(4X5) 
149 Thornton WILDER (4X5) 
158 "Evenings a la Carte": Hattie Carnegie fringe top (4X5) 
159 " : Two images of Hattie Carnegie tops 

X (4X5) 

1950 MAR 15 28 "The Judgement of Paris": Balenciaga dress X 
30 "The New Evening Line at Balenciaga": Balenciaga 

evening gown X 
31 BALENCIAGA & one of his evening dress designs X 

32 Comtesse Bertrand de MAUDHUY 
in Balmain evening dress X 

33 Madame Jean LARTVIERE in Piguet evening dress 
34 "Dior's Ball Gowns Show the Leg in Front": Dior "Henri 

Sauguet" evening gown X 
35 " : Dior "Schumann" evening gown X 
38 "Hats": Paulette hat X 
39 " : Paulette hat X 
48 Jules SUPER VIELLE & Marie Laure DAVID X 
61 "French Perfume": Paulette hat X 
62 "A Fleet of Sailors": Three images of Paulette hats X 
63 Mrs. L. Marc PARROTT, Jr. in Paulette hat X 
64 "Many Big Hats, Much Lace": Dior hats X 
65 " : Dior evening dress X 
66 Betsy FURSTENBERG in Hattie Carnegie evening 

gown X 
67 Daniele DELORME in Hattie Carnegie evening gown 

X 
68 Jacques FATH and BETTTNA X 
69 "From One Evening To Another": Three images of 

Paulette kerchief & two Balenciaga evening dresses X 

1950 APR 123 Marc du PLANTER 
129 "Field Flower Linens": Window with perfume bottles 

(color) 
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130 "Linen in the Bedroom": Brown chair & ottoman (color) 
131 " : Blue bed (color) 
132 "A Fresh Blouse for You": White blouse (color) 
133 " : Blouses 

1950 MAY 91 "The Paisley Shawl Becomes a Bathing Suit": Claire 
Potter swimsuit X (4X5) 

92 "In Tunisia-10 Take-off Pointes for Summer": Carolyn 
Schnurer coverup X (4X5) 

93 " : Clare Potter big top X (4X5) 
94 " : Claire McCardell dress X (4X5) 
95 " : B.H. Wragge shirt & shorts (Natalie) X 
96 " : Two images of Gr£s & Howard Greer 

beach wear (Natalie) X (4X5) 97 
: Owen Morgan shirt & shorts (4X5) 

98 " : Shirt dress (4X5) 
99 " : Two images of dresses (Natalie) X (4X5) 

100 " : Schiaparelli shirt (4X5) 
101 " : Gres coat X (4X5) 
108 "Dream Sequence in Rayon": White nightgown (color) 
117 Cecil BEATON X 

1950 JUN Cover Carolyn Schnurer white vest & shorts (color) 
60 "Linen-Handle with Care": Gres dress (4X5) 
61 " : Gr£s bleached beige halter, skirt 

& knickers (color) 
62 "Afternoon in a Moucharaby": Claire McCardell white 

& navy shorts w/jacket (color) 63 ": 
Clare Potter beige top & black shorts (color) 

64 "The Greenest Green that Grows": Claire McCardell 
green swimsuit (color) 

65 "The Elastic Fit": Schiaparelli swimsuit X (4X5) 
66 Elizabeth TAYLOR in Larry Aldrich dress & jacket X 
67 "Black and White, And Paris All Over": Two images of 

dresses including Larry Aldrich design X (4X5) 
68 "Paris All Over": Two images of Balmain & Jacques 

Fath dresses and jewelry (4X5) (8X10) 
69 " : Jacques Griffe dress X (4X5) 
70 Mary Palen SNOW in Anna Miller evening gown (4X5) 
71 "Pink and White Chiffon": B runo evening gown 
92 Countess CORTI of Rome in fur jacket (4X5) 
93 Mrs. William C. T. GAYNOR & Mrs. Bertrand L. 

TAYLOR, IH in furs (4X5) 

1950 JUL 58 "Touched with Velvet": Janet Taylor evening dress 
(4X5) 

59 " : Two images of Elfreda dress & 
jacket (4X5) 

62 "Slim & Satin": Two images of Adele Simpson dresses 
(4X5) (8X10) 
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63 " : Dress (4X5) 

1950 AUG 114 "Two Steps Ahead": Two images of dress & shoes (8X10) 
115 "The Cardigan Dress": Kane Weill red plaid dress 

(color) 
116 "The Tailors Suit Instead of the Dressmaker's Suit: Gray 

suit (color) 
117 "Orange Marmalade": Orange dress (color) 
118 "Bright Browns, Box Jackets, Tweed Mixtures": Two 

images of Carolyn Schnurer suit & accessories (color) 
119 Betsy FURSTENBERG in brown plaid jacket & gray 

dress (color) 
132 Miss Martha CRAWFORD, Mrs. George CRAWFORD & 

Mrs. Robert N. WARMACK 
133 Mrs. Lewis T. PRESTON in wedding gown X (4X5) 
134 "Do It by Halves": Tina Leser skirt & top (4X5) 
135 " : Three images of Ceil Chapman 

dinner dresses & shoes X (8X10) 

1950 SEP Cover Christian Dior-New York gray suit (color) 
173 "Watch This Dress": Traina-Norell evening dress X 

(4X5) 
175 Mrs. William O'DWYER in Hattie Carnegie suit (4X5) 

(8X10) 
176-77 "Tailor's Suits & Straight-Jacket Suits": Four suits 

178 "The Velvet Avalanche": Jo Copeland suit (4X5) 
179 " : Dresses including one by Herbert 

Sondheim (4X5) 
180 "Black Velveteen & Passementerie": Mollie Parnis 

dinner suit (4X5) 
181 "Black Velvet and White Organdie": Christian Dior-

New York evening dresses (4X5) 
182-83 Ethel MERMAN with Howard LINDSAY, Russell 

CROUSE & Irving BERLIN (4X5) 
204 "The Two-Faced Coat": Two images of shoes & coats 

(4X5) (8X10) 
205 " : Lo Balbo gray & red coat (color) 
208 "This Fall's Fur Jackets": Brown fur jacket (color) 
209 " : Two images of fur jackets (4X5) 
244 "The Wrap-Around & the Up-and-Down": Christian 

Dior-New York coat (4X5) 
245 " : Two images of Netti 

Rosenstein jacket & Schiaparelli coat (4X5) 

1950 OCT Cover Dior fur coat (color) 
156 "All Sable and Yards Wide": Fur coat (4X5) 
157 "The Self-made Redhead": Fur stole (color) 
158 "Water-Color Hair": Blue dress & blue hair (color) 
159 " : Red hair (color) 
160 "Fireworks": Leslie Morris red evening dress (color) 
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182 "In Fur: The Redingote, the Chesterfield & the Box 
Jacket: Two images of fur coats 

183 " : Fur redingote 

1950 NOV 134 "Personal Pleasures": Pink & white dressing gown (color) 
135 " : Pink nightgown (color) 
136 "A New Pastel - Petunia": Petunia housecoat (color) 
138 "Pale Tints, Petal Textures": Three images of bed jacket, 

nightgown, & slip X (4X5) 
139 " : Peignor & slip X 
140 Countess BERNADOTTE of Sweden: Three images of 

countess w/ her sons, Folke & Bertil and her house 
141 Countess BERNADOTTE X 

1951 JAN 92 "South for the Winter-Long Shirts": Carolyn Schnurer 
shirt & jodhpurs X (4X5) 

93 " : B.H. Wragge shirt dresses 
X (4X5) 

94 "Bright and Black Toweling": Beach dress X 
95 " : Joset Walker halter & shorts 

X (4X5) 
96 "The Length, The Weight-and the Height of Fashion": 

Two images of tops & shorts including Tina Leser 
design X (4X5) 

97 " : John Miller shirt & slacks (4X5) 
104 Victoria de LOS ANGELES 
105 Dr. Edith SITWELL X (4X5) 
118 Per KROHG: Two images of Krohg's studio & art X 
119 Per KROHG X 

1951 FEB 126 "Artists and Models": Larry Aldrich dress (4X5) 
127 " : Dresses including Frank Starr design 
128 " : Mollie Parnis dresses X 
129 " : Dress 
131 "Your Money's Worth in Fleece": Swansdown light blue 

coat (color) 
132 "Color Values in Silk": Two images of Bonnie Cashin 

green dress & Larry Aldrich brown dress (color) 
133 " : Copper coat (color) 
134 "Beige Worsted and Polka-Dot Gloves": Harry Frechtel 

beige suit (color) 
138 Maureen STAPLETON (4X5) 
139 Claude RAINS (4X5) 
142 "Silhouettes in Spring Coats": Ben Zuckerman coat 

(4X5) 
143 " : Monte Sano & Pruzan coat 

(4X5) 
144 "The Spring Suit Takes Shape": Hattie Carnegie suit 

(4X5) 
145 " : Two images of Charles 
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Nudelman & Anthony Blotta suits (4X5) 

1951 MAR Cover 
159 
168 
185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

1951 APR 102-03 
137 

138 

139 

148 
152 
153 

166 
167 
168 

196 

170 

171 

180 
181 

1951 MAY Cover 

106 

107 

108 

109 

Henri Bendel black coat (color) 
Anne O'Hare McCORMICK (4X5) 
Multi-colored gloves (color) 
Mrs. Winston F. C. GUEST in Trigere evening dress 
(color) 
"American Style: Sharp & Clean": Traina-Norell black 
top w/ white skirt (color) 
"American Style: Easy & Pretty": Hattie Carnegie pink 
dinner dress (color) 
"American Fashion-Make It From a Pattern": Pink coat & 
dress (color) 

" : Reversable coat w/ dress 

"Am I, Am I Beautiful?": Woman with miiTor 
"Lilac and the Glint of Gold": Ben Gam purple & gold 
coat w/ evening dress (color) 
"The Cool, Shining Suit": Handmacher light blue suit 
(color) 
"The Cool, Shining Ensemble:" Larry Aldrich brown 
skirt & slack jacket (color) 
Adelaide SINCLAIR 
"The Wedding-and-Afterward Dress": Dior dress (4X5) 

" : Dior wedding gown 
(4X5) 
"Lace—The New Summer Star": Gloves 

" : Mollie Parnis dress (4X5) 
"Lace for Late Day and Later": Two images of Jo 
Copeland & Will Steinman evening dresses (4X5) 

" : Two images of Nelly de 
Grab & Harvey Bernin evening dresses 
Mrs. Clarence F. MICHALIS in Ben Gam evening dress 
&coat 
The Honorable Mrs. Pamela CHURCHILL in Ceil 
Chapman evening dress 
"Spun for a Spring Bride": Peignor 

" : Three images of nightgowns & slip 
(4X5) 

Tina Leser leopard print cardigan & black swimsuit 
(color) 
"What and Where and When": B.H. Wragge shirt & 
shorts 

: B.H. Wragge blue jacket & 
coverall (color) 
"There's a House by the Sea": Toni Owen gold blouse & 
skirt (color) 
"There's a Garden in the Country": Heller white dress 
(color) 
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110 "Cowpoke Pants in Purple Corduroy": Joset Walker 
blue shirt & purple pants (color) 

111 "Flowered Irish Linen": Larry Aldrich blouse & skirt 
126 "Take It on Your Travels": Jane Derby dress (4X5) 
127 " : Carolyn Schnurer white & 

black beach coat (color) 

1951 JUN 44 "Summer Is Where You Find It": Gretta Plattry pants & 
top (Gjorgi) X 

45 " : Coat 
46 "Travel Is as Light as You Make It": Brigance dress X 
47 " : Two images of beachwear by 

Brigance & B. H. Wragge 
48 "Black Linen Is How You Wear It": Two images of 

Seymour Jacobson & Harvey Bernin dresses X 
49 " : Anna Miller dress 
50 "Cool Nights and Moonlit Water": Bruno dress 
51 : Ceil Chapman dress 
53 "Don't Make Hay While the Sun Shines": Woman under 

waterfall 
64 "The Ticket": Two images of suit & Jerry Parnis dress 
65 " : Adolph Schuman suit 
68 "Norway: The Inland Sea": Sogne Fjord 
69 " : Sogne Fjord 
78 "Soft New Gleam in Mink...": Maximilian fur stole 

(color) 
79 "Chiffon in a Thousand Tucks": Omar Kiam dress X 
86 "Summer Silks Softly Tailored": Bonnie Cashin dress 

X 
87 " : Bonnie Cashin yellow 

dress (color) 
90 "Make It from a Pattern": Orange dress (color) 
91 " : Dress & coat 

1951 JUL Cover Swansdown gray suit (color) 
88 Lady Anne TREE X 
89 Mrs. A. Ronald TREE in Hattie Carnegie evening 

gown X (4X5) 

1951 AUG Cover Henry Rosenfeld brown & black check suit (color) 
66 Frances McFADDEN 

130 "The Fuzzy-Wuzzies": Two images of coats 
131 " : Black suit w/ red gloves (color) 
132 "Latest Scheme": Brown suit (color) 
133 "Latest Short Cut": Handmacher gray coat & skirt 

(color) 
134 "Pick Your Color Out of the Blue": Lo Balbo bluejacket 

& skirt (color) 
135 " : Joset Walker dress X 
136 "Blue--Big Color On Campus": Two images of skirts & 
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topsX 
137 " : Two images of suit & blouse 
152 "Arriving in Town This Fall": Ben Zuckerman suit X 

(4X5) 
153 " : Two images of Christian 

Dior-New York jacket & dress X 
154 " : Two images of Jane Derby 

jacket & dress X (4X5) 
155 " : Larry Aldrich jacket & dress 

X (4X5) 

1951 SEP 206 "Carmel Snow's Report From Paris": Baienciaga coat 
(M. J. Russell) X 

207 " : Baienciaga coat (Luki) X 
212 "Fleece with a Long Silky, Silvery Hair": Baienciaga 

jacket (M. J. Russell) X 
213 "Wool with a Brown and White Check": Baienciaga suit 

(M. J. Russell) X 
214 "Our Paris Report Continued": Two images of 

Baienciaga evening gowns (M. J. Russell) X 
215 " : Baienciaga evening gown 

(Luki) X 
216 "Paris: Every Evening Dress an Event": Four images of 

Fath, Lanvin-Castillo, Dior & Griffe evening 
gowns (G. McGill, M. J. Russell) (4X5) 

217 " : Four images of Griffe, 
Rochas, Patou & Dior evening gowns (M. J. Russell) 
(4X5) 

218 "Wheel Sleeves and a Flow of Faille": Fath evening gown 
(M. J. Russell, G. McGill) X (4X5) 

219 " : Dior evening gown (M. J. 
Russell) X 

220 "The Fitted Coat": Two images of Brigance & Lo 
Balbo coats (4X5) 

221 " : Handmacher black coat (color) 
222 "Amber Wool, Amber Addenda": Harry Frechtel amber 

coat (color) 
223 " : Amber accessories (color) 
224 "Fleeces Thick as Fur": Willi heather green coat (color) 
225 " : Three images of Willi suit, pin, & 

purse 
237 Rene d'HARNONCOURT (4X5) 
250 "Dior: The Pitch of the Hat": Four images of Dior hats X 
251 " : Six images of Dior hats X 

1951 OCT 102 [Picture of Dahl-Wolfe and her husband Meyer taken by 
street photographer] 

154 "From Paris, A Shining Stream of Beauty": Lanvin-
Castillo evening gown (M. J. Russell) X (4X5) 

155 : Patou evening gown 
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(Luki) (4X5) 
156 "The Atmosphere Is Entirely French": Desses evening 

gown (M. J. Russell) X 
157 " : Schiaparelli & Gr6s 

evening gowns (Luki) X 
158 "Out of die Paris Night": Lanvin-Castillo dinner slacks 

& blouse (M. J. Russell) X 
159 " : Manguin evening gown (Luki) X 
160 " : Balenciaga evening gown (M. J. 

Russell) X (4X5) 
161 " : Dior evening gown (Luki) X 
167 "Watch This Dress": Balenciaga dress (M. J. Russell) X 
168 "The Big Hat, The Little Hat From Balenciaga": Four 

images of Balenciaga hats (M. J. Russell) (4X5) 
169 " : Four images of Balenciaga hats (M. J. 

Russell) (4X5) 
170 "New Figures of the French Scene": Balenciaga dresses 

(4X5) 
171 " : Dior & Schiaparelli 

dresses (4X5) 
188 "Ribbon...": Christian Dior & Balenciaga evening 

gowns (M. J. Russell, G. McGillis) X 
189 "Ribbon Bows..." Dior evening gown (M. J. Russell) X 
190 "Lace-High in Favor with the French": Three images of 

Balenciaga evening dresses (M. J. Russell) X 
191 " : Four images of 

Balenciaga, Dior & Balmain evening dresses (M. J. 
Russell, G. McGill) X 

1951 NOV Cover Balenciaga purple evening coat (color) 
108 "The Malang of a New Figure": Two images of corset & 

Balenciaga suit X 
130 "The Winter World's Oyster": Balenciaga gray coat 

(color) 
131 " : Two images of Fath coat & 

Christian Dior-New York jacket (M. J. Russell) X 
148 Gene TIERNEY in Balmain evening dress X 
149 "A short and gay lace dress...": Heim evening dress X 

1951 DEC Cover Balenciaga brown & white ball dress (color) 
84 Gabrielle Claudine COLETTE X 
94 "Mink with Tweed in Mind": Dior fur jacket (color) 

113 Fern Edith TAILER X 
114 "The White Bride": Balenciaga wedding gown (M. J. 

Russell) X 
115 "The Blue Bride": Desses wedding gown (color) 
120 "Due South Tonight": Anna Miller & Mollie Parnis 

dinner dresses X 
121 " : Ben Reig evening dress X 
123 Mrs. Thompson BIDDLE X 
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1952 JAN 91 "The Day Dress": Claire McCardell red, blue, & green 
striped dress (color) 

92 "Japanese Wrappings for the Water": Carolyn Schnurer 
beige & brown swimsuit (color) 

93 "Japanese Wrappings for the Beach": Carolyn Schnurer 
terry kimono (8X10) 

97 Dr. Alberto PAZ & Senora PAZ de Anchorend (4X5) 
102 "The World's Four Corners": Four images of faceless 

symbolic figures X 
103 " : One image of faceless symbolic 

figure X 
104 Mrs. Michael G. PHIPPS in Hattie Carnegie evening 

gown X 
105 Mrs. Herbert P. Van INGEN in Maurice Rentner 

evening gown X 
105 Mrs. C.V. WHITNEY in Omar Kiam evening gown X 
106 "The Flowering Taffetas": Traina-Norell & Nettie 

Rosenstein dresses X 
107 " : Christian Dior-New York 

evening gown X 
117 Madeleine VIONNET X 

1952 FEB 121 "The Well-Spent Dollar": Lo Balbo minature jacket X 
(4X5) 

122 "Points of Great Britain": Goldberg-Weissm?n coat X 
123 " : Talmack suitX 
124 "Points of Great Return": Kaspar dress X 
125 "The Eliminated Look": Harvey Bernin dress & Shelia 

Lynn coat dress X 
126 "Point of Great Return-The Essential Print": Aywon 

dress X 
127 " : Henry Rosenfeld navy & white dress 

(color) 
128 "Point of Great Return-The Fashionable Pale Suit": Beige 

suit (color) 
129 " : Handmacher beige suit (color) 
130 "Points of Great Return": Lilli Ann gray suit (color) 
131 " : SuitX 

1952 MAR 128 "Spring Change": Traina-Norell suit X (4X5) 
130 " : Trigere dress X 
131 " : Traina-Norell dress X (4X5) 
174 Katharine CORNELL (4X5) 
175 Marlene DIETRICH (4X5) 
187 "Spring Overcoat": Roxspun coat (4X5) 
188 "The Silky Way": Two images of suits (4X5) 
189 " : Two images of dress & coat (4X5) 

1952 APR Cover John Frederics gray & champagne cap (color) 
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154 "The Reach of Coats": Coat (4X5) 
155 " : Beige jacket (color) 
156 "The Light of Spring": White evening dress (color) 
157 " : Mollie Parnis red striped dress 

(color) 
158 "Between the Dark & the Daylight": Yellow nightgown 

(color) 
159 " : Peignor X 
160 " : Two images of nightdresses 

(4X5) 
161 " : Two images of negligee & 

peignor (4X5) 
174 "Turkish Delights": Carolyn Schnurer dress (4X5) 
175 " : Carolyn Schnurer off-white shorts & 

vest w/ gold embroidery (color) 
176 " : Jerry Parnis pink dress (color) 
177 " : Two images of suits (4X5) 
192 "Movable Feasts": Table setting (4X5) 
193 " : Nelly de Grab top & skirt 

(Photographed at the Creamery) X 

1952 MAY 81 "A Journey into Time": B. H. Wragge jacket & shorts X 
(4X5) 

82 "Smallclothes for the Sun": Evan Picone shorts & 
Groblue jacket X (4X5) 

83 " : Claire McCardell shorts & top 
X (4X5) 

84 "The Pink Cottons": L'Aiglon dress & jacket X 
85 " : Carolyn Schnurer dress X 
86 "The Black and White Fashion": Two images shorts & 

tops X (4X5) 
87 " : Shirt (G. Hamilton) X (4X5) 
88 "The Daily Dresses": B. H. Wragge dress (G. 

Hamilton) x 
89 " : Dress (G. Hamilton) X (4X5) 
90 "The Good Gray Denims": Carolyn Schnurer dinner 

dress X 
91 " : Carolyn Schnurer dress X 
92 "A Litde Black - a Lot of White": Larry Aldrich dress 

X (4X5) 
93 " : Larry Aldrich dress X 

(4X5) 

1952 JUN Cover Black & white sun suit (color) 
80 "The Sun's Own": Two images of beachcoat & swimsuit 

X 
81 " : Toni Owen white cardigan & skirt 

(color) 
82 " : Joset Walker red, black, & white 

striped dress (color) 
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83 " : Blue shirt & purple print pants 
(color) 

84 "Make It From a Pattern...": White shorts & halter (color) 
85 " : Shirt & shorts X 
92 "The Personal Pleasures": Two images of pajamas & 

nightgown X (4X5) 
93 " : Peignor X (4X5) 

104 "The Little Entertainment": Silver tea set & poodle 
(Photographed at the Creamery) 

105 " : Four images of serving sets 
(Photographed at the Creamery) X 

1952 JUL 62 "Material Gains": Larry Aldrich gray dress (color) 
69 Lady BERKLEY & Vittorio MANUNTA (4X5) 

103 [Advertisement for face powder contains part of 
photograph from May 1952, p. 83] 

1952 AUG Cover Swansdown pink suit (color) 
139 "The Red Suit Grayed Up with Pink": Handmacher red 

suit (color) 
140 "The Flourishing Moss Greens": Kort Lee moss green 

suit (color) 
141 " : John Miller separates & 

Mary Stevens dress X (4X5) 
146 "The Shirt On Your Back": Carolyn Schnurer shirt & 

shirt dress X 
147 " : Carolyn Schnurer shirt & shirt 

dress X 
148 " : Two images of Carolyn 

Schnurer dresses X 
149 " : Carolyn Schnurer oatmeal 

dress (color) 
150 "The Way of the Grain": Two images of brown & beige 

jackets (color) 
151 " : Three images of oatmeal, 

pink, & cream jackets (color) 
152 "The Knitted Dress...": Gray pullover & skirt (color) 
153 " : Two images of knit outfits X 
154 "More Knitted News": Three images of Herbert 

Labandter, Henry Rosenfeld, Nelly de Grab knit 
outfits (4X5) 

155 " : Two images of knit outfits (4X5) 
189 "The Shirt On Your Back": Carolyn Schnurer knit 

dress X 

1952 SEP 187 "The Shapes of New York": Charles James evening 
dress X 

188 "The Barrel and the Bell...": Hattie Carnegie surcoat X 
189 " : Traina-Norell surcoat X 
190 "The Night Takes Shape": Two images of Ben 
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Zuckerman coat & Mollie Parnis evening dress X 
191 " : Jo Copeland evening dress (L. 

Fonssagrives?) 
192 "The Surface Changes": Fur coat X 
193 " : Dark gray coat (color) 
194 " : Adele Simpson brown suit (color) 
195 " : Brigance brown jacket (color) 
196 " : Willi green coat (color) 
197 " : Coat X 

1952 OCT Cover Christian Dior-New York white fur hat (color) 
156 "Fur-The Fact & the Fiction": Two images of Jacques 

Fath fur cape & shoe w/ fur X 
157 " : Maxmilian fur coat (color) 
158 "The Redhead & the Blond": Herbert Sondheim amber 

dress (color) 
159 " : Mollie Parnis gray dinner 

dress (color) 
160 "A Sweater Traced in Paisley": Green & red sweater 

(color) 
161 "A Satin Suit Traced in Wool": Dinner suit X 
176 "The Veritable Ball Dress": Ben Reig evening gown X 
177 " : Christian Dior-New York 

green evening gown & olive green cape (color) 
178 "The Rare Fur More Frequent": Fur stole (color) 
179 " : Hattie Carnegie dinner 

dress 
208 "Lace—The Most Eligible Evening Partner": Ceil 

Chapman evening dress (4X5) 
209 " : Two images of Hannah Troy & Traina-

Norell evening dresses 
210 " : Three images of Capri, Sophie & Adele 

Simpson evening gowns X 
211 " : Oleg Cassini evening gown X (4X5) 
222 "The Girdle That Will Launch a Thousand Shapes": Girdle 
223 " : Girdle 

1952 NOV 136 "In a Brown Winter~The Warmest Browns": Fur coat X 
137 " : Fur coat (color) 
138 " : Fur jacket (color) 
139 " : Fur jacket X 
156 "The Complimentary Present": Two images of nightgowns 

X 
157 " : Peignor (color) 
158 " : Two images of pink sleeping 

sweater & night gown (color) 
159 " : White dressing gown (color) 
160 " : Pink nightdress (color) 
161 " : Bed jacket (8X10) 
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1952 DEC 112 "The Suits That Begin in the South": David Crystal suit 
(4X5) 

113 " : Paul Parnes white suit (color) 
114 "The Best Effects": Black swimsuit (color) 
115 " : Black swimsuit (color) 
116 "Take an Idea from Africa": Black & white shirt w/ black 

shorts (color) 
117 " : Swimsuit (8X10) 
118 "More Ideas from Africa": Two images of Carolyn 

Schnurer swimsuits 119 " 
: Four images of Carolyn Schnurer swimsuits X 

1953 JAN Cover Onondaga yellow print dress (color) 
82 Eleonora ROSSI-DRAGO in Mollie Parnis dress (4X5) 
83 "Wallpaper Prints": Henry Rosenfeld print dress (color) 
84 "The Heel-Prettier When It's Pink": Capri black pants and 

white mules (color) 
85 " : B. H. Wragge black dress 

(color) 
86 "The Winter Violets": Lo Balbo purple coat (color) 
87 " : Two images of blouse & suit X 
88 " : Three images of shorts, shirts, & dress 

X 
89 " : Two images of shorts, shirt, & dress X 

100 Madame Jacques BALSAN (4X5) 
102 "From the Tropic of Capri": Two images of Capri pants X 
103 " : Red Capri pants & black top 

(color) 
104 "New Pants-Wallpaper Reprints": Brigance orange 

pants w/ print top & print shorts w/ green shirt (color) 
105 "New Fit-Narrowed by Elasticity": Brigance slacks & 

shirt X 

1953 FEB 130 "The New Valuables-Clocked at Less Than $100": B.H. 
Wragge coat X 

131 " : Lilli Ann brown suit (color) 
132 " : Two images of beige suits (color) 
133 " : Beige suit (color) 
134 " : Dan Millstein brown suit (color) 
135 " : Benham print suit (4X5) 
136 "The Line-Standaway Fit": Ben Zuckerman tweed coat 

X 
137 " : Ben Zuckerman & Adele 

Simpson suits X 
138 "Straight Line, Curve and Arabesque": Seymour 

Jacobson evening dress X 
139 " : Christian Dior-New 

York evening dress & jacket X 
140 "The Shaped Line, the Dress That Suits Spring": Two 

images of Harvey Berin dresses (4X5) 
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141 " : Claire McCardell dress X (4X5) 
147 Mrs. Angier Biddle DUKE (4X5) 

1953 MAR Cover Hattie Carnegie white print dress (color) 
126 Mrs. Dwight David EISENHOWER (4X5) 
128 Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop W. ALDRICH 
131 "Balenciaga's White Cotton Overshirt": Balenciaga 

overshirt & skirt X 
132 "The Tulip Tops of Dior": Dior suit X 
133 " : Dior suit X 
134 "The Short Jackets of Balenciaga": Two images of 

Balenciaga suits 
135 " : Balenciaga suit X 
136 "Belted Hips-Balenciaga": Balenciaga suit (Luki) X 
137 "Stole Shoulders-Dior": Dior coat X 
138 "Paris' Great Dresses for a Coronation Spring": Dior 

evening gown X 
139 " : Balenciaga evening gown (S. Parker) X 
140 "Paris' Spring Storm of Polka Dots": Griffe evening 

gown (S. Parker) X 
141 " : Jacques Fath evening 

gown (S. Parker) X 
168 "Mink Fold-Ons-The Pale, the Deep": Maxmilian fur 

stole X 
169 " : Revillon Freres fur 

stole (color) 
170 "Pongee, the Original Natural": Ben Zuckerman pale 

yellow coat (color) 
171 "Rough Silk in Cocoa Colors": Adele Simpson brown 

suit (color) 
172 "Mink-Collared Jersey": Two Bellciette light blue & pink 

suits (color) 
173 "Mink Collared Print": Mollie Parnis suit X 
174 "Two Blacks in Three-Quarter Length": Omar Kiam 

evening dress X 
175 " : Eleanora Garnett 

evening dress X 

1953 APR Cover Light green hat (color) 
130 "Make Way for Tomorrow": Floral peignoir (color) 
131 " : Peignoir 
132 "Dior's Paris Hats-Form and Fantaisie": Dior hat (S. 

Parlrprt Y 
133 " : Dior hats X (4X5) 
134 "The Romantic Heads of Paris": Two images of coiffures 

(S. Parker) X 
135 " : Coiffure X 
136 "Dior-And the Millefleur Prints of Paris": Dior dress X 
137 " : Dior dresses X 
138 "Diorama-The One-Piece Look,...": Three images of 
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Dior dresses X 
139 " : Three images of Dior 

dresses X 
146 "We Dine Again by Daylight": Two images of table 

settings 
147 " : Mollie Parnis white eyelet 

dress (color) 
148 "Blond Lace Laid over Jersey,...": Jane Derby cream 

coat (color) 
149 " : Traina-Norell cream dress 

(color) 
150 "The Altar of Spring Color: Everything's Rosie": Tina 

Leser rose dress (color) 
151 " : Five images of accessories X 
159 Andre MALRAUX X 
181 "Paris After Nightfall": Lanvin-Castillo evening dress 

X 
182 " : Two images of Patou dress & 

Schiaparelli sweater & pants X 
183 " : Givenchy & Desses evening gowns 

X 
190 "The Magical Modernisms": Peignor 
191 " : Two images of cape and 

nightgown X (4X5) 
192 "The Gentler Naturalisms": Two images of girdles (4X5) 
193 " : Girdle X (4X5) 

1953 MAY Cover Carolyn Schnurer light blue suit (color) 
103 "American Clothes, in the Sun and in the World": 
Polly Hornbug pants & top X 

110 "The New World Travelers:...": Swimsuit (J. Patchett) X 
112 "Cloths of 1953 in Granada": Two images of Bonnie 

Cashin & Claire McCardell dresses (J. Patchett) X 
113 " : Elfreda-Fox dress X 
114 " : Three images of dresses X 

(4X5) 
115 " : Claire McCardell dress X 

(4X5) 
116 "In Andalusia: A Blaze of Black & White": Carolyn 

Schnurer shorts & shirt X 
117 " : Two images of 

Carolyn Schnurer dresses X 
118 " : Two images of Larry 

Aldrich dresses X 
119 ": Rembrandt dress X 
120 "Sea Clothes on the Beach at Malaga": Three images of 

swimsuits X 
121 " : Swimsuit 
123 Mr. & Mrs. C. Douglas DILLON X 
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1953 JUN Cover Clare Potter yellow shorts & jacket (color) 
71 "Light-and-Shadow Color in Spanish Light": Givenchy 

brown jacket & white linen dress (color) 
72 "Orange and Yellow in Spanish Sunlight": B. H. 

Wragge yellow jacket & dress (color) 
73 " : Adele Simpson 

orange dress (color) 
74 "Clove Colors in Spanish Light": Pink & purple print 

dress (color) 

1953 JUL 12 COLETTE X 
56 Miss Patricia KENNEDY X 
57 Mrs. Robert Sargent SHRIVER, Jr. in Dior wedding 

gown X 
76 Edward R. MURROW X (4X5) 

93-end Pages are stuck together 

1953 AUG Cover Porcelain blue leather jacket w/ fur (color) 
89 "The Harper's Bazaar Look": Two images of accessories 

X 
90 " : Suit X 
91 " : Short coat X 
92 " : Two images of dresses X 
93 " : Nelly de Grab overblouse & 

skirt (M. J. Russell) X 
94 " : Dress X 
95 " : Brigance dress X 

112 "Prints on Wool-Crowded with Color": Two images of 
Carolyn Schnurer dress, pants, & shirt X 

113 : Carolyn Schnurer 
brown paisley dress (color) 

114 "Narrow Lines And Color Nuances": Handmacher 
brown suit (color) 

115 " : Swansdown light blue 
coat (color) 

116 "The Lengthened Line-New Evening Proportion": Lo 
Balbo beige redingote (color) 

117 " : Adele Simpson suit X 

1953 SEP 161 "Here Begins the Open Season": Anthony Blotta-
Ruffolo suit X 

162 "The Winter's Suit": Traina-Norell suit X 
164 "High Beige, Putty Beige, Camel Beige": Herbert 

Sondheim dress X 
165 " : Two images of dresses 

X 
166 "The Straight, Waist-Sculptured, Unbelled Line": Adele 

Simpson dress X 
167 " : Mollie Parnis dress X 
174 "The New Mutations of Black": Two images of suit and 
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coatX 
175 " : Willi black coat (color) 
176 " : Ben Zuckerman black 

jacket & dress (color) 
177 "The Tailored Line in the Evening": Maurice Rentner 

black jacket & dress (color) 
178 "The New Mutations in Black": Ben Zuckerman black 

coat (color) 
179 " : Seymour Fox coat X 
208 "Three Full-Length Profiles: The New Coats": Two 

images of Jacques Fath & Claire McCardell coats X 
209 " : Hattie Carnegie coat X 

1953 OCT Cover Harvey Berin red evening dress (color) 
192 "Leather in New Liasons, New Lusters": Accessories 

(8X10) 
193 " : Hand, legs and brown 

shoes (color) (4X5) 
194 "Blond Fur Sweater-Blond Fur Inlay": Hattie Carnegie 

pale green suit (color) 
195 " : Benham Originals 

moleskin cardigan (color) 
196 "The Weil-Turned Look": Traina-Norell light blue & 

gold house coat w/ pants (color) 
197 " : Talmack dress X 
198 " : Traina-Norell suit X 
199 " : Leslie Morris suit X 
200 "Blouse-Top Gowns-Covered and Prettier": Robe X 
201 " : Two images of nightgowns X 
202 "The Night Wraps-Growing Still Prettier": Two images of 

nightcoats X 
203 " : Tricot X 
204 "For the Close-Clinging Silhouette": Girdle X 
205 " : Two images of girdle & bra 

X 
206 " : Two images of girdle & bra 

X 
207 " : Girdle X 
228 "Silver Sets the Stage": Table setting (M. J. Russell at the 

Creamery) X 
229 " : Two images of table settings (M. J. 

Russell at the Creamery) X 

1953 NOV Cover Maxmilian fur coat (color) 
140 "The Double- Breasted Overcoat in Fur": Fur coat X 
141 " : Maxmilian fur coat 

(color) 
142 "Brown Fur Coats-Stopped Short": Fur coat (color) 
143 " : Fur coat (color) 
144 "Mink~The Reefer Jacket...": Ben Kahn fur coat (color) 
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145 " : Two images of fur jackets X 
151 "A Little Mink--A Change in Leopard": Leopard coat X 
162 "The Blue Period": Nightgown X 
163 " : Light blue tricot (color) 
164 " : Two images of light blue peignor & 

nightgown (color) 
165 " : Two images of tricot & nightgown X 
166 "The Northern Lights-Pale Tints After Dark": Larry 

Aid rich evening dresses X 
167 " : Ben ham Originals evening coat & dress X 

(4X5) 
182-end Pages are stuck together 

1953 DEC Cover Brigance orange shorts & print top (color) 
110 "New Color Frequency-Red into Yellow": Originala 

coatX 
111 " : Brigance pink coat (color) 
112 "Orange Punch": Kenneth Tischler orange dress (color) 
113 "Orange and Red": Henry Rosenfeld red & orange print 

dress (color) 
116 "The New Suitings-The Cling Woven In": Swimsuit X 
117 " : Two images of Carolyn Schnurer swimsuits 

X 
128 "The Fur-Warmed Domino:...": Hattie Carnegie 

evening coat X 
129 " : Elizabeth Arden dress X 

1954 JAN Cover David Crystal white dress w/ blue & white sweater vest 
(color) 

100 "1954: New Material Influences...": Mollie Parnis dress 
(C. Nelms) (4X5) 

101 " :Nettie Rosenstein dress 
(C. Nelms) (4X5) 

102 "The Jumper Dresses...": Two images of Talmack & 
Traina Norell dresses (C. Nelms) (4X5) 

103 " : Adele Simpson dress (C. Nelms) 
(4X5) 

104 "Valencienne's Lace-Foaming, Flouncing, Spiraling": 
Traina-Norell evening dresses (4X5) 

105 " : Benham Originals evening dress 
(M. Weston) (4X5) 

114 Blanche THEBOM X (4X5) 
117 "The Pied Prints: Allover Nev/s, in Cotton": Dresses 
118 " : Carolyn Schnurer swimsuit (4X5) 
119 " : Pink & yellow print pants w/ shirt (color) 
120 "The Ways to the Beach...": Jantzen black & white 

swimsuit (color) 
121 " : Rose Marie Reid pink & blue 

swimsuit (color) 
122 "The Far East Influence:...": Carolyn Schnurer blue 
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print dress (color) 
123 " : Two images of Talmack dress 

& shoe (4X5) 

1954 FEB 87 "Fresh Terms for the Well-Spent Dollar": Shirt & handbag 
X 

88 "Tweed Suits: New Statement": Suit (8X10) 
89 " : Suit (8X10) 
90 " : Dress (8X10) 
91 " : Two images of dresses 

(8X10) 
92 " : Two images of suits (8X10) 
93 " : Suit (8X10) 
97 Pierre MONTEUX (4X5) 

121 "The Bath: Priceless Luxury, Made to Order": Woman w/ 
towel & bottles (color) 

122 "Black Mink, Elbow Deep": Fur jacket (color) 

1954 MAR Cover Sophie Original white coat (color) 
123 Guido CANTELLIX (4X5) 
126 "The All-Year Coats, in Fleece, in Fur...": Lo Balbo coat 

(8X10) 
127 " : Maxmilian fur coat (color) 
128 " : Adele Simpson brown coat (color) 
129 " : Ben Zuckerman light gray 

coat (color) 
130 "New Tweed Colorings:...": Hattie Carnegie mauve 

suit (color) 
131 " : Davidow suit (8X10) 
132 "Balenciaga: Wide-Sailing Regatta Collar": Balenciaga 

suit (M. J. Russell) (4X5) 
134 "Balenciaga: More Width to the Narrow Coat": 

Balenciaga coat (Jackie?) (4X5) 
135 " : Balenciaga coat (4X5) 
136 "Polka-Dotted Silk Organdie": Balenciaga dress (4X5) 
137 "Bagatelle Roses on Thin Taffeta": Patou dress (4X5) 
138 "Polka Dots on Paper Taffeta...": Givenchy dress (4X5) 
139 " : Balenciaga dress & coat 

(4X5) 
140 "White Starches Everything": Four images of Dior, 

Balenciaga & Givenchy dresses & suits (4X5) 
141 " : Givenchy dress 
142 "Paris: Six Silhouettes in Wool": Two images of Dior 

dress & suit (4X5) 
143 " : Four images of Fath, Dior 

& Balenciaga dress and suits (4X5) 
144 "Bloused Jacket, Shirtwaist Dress": Dior dress (4X5) 
145 "The 'Little Jatte' Seurat Silhouette": Fath dress (4X5) 
169 Mile. Gabrielle "Coco" CHANEL X 
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19S4 APR Cover Hattie Carnegie blue print shirt-jacket (color) 
113 "The Hats of Paris": Balenciaga hat (M. J. Russell) X 
114 " : Three images of Givenchy & 

Balenciaga hats X 
115 " : Nine images of Givenchy, Fath, Dior 

& Balenciaga hats (M. J. Russell) X (4X5) 
122 "Paris After Daylight": Lanvin-Castillo evening gown 

(M. J. Russell) (4X5) 
123 " : Balmain evening gown (4X5) 
124 "Paris After Daylight": Two images of Desses & Fath 

evening gowns (4X5) 
125 " : Patou evening coat (4X5) 
126 "Primavera Prints and Embroideries": Two images of 

tricoat & petticoat (M. J. Russell) (8X10) 
127 " : Tricot 
128 "Nocturne in White": Peignoir (8X10) 
129 " : White nightgown & peignoir (color) 
130 "Nocturne in White & Blue": White tricot (color) 
131 " : Two images of nightgown & 

tricot (8X10) 
135 Kenneth TYNAN X 
137 Abbe PIERRE X 
142 "The Little-Evening Dresses of Paris": Chanel evening 

dress 
143 " : Two images of 

Schiaparelli & Heim evening dresses (M. J. Russell) 
(4X5) 

144 "Paris—Day into Evening": Dior & Balenciaga dresses 
(M. J. Russell, Jacqueline) X (4X5) 

145 " : Fath dress (M. J. Russell) (4X5) 
146 "Paris Figurine: Black Lace over White": Manguin dress 

(4X5) 
147 "Paris Figurine: Flounced Beige Lace": Jacques Heim 

dress (4X5) 
148 "Paris—Evening Color and Movement": Dior evening 

gowns (4X5) 
149 " : Gr£s evening gown 

(4X5) 
151 "Fath's Lace-Topped Stockings": Fath lace stockings 

(4X5) 
162 "Paris by Daylight": Fath coat (Renee) X 
165 "Paris by Daylight: The New Suits": Balenciaga suit 
166 "London: Fine-Carved Lines and Wide-Swept Checks": 

Two images of Victor Sitchel & Hardy Amies suits 
X 

167 " : Digby Morton coat X 
168 "From Ireland: Rough-Hewn Natural Tweed": Two 

images of Sybil Connolly coats X 
169 "From England: Natural Irish Linen": Two images of 

John Cavanagh coats X 
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170 Claire BLOOM X 
171 Mrs. John WYNDHAM w/ her children Max & Caroline 

X 

1954 MAY 120 Genevieve PAGE in Givenchy dress X (4X5) 
121 "Fresh-Spoken Prints form Paris": Givenchy dress 

1954 JUL 34 "Woman's New Ally: Cosmetic Surgery": Face (4X5) 
36 " : Chin (4X5) 
37 " : Breast 

1954 AUG Cover Swansdown camel coat (color) 
91 "The Young Oudook": Carolyn Schnurer dress (M. J. 

Russell) (8X10) 
92 " : Short overcoat (8X10) 
93 " : Jumper & jacket (8X10) 
94 " : Nelly de Grab top & skirt (8X10) 
95 " : Will Steinman dress (8X10) 
96 " : Two images of dress & suit (8X10) 
97 " : Jerry Pamis dress (8X10) 

122 "The Bright Wools:...": M. Sloat jumper-jacket & skirt 
(M. J. Russell) (4X5) 

123 " : Handmacher green suit (color) 
124 "The Flaming Blues": Carolyn Schnurer blue dress 

(color) 
125 " : Harry Frechtel blue coat (color) 
126 "Straight Purple, Straight Black Lined In Snow White": 

Lilli Ann purple coat (color) 
127 " : Brittany coat (4X5) 

1954 SEP 177 "Accessories-Coming into Their Own": Molli Parnis 
dress & accessories 

178 "American Collection Report": Jane Derby dress (M. J. 
Russell) (4X5) 

179 " : Maurice Rentner suit X 
(4X5) 

180 "Three Black Silhouettes to Wear Over Glazed White": 
Ben Zuckerman & Traina-Norell suits X (4X5) 

181 " : Charles James coat (4X5) (8X10) 
210 "Tailored Satin and the Diamante Necklace": Larry 

Aldrich dress (8X10) 
211 "The Tweed Coat and the Golden Necklace": Ben 

Zuckerman red coat (color) 
212 "With Fitted Black and White Tweed": Black & white 

tweed coat (color) 
213 " : Hattie Carnegie black & 

white tweed coat (color) 
214 "With Flecked, Sharp-Cut Tweed": David Crystal gray 

tweed suit (color) 
215 "With Narrow, Double-Breasted Tweed": Talmack & 
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1954 OCT 

221 
243 

131 

132 

133 
134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

1954 NOV Cover 

154 
155 
156 

157 

158 
159 
166 

167 
168 
169 

1954 DEC 94 
95 

96 

97 
98 

Monte-Sano coats X 
Les Freres JACQUES 
"Full-Length Jersey, Full-Length Pearls": Nettie 
Rosenstein dress (8X10) 

"The Observance of Beauty": Hands with paper & 
paintbrush (4X5) 
"Morning Glory": Woman washing hair over wooden tub 
(B. Threat) (4X5) (8X10) 

: Feet 
"The Elusive Essential": Woman in wooden bath w/ 
sponge (M. J. Russell) (8X10) 

" : Woman applying makeup (M. J. 
Russell) (8X10) 
"Satin, Illuminating the Evenings": Sophie Original 
evening gown X 

: Elizabeth Arden white 
evening dress (color) 
"Mink Shadows, Amber Lights": Fur & green-gold dress 
(color) 
"New Unichrome:...": Traina-Norell print robe & ruby 
pants (color) 
"The Tweedy Cashmere Sweater": Bernhard green 
sweater & skirt (color) 

Christian Dior-New York fur coat and pale yellow 
dress (color) 
"The Sealcoats": Fur coat (4X5) 

" : Fur coat (color) 
"Mink: The Straight Greatcoat,...": Maxmilian fur coat 
(color) 

" : Leslie Morris fur jacket 
(color) 
"The Evening Coats:...": White fur coat (color) 
Mrs. David A. GIMBEL in fur coat X (4X5) 
"White Mist-Gathered on Lace,...": Peignoir (M. J. 
Russell) X (4X5) 

" : White house coat (color) 
"White, Quilted and Misted": White tricot (color) 

: Two images of tricot & house 
coat (M. J. Russell) X (4X5) 

"By the Sea:...": Brigance beach shirt & shorts (4X5) 
: Carolyn Schnurer beige beach 

kimono & bathing suit (color) 
: B. H. Wragge navy & beige 

dress (color) 
" : Beige coverall (color) 

: Claire McCardeil beige dress 
(color) 
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99 " : David Goodstein coat (4X5) 
102 Mrs. Amory S. CARHART, Jr. in Filcol evening gown 

& coat (4X5) 
103 Melissa WESTON in Harvey Berin evening gown 

(4X5) 
104 Natasha PARRY in Hannah Troy evening dress (4X5) 
105 Mrs. Bertrand L. TAYLOR III in Adele Simpson 

evening dress (4X5) 
112 Mrs. Leopold STOKOWSKI in Christian Dior-New 

York shirt & trousers (4X5) 
113 Donna Maria Carmela ATTOLICO in combing coat & 

Christian Dior-New York trousers (4X5) (8X10) 

1955 JAN Cover David Crystal white cardigan & dress (color) 
68 Anne Morrow LINDBERGH X 
68 Isamu NOGUCHIX 
87 "This Winter: Intermission Time": Kane Weil dress X 
88 "The Blue of Nassau": Beach sweater & swimsuit (L. 

Fonssagrives) X 
89 " : Two images of Carolyn Schnurer & 

Catalina swimsuits (L. Fonssagrives) X 
90 " : Nelly de Grab sweater & 
skirt X 

91 " : Greta Plattry beach shirt (L. 
Fonssagrives) X 

92 " : Two images of dress & the Emerald 
Beach Hotel X 

93 " : Trigere blue dress (color) 
94 "The Overblouse Suit": Adele Simpson blue suit (color) 
95 "The Woolen Duster": Ben Zuckerman coat & dress X 

120 "Going South by Way of Norway": Two images of 
Carolyn Schnurer dress & suspender shorts X (4X5) 

121 " : Carolyn Schurer 
bridegroom shirt & shorts X 

122 "Beach-Blooming Daisies": Rose Marie Reid pink & 
light blue swimsuits (color) 

123 "The V-Back Bathing Suits": Five images of Carolyn 
Schnurer swimsuits X 

1955 FEB 130 "Navy Blue Suit, White Overblouse": Larry Aldrich suit 
X 

131 "White Overblouse, Navy Blue Suit": Jo Copeland suit 
(M. J. Russell) X 

132 "Organdie at the Wedding--...": Two images of Traina-
Norell dresses X 

133 " : Priscilla of Boston 
wedding gown X 

136 "The Baby Touch": Sleep coat (M. J. Russell) X 
137 " : Two images of short nightgown & 

combing coat X 
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154 "Spring Lauching: Ice Beige Gabardine": Dress X 
155 " : Molly-Jack 

Sarnoff suit X 

1955 MAR 84 "Make It from a Pattern--...": Dress X 
112 "Happenings in America: More Splash, More Dash, More 

Sparkle": Hat & raincoat X 
113 " : Jewelry X 
114 "Massed Ropes of Jewels": Miriam Haskell necklace X 
115 "Massed-Jewel Cuffs": Bracelets X 
124 "The Dry Worsteds: New Tailormade Differences": Ben 

Zuckerman suit X 
125 " : Ben Zuckerman gray suit (color) 
126 " : Two images of Trigere & Christian 

Dior-New York coats (color) 
127 " : Two images of beige coats including 

Harry Williams design (color) 
128 "Make It from a Pattten:...": Pink suit (color) 
129 "Little Spring Coat: The Fur Bolero": Fur jacket X 
130 "Carmel Snow's Paris Report": Balenciaga hat X 
131 " : Balenciaga hat X 
132 "The Balenciaga Tunies": Balenciaga tunic (M. J. 

Russell) X 
133 " : Balenciaga tunic X 
134 "Dior's Dress-Suits: 'A' Line, Narrow Line": Two images 

of Dior suits (Renee) X 
135 " : Dior suit (Renee) X 
136 "The Top of the News from Paris": Three images of 

Chanel, Balenciaga, & Dior suit & coat X 
137 " : Nine images of Balenciaga, Balmain, & 

Dior coats & suits X 
138 " : Three images of Balenciaga & Dior 

dresses X 
139 " : Balmain coat X 
140 "Balenciaga: Beige Lace, Tunic Coat": Balenciaga 

evening jacket & dress X 
141 "Dior: High-Barred Princesse Line": Dior evening dress 

& gown X 
142 "Dior: Ivory Tussah, Barred High": Dior evening gown 

(Jacqueline or Renee) X 
143 "Balenciaga: Marbled Taffeta Evening Tunic": 

Balenciaga evening gown Jacqueline) X 

1955 APR 126 "Paris P.M.": Balenciaga cape (Luki) X 
127 " : Balmain evening gown (Jacqueline) X 
128 " : Dior evening gown (Jacqueline) X 
129 " : Balmain evening dress X 
130 " : Balenciaga evening dress X 
131 " : Dior evening dress (M. J. Russell) X 
132 " : Balenciaga & Manguin evening gowns 
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(M. J. Russell) X 
133 " : Patou & Griffe evening gowns (M. J. 

Russell, Jackie) X 
134 " : Lanvin-Castillo evening gown (M. J. 

Russell) X 
135 " : Patou evening dress (M. J. Russell) X 
136 " : Dior evening gown (Renee) X 
137 " : Balenciaga evening gown (M. J. 

Russell) X 
138 " : Desses evening gown (Renee) X 
139 " : Givenchy evening coat & gown (M. J. 

Russell) X 
146 "Chanel's Easy Belted Coats--...": Chanel coat (M. J. 

Russell) X 
147 " : Chanel coat X 
148 "Chanel's Suits, at Their Perfect Ease": Two images of 

Chanel suits (M. J. Russell) X 
149 " : Chanel suit X 
150 "Paris Coat, Paris Tunies": Balenciaga coat X 
151 " : Three images of Lanvin-

Castillo, Givenchy & Balenciaga suits 
152 "Fath-Dresses with a Starchy Touch": Fath dress 

(Renee) X 
153 " : Two images of Fath 

dresses X 
154 "Paris—Tailored Fur Jackets, Mink Tunie": Balmain fur 

jacket (M. J. Russell) X 
155 " : Two images of Fath & Givenchy fur jackets 

(Renee)X 
156 "Paris, Six O'Clock On": Balenciaga dress (Luki) X 
157 " : Givenchy dress X 
158 "Paris Classic-The Mobile Sculpture of Gres": Gr6s 

evening gown X 
159 "Paris Finale-Balmain's Historic Wedding Dress": 

Balmain wedding gown X 
160 Maijorie STEELE X 
161 "Arriving for Summer:...": Brown evening coat (color) 
176 Condessa de QUINTANILLA in Pedro Rodriguez 

evening dress & coat X 
177 Mrs. Angier B. DUKE in Flora Villarreal evening dress 

& shawl X 
179 "Dior's Interior 'A' Line": Dior girdle X 

1955 MAY 87 "Pictures of the Summer Ahead": Brigance skirt & shirt 
X 

88 "This Summer: Dotted Swiss in Flower": Jerry Gilden 
dress (E. Tripp) X 

89 " : Carolyn Schnurer 
dress X 

90 "This Summer: The Sari Evenings": Two images of 
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dresses X 
91 " : Adele Simpson dress X 
92 "This Summer: More Checks than Ever Before": Arthur 

Jablow suit (E. Tripp) X 
93 " : Two images of dress & Paul Parnes suit 

X 
94 "This Summer: Red, White and Blue from France": Shirt 

& skirt X 
95 " : Shirt & shorts X 
96 "This Summer: The Maillot for Swimmers": Greta 

Plattry swimsuit (E. Tripp) X 
97 " : Catalina swimsuit X 
98 "The Minature Dress, Paisley Pants and Singlet": 

Brigance dress X 
99 " : Polly Hornberg pants & top X 

106 "The White Way with a Suntan": Three images of 
swimsuits X 

107 " : Rose Marie Reid 
swimsuit X 

120 "Summer Coverage: The Dress Suit, the Misted Print": 
Dress & jacket (8X10) 

121 " : Mollie Parnis red print dress 
(color) 

122 "Dotted Silk: The Overblouse Dress": Larry Aldrich 
black & white dress (color) 

123 "Dotted Swiss: Influid with Lace": Herbert Sondheim 
black & white dress 
124 "Summer Coverage: The White Shirtwaist Dress": 
B. H. Wragge white dress (color) 

125 " : Harvey Berin dress (8X10) 

1955 JUN Cover Jantzen white swimsuit (color) 
66 "For a Month of Sun Days: The Pullovers": Shirt & pants 

X 
67 " : Orange & pink pullover & shorts (color) 
68 "For a Month of Sun Days: White Duck": Navy shirt & 

white pants (color) 
69 " : Claire McCardell 

white sailor suit (color) 
70 "Shorts and Pullovers: Striped, Dotted, Diamonded": Jane 

Irwill black & white shirt & shorts (color) 
71 " : Georgia Kay shorts & shirt 
72 "For a Month of Sun Days: The Bathing Suits": Three 

images of swimsuits X 
73 " : Jantzen three-piece swimsuit X 
74 "The Sun Day Dresses": Two images of Jerry Gilden & 

Nelly de Grab dresses X 
75 " : Henry Rosenfeld dress X 
76 "The Long Daylight Evenings": Evening dress X 
77 " : Evening dress X 
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98 "Made Ready in England-Now on the American Scene": 
Harry B. Popper suit X 

99 " : Two images of Frederick Starke 
& Dorville suits X 

100 " : Harry B. Popper suit X 
101 " : Coat X 

1955 AUG Cover Lilli Ann red suit (color) 
121 Alessandra TORLONIA X 
126 "Going into the Browns: The Stony Grays": Two images 

of suits X 
127 " : Gray suit (color) 
128 "Going into the Browns: Smoky Grege and Ginger: Gray 

suit (color) 
129 " : Dan 

Millstein brown suit (color) 
130 "Going into the Browns: Chocolate and Camel Color": 

Alex Colman brown dress & cardigan sweater (color) 
131 " : Jacket-suit X 

1955 SEP 185 "The American Openings: Autumn 1955": Two images of 
Harmay & Harvey Berin suits X (4X5) 

186 "The New Suits": Hattie Carnegie jacket & dress X 
(4X5) 

187 " : Christian Dior-New York jacket 
& skirt X (4X5) 

188 "The New Coats": Traina-Norell coat X (4X5) 
189 " : Galanos coat X 
198 "In America: Tweed and Jersey": Paul Parnes jacket X 
199 " : Talmack beige dress (color) 
200 "The Suit in America: Short Form, Long Form": Harry 

Frechtel brown suit (color) 
201 " : Paul Parnes brown suit (color) 
202 "In America: Belted Suit and Belted Coat": Zelinka-

Matlick beige coat (color) 
203 " : Herbert 

Sondheim suit X 

1955 OCT 166 "American Beautifuls: The Brocade Evening Coats": 
Monte-Sano evening coat X 

167 " : Estevez green evening coat (color) 
168 "American Beautifuls: Patterns for the Evening": White 

evening dress (color) 
169 " : Shirt, overblouse, & skirt (M. J. Russell) 

X 
170 "American Beautifuls: The Winter Flowerings": Traina-

Norell evening gown X (4X5) 
171 " : Traina-Norell dress X 
172 " : Two images of Mollie Parnis & 

Maurice Rentner evening dresses X (4X5) 
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173 " : Anthony Blotto evening dress & jacket X 
(4X5) 

174 "American Beautifuls: The Satin Evening Coats": Nettie 
Rosenstein evening coat & dress X 

175 " : Two images of Marquise & Balmain-
New York evening coats X 

176 "American Beautifuls: The Pale Satins": Two images of 
Rosalie Macrini & Harvey Berin evening dresses X 

177 " : Hannah Troy pale blue 
& yellow evening dresses (color) 

178 "American Beautifuls: The Pale Brocades": Trigere 
yellow evening coat & dress (color) 

179 " : Two images of Adele Simpson & Ceil 
Chapman evening dresses (M. J. Russell) X 

NOV 1955 126 "The Glossy Coats: Black Seal, Brown Seal": Christian 
Dior-New York fur coat (E. Tripp) X 

127 " : Fredrica brown fur coat (color) 
128 Mrs. Winston GUEST in fur capelet (color) 
129 Mrs. Winston GUEST in fur bolero (color) 
130 "The Curly Coats: Black Persian Lamb": Revillon black 

fur jacket (color) 
131 : Zimmerman-Scher 

fur coat X 
132 "One Perfect Jewel": Three images of jewelry (M. J. 

Russell (8X10) 
133 " : Three images of jewelry (M. J. Russell 

(8X10) 
150 "Midwinter Evenings: Starlight, Star Bright": Two images 

of evening dresses X 
151 " : Mary Black red print evening dress (color) 
152 "Color Transparencies-Filmed in Paris": Black & white 

petticoat (color) 
153 " : Nightdress X 
154 "Filmed After Nightfall: The Short and the Long": Pajamas 

X 
155 " : Two images of nightshirt &peignor(M. 

J. Russell) X 
156 "Filmed After Nightfall: Clear White, Pale Pink": 

Nightdress X 
157 " : Three images of nightdresses X 

1955 DEC Cover Black shirt (color) 
90 "Midwinter White: Knitted and Tweeded": Dress X 
91 ": Davidow white suit (color) 
92 "The White Coats": Seymour Fox white coat (color) 
93 " : Max Millstein white coat (color) 
94 "Midwinter White: Sun Suit and Sun Cover": Brigance 

white beach coat (color) 
95 " : Evan Picone sweater & pants X 
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1956 JAN Cover Print scarf & blue gloves (color) 
108-09 "In Swimming Now: The Gray Flannel Suit": Brigance 

swimsuit X 
110 "The Skindiver's Suits": Gernreich Westwood 

swimsuit X 
111 " : Claire McCardell swimsuit X 
112 "Sun-Dressing: In and Near the Water": Three images of 

Schiaparelli, Georgia Kay, & Roxanne swimsuit X 
113 " : Pat Premo playsuit X 
114 "The Cropped Tops": Two images Claire McCardell & 

Geist & Geist shirt w/ shorts X 
115 " : Larry Aldrich dress X 
122 Mrs. David A. GIMBEL in David Crystal dress 
123 "Due South Now: The Blue Streak": David Crystal 

pastel colored dress (color) 
124 " : Nelly de Grab light 

blue shirt & shorts (color) 
125 " : Cole navy & white 

swimsuit (color) 
126 " : Westover light blue dress 

(color) 
127 " : Three images of Herbert 

Sondheim, Kane Weil, & Hannah Troy dresses X 

1956 FEB 145 James J. RORIMER X 

1956 MAR Cover Black purses & red suit (color) 
134 "Paris Report": Dior suit jacket X 
135 " : Dior suit X 

136 "The 'Caraco' Top": Dior dress X 
137 "The Belted Front": Dior dress X 
138 "Dior: Amber Chiffon, Gray Wool": Two images of Dior 

blouse & suit X 
139 "Dior: Tweed Coat, Chiffon Dress": Two images of Dior 

dress & coat X 
140 "The Litde Black Dresses of Dior": Two images of Dior 

dresses X 
141 " : Dior dress X 
142 "White Satin Organdie, Banded in Velvet": Dior evening 

gown (Renee) X 
143 "Black Satin Organdie, Sashed with Grosgrain": Dior 

evening gown X 
144 "Dior's Short-Skirted Evening Dresses": Dior evening 

dress (Renee) X 
145 " : Dior evening dresses X 
146 "Paris Love a Polka Dot": Patou dress X 
147 " : Two images of Dior polka-dot coat 

& dress X 
148 "White Lace, Scarlet Satin": Lanvin-Castillo evening 
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dress X 
149 "The Goyesca Dancing Dress": Lanvin-Castillo dress X 
154 "American Suits: Loosed Out, Squared Away": Henri 

Bendel suit 
155 " : Ben Zuckerman beige suit (color) 
156 "American Suits: Two images of Jo Copeland & Ben 

Geschel beige suits (color) 
157 " : Harry Frechtel beige suit (color) 
158 "String Beige Wool, Tweeded Silk": Christian Dior-

New York beige dress & coat (color) 
159 " : Davidow suit (8X10) 
166 "Leather's Unlimited": Accessories 
167 " : Accessories (color) 
168 " : Accessories (color) 
169 " : Samuel Roberts shirt & pants 
190 Fabrizio CLERICIX 

1956 APR 93 "Paris in Full Bloom": Dior hat X 
94 " : Dior dresses X 
95 " : Dior dress X 
96 " : Two images of Balmain & Fath 

dresses X 
97 " : Desses evening coat X 
98 "Dior: Canary Organdie": Dior evening gown X 
99 "Dior: Ivory Shantung": Dior evening gown X 

100 "Paris Evenings, Filmed in Lace": Patou evening dresses 
(B. Mullin & Renee) X 

101 " : Dior evening dress (B. 
Mullin) X 

102 " : Dior evening coat X 
103 " : Heim evening dress (B. Mullin) X 
104 "Gr6s: Sleeved Taffeta Evening Dress": Gr6s evening 

dress (Jacqueline) X 
105 "Lanvin-Castillo: Striped Satin Burnoose": Lanvin-

Castillo cape X 
107 "The Flower Faces": Women dressed in white w/ green 

scarf (color) 
108 " : Galanos sunflower top (color) 
109 " : Ben Reig rose print dress (color) 
120 "The Evening Shirtwaist": Branell white dress (color) 
132 "Paris at Ease: Dior Coat, Dior Suit": Dior coat X 
133 " : Dior suit X 
134 "Chanel": Chanel suit (B. Mullin) X 
135 "Lanvin-Castillo": Lanvin-Castillo suit (B. Mullin) X 
136 "The Paris Dailies": Two images of Lanvin-Castillo & 

Balmain suits X 
137 " : Six images of Patou, Lanvin-

Castillo, Desses, Chanel, Grls & Balmain dresses 
& suits X 

138 "Dior's Jacket Variables": Three images of Dior suits X 
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139 " : Dior suit 
140 "Paris Evenings, Drifted in Softness": Two images of 

Lanvin-Castillo & Desses evening gowns X 
141 " : Four images of Griffe, 

Gr6s, Fath & Lanvin-Castillo X 
142 "Paris Satin": Balmain evening gown (B. Mullin) X 
143 "Irish Linen": Sybil Connolly evening gown (B. 

Mullin) X 
164 "Summer Forecast: Light-Gauge Corsetry": Girdle 
165 " : Two images of girdles 

1956 MAY 83 "Summer in Stripes": Pat Premo playsuit X 
90 "Summer in Stripes: The Poncho The Midriff Dress": 

Claire McCardell beach poncho X 
91 " : Brigance dress X 
92 "Summer in Stripes": Three images of beach clothes X 
93 " : Sunsuit 
94 "The Awning Stripe": Tina Leser dress X 
95 " : Helga dress X 

110 "The Roman Spring": Fabiani evening gown X 
111 " : Capucci evening dress X 
134 "Seven Suits for Seven Swimmers": Three images of 

swimsuits X 
135 " : Four images of swimsuits 

X 
136 Four images of shorts & shirts X 
137 Four images of shorts & shirts X 

1956 JUL 43 Dr. Ernest JONES X 
45 Miss Kay HALLE X 
46 The Honorable and Mrs. John F. KENNEDY X (4X5) 
47 The Honorable and Mrs. Stuyvesant WAINWRIGHT X 
58 "Paris Blouses, Measure for Measure": Sidney Heller 

turtleneck X 
59 " : Four images of blouses X 
60 Marisa PAVAN in fur jacket X 
61 Two images of GENEVIEVE in fur jackets X 
62 "Cotton Futures-Quoted in Plaid": Two images of dresses 

including Kane Weil design 
63 " : L'Aiglon brown plaid coat 

dress (color) 

1956 SEP 202 "Ripe for Fashion: Tomato Tweed": Two images of Ben 
Gershel & George Carmel suits 

203 " : Arthur Jablow red coat 
(color) 

204 "Black Cashmere": Seymour Fox black coat (color) 
205 " : Max Millstein black coat (color) 
206 "The Steamer Coats: Tartan and Topaz": Ben 

Zuckerman blue coat (color) 
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207 " : Ben Zuckerman coat 
X 

224 "In America: The Autumn Wools": George Carmel cape 
X 

225 " : Traina-Norell cape X 
226 "News Again: The Everywhere of Black": Anthony 

Blotta jacket & dress X 
227 ": Larry Aldrich dress (J. Taft) X 
228 " : Two images of Harvey Berin dress & 

Branell fur jacket w/ dress X 
229 " : Three images of Mollie Parnis, Monte-

Sano, & Harmay dresses X 

1956 OCT 154 "New Evening Opalescence": Trigere red & white dress 
(color) 

171 Siobhan McKENNA 
190 Kay KENDALL in fur coat X 
191 Mrs. James STEWART in Maxmilian fur cape X 
192 "Jeweled Overblouse": Galanos overblouse & dress X 
193 "Jeweled Collar": Maxmilian white fur capelet w/ 

necklace (color) 
208 "Greek Revival: Daffodil Chiffon": Irene evening gown 

X 
209 "Greek Revival: White Jersey": Maurice Rentner 

evening gown (J. Taft) X 
210 "The Shapemakers": TTiree images of underwear 
211 " : Three images of girdles 
212 " : Three images of underwear 
213 " : Long bra 

1956 NOV 122 "Fur 'Jewels': Mink and Broadtail": Two images of 
Emeric Parlos fur coat and jewels X 

123 " : Two images of black fur coat 
& bracelet (color) 

124 "The All-Day Coatings: Black Lamb and Black Otter": 
Two images of Ben Kahn black fur coat & earrings 
(color) 

125 " : 
Two images of black fur coat & necklace (color) 

126 "Mink: New Tailorings": Three images of Maxmilian 
brown fur coat & jewelry (color) 

127 " : Three images of Frederica brown 
fur jacket & jewelry (color) 

130 "Black Seal: The Pelisse, the Cossack Coat": Two images 
of Revillon fur jacket & necklace (color) 

131 " : Two images of Emeric Partos fur coat & 
necklace X 

1956 DEC 78 
79 

"The Prints Going South": David Goodstein dress X 
" : Two images of dresses X 
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80 "The Prints at Play": Two images of John Weitz & 
Nelly de Grab shorts & shirts X 

81 " : Shirt & shorts X 
82 "Growing in Fashion~The Violets": Marquise suit 
83 " : Davidow purple suit (color) 
84 "Violets are Red, Violets are Blue": Arthur Jablow pink 

coat (color) 
85 " : Seymour Fox purple coat 

(color) 
86 "White suit-With Violets": Max Millstein white suit 

(color) 
87 "Pink Dress-With Cashmere": Vera Stewart dress X 

118 "White with a New Travel Plan": Paul Parnes dress 
119 " : Paul Parnes white suit 

(color) 

1957 MAR 117 "Signs of the Well-Spent Dollar": Maurice Handler 
sweater & Owen-Morgan windbreaker 

118 "Dancing Dress, Longer": Lee Claire dress 
119 "Daily Dress, B loused": Kane Weil dress 
120 "Three-Piece Suit": David Crystal suit 
121 "Two-Piece Dress": Harmay dress 
122 "Almond: Newest Green in Fashion": Towncliffe suit 
123 " : Harry Frechtel almond-

green jacket & skirt (color) 
124 "Collar Signs: Cowl and Capelet": Lilli Ann beige coat 

(color) 
125 " : Brittany blue-green coat 

(color) 
126 "Nothing Takes the Place of a Suit": Handmacher gray 

suit (color) 
127 " : Swansdown & Spectator 

Limited suits 
142 "Preferred Stock: Cashmere and Alpaca": Gare coat 
143 " : Originate black coat w/ 

black &white dress (color) 
144 "Spun Gold-Woven Like Basketry": Schlumberger 

jewelry (color) 
145 " : Schlumberger accessories 

X 

1957 APR 152 "Embroidered Linen, Scalloped Lace -Any Evening 
Now": Hattie Carnegie evening dress X 

153 " : Sophie Original evening dress X 
154 "Little Evenings-And a Lot of White": Two images of 

Rudolf & Estevez evening dresses X 
155 " : Sportwhirl evening 

dress X 
156 "At Home in Print": Two images of Perfect & Odette 

Barsa dresses 
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157 " : Blue sleeping shift (color) 
158 "Fresh Flowers: Arranged for Sleeping": White print tricot 

(color) 
159 : White print nightgown 

(color) 
160 "Lady-into-Mermaid": Blue sleeping suit (color) 
161 "And a Light Sleeper": Sleeping coat 
180 "The Shapemakers": Corselet X (8X10) 
181 " : Two images of bras X 
182 " : Two images of bras & girdle X 
183 " : Two images of bras X 

1957 MAY 110 "White Sharkskin Overalls": Masket Brothers paintsuit 
111 "White Lace": Gretta Plattry white top & pants (color) 
112 "The Cottons at Play": Nelly de Grab black & white 

sweater w/ black shorts (color) 
113 " : Two images of beige playsuit & yellow 

beach suit (color) 
114 "Damask: Newest of the 'Dress' Cottons": Adele 

Simpson brown dress (color) 
115 " : Brigance red & white dress (color) 
116 "Summer White: Jersey and Pique": Larry Aldrich 

white dress (color) 
117 " : Arthur Jablow white dress 

(color) 
118 "Party Cottons: Organdie and Lace": Rudolf azure dress 

(color) 
119 " : Rudolf dress 
130 "Flight Plans, Summer: The Flyaway Cottons": Marjorie 

Michaels dress 
131 " : Addie Masters dress 
132 "Sharkskin and Gingham: New Summer Views": Gretta 

Plattry top & pants X 
133 " : Tina Leser swimsuit & shirt (J. Taft) X 
134 "New View of Linen: Belted": Dress (J. Taft) X 
135 " : Leon Levin shirts & shorts (J. 

Taft) X 
136 "Swimming Suits-Going Bareback": Two images 

Catalina & Nettie Rosenstein swimsuits (J. Taft) X 
137 " : Rose Marie Reid 

swimsuit (J. Taft) X 
138 "Shapemakers-Going Swimming": Two images of 

Roxanne & Caltex swimsuits (J. Taft) X 
139 " : Two images of 

Schiaparelli & Sea Nymph swimsuits (J. Taft) X 

1957 JUN Cover Givenchy for Jantzen white print swimsuit (color) 
55 "Fashion for Fun: New Ways to Go About It: Geist & 

Geist sweater (J. Taft) X 
56 '"Ski Pants: News on the Beach": Queen Casuals pants 
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& shirt X 
57 " : Smartee pants & top X 
58 "Tropical, Tropical White": Haymaker playsuit X 
59 " : Two images of Fleischman & 

Brigance beachwear (J. Taft) X 
60 "The Swimming Jerseys": Swimsuit (J. Taft) X 
61 " : Red & yellow swimming sweater 

(color) 
62 "Summer Color-On the Sunny Side": Brigance orange 

beach coat (color) 
63 : Clare Potter orange top & shorts (color) 
64 "New Nursery Looks: Yoked and Smocked": B. H. 

Wragge white beach smock (color) 
65 " : Romper suit (J. Taft) X 
66 " : Two images of Claire McCardell 

beachwear (J. Taft) X 
67 " : Masket Brothers sun shift (J. Taft) X 
68 "Swimming-In Fashion in Stripes": Three images of 

swimsuits 
69 " : Three images of swimsuits 
96 "Beauty and the Bath": Nude woman w/ towel X (8X10) 
98 "Summer Lingerie: The New Poetics": Two images of 

petticoat & nightdress (M. J. Russell) X 
99 " : Peignor & matching gown 

(M. J. Russell) X 

1957 JUL Cover Bernhard Altmann brown cardigan sweater (color) 
61 "Sealcoat: News for Its Color": Maxmilian black fur coat 

(color) 
65 Mrs. Edwin RUSSELL X 
80 Lauren BACALL in Larry Aldrich dress X (4X5) 

(8X10) 
81 Lauren BACALL in Ceil Chapman dress X (4X5) 

(8X10) 
82 "Black After Five-Newest When It's Crepe": Two images 

of Estevez & Kasper evening dresses X 
83 " : Two images of Hannah Troy & Herbert 

Sondheim evening dresses 

1957 AUG Cover Finger & Rabiner blue suit (color) 
88 "The HB Look": Coat 
89 " : Suit 
90 " : Overblouse & skirt 
91 " : Overblouses & skirts 
92 " : Dress 
93 " : Dress 
94 " : Evening dress 
95 " : Dinner jacket & dress 
98 "Jersey and Cashmere: New Wave Lengths": Owen-

Morgan dress 
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99 " : Braemar blue 
sweater (color) 

100 "The Blues on a New Wave Length": Two images of 
Toni Owen & Samuel Robert blue tops (color) 

101 " : Sloat blue top & skirt 
(color) 

102 "Knitting on New Wave Lengths: Night and Day: Gretta 
Plattry blue dress (color) 

103 " : Kimberly top & skirt 

1957 SEP 234 "New in America": Adele Simpson dress & overblouse 
X 

235 " : Larry Aldrich suit X 
236 " : Trigere coat X 
237 " : Hattie Carnegie coat X 
238 " : B. H. Wragge coat X 
239 " : George Carmel coat X (8X10) 
240 "The Bold Checks": Ben Zuckerman suit X 
241 "The Unichrome Look": Ben Zuckerman red dress 

(color) 
242 "American Tailoring: The Tweeds": Davidow plaid coat 

(color) 
243 " : Two images of Christian 

Dior-NY brown suit & Monte-Sano purple suit (color) 
244 "The Tweeds: Pebbled and Giant-Checked": Dan 

Millstein green suit (color) 
245 " : Jablow coat X 

1957 OCT 166 "New Hemlines: Petaled and Furled": PatuIIo-Jo 
Copeland evening dress X 

167 " : Galanos evening dress X 
168 "The Great Light of Satin": Herbert Sondheim evening 

gown & jacket X 
169 " : Branell yellow evening gown & 

jacket (color) 
170 "Silk: The Evening Luminary": Andrew Arkin green 

dinner suit (color) 
171 " : Ben Barrack evening dress 
172 "The Luminous Silks: Brocade and Faille": Two images of 

Edward Abbott & Abe Schrader evening dresses 
173 "The Luminous Silks: Black Satin, Pale Satin": Harmay 

& Filcol evening dresses 
178 Kay KENDALL in Sophie Original evening dress X 
180 "Underlighting: Corsetry Filmed in Color": Three images 

of bras & girdles (color) 
181 "Underlighting: Corsetry Filmed in Lace": Bra 
182 "Shadow and Substance: The New Black Corsetry": Three 

images of underwear 
183 " : Three images of underwear 
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1957 NOV Cover Fur and emerald necklace (color) 
116 "The Fabulous Furs: White Beaver, Golden Mink": 

Capucci fur coat 
117 " : Ritter Brothers fur coat (color) 
118 "The Great Seal Colors": Fredrica fur coat (color) 
119 " : Revillon fur jacket (color) 
120 "The Great Drama of Mink": Two images of Alixandre & 

Sophie fur coats (color) 
121 " : Emeric Partos fur coat (color) 
122 "Fabulous in Fur: The Evening Wrap: Three images of fur 

wraps (color) 
123 " : Six images of fur wraps 

(color) 
124 "Great Fur Traditions: Mink, Persian Lamb—": Ben 

Kahn fur coat (color) 
125 " : Zimmerman-Scher fur jacket X 

1957 DEC 102 "Christmas in the Sun-Linen Going Straight South": 
Rembrandt dress X 

103 " : B. H. Wragge white dress (color) 
104 "Chrome Yellow: Coatings in Fleece, in Leather": 

Originala yellow coat (color) 
105 " : Samuel Robert yellow jacket & skirt 

(color) 
106 "Porcelain White: Crepe Plays a New Role": White pants 

& top (color) 
10*/' " : Jamison Classics overblouse & shorts 
108 "Southern Exposures in Porcelain White Crepe": Two 

images of Nantucket Naturals & Herbert Sondheim 
dresses X 

109 " : Sloat dress X 
131 Christian DIOR X 

1958 JAN 130 "New York to Buenos Aires: Jet Time 11 Hrs.": Bonnie 
Cashin coat X 

131 " : Originala purple coat (color) 
132 "Los Angeles to Paris: Jet Time 10 Hrs.": Jablow purple 

suit (color) 
133 " : Harry Frechtel white 

suit (color) 
134 "Boston to Shannon: Jet Time 5 Hrs. 30 Min.: Dan 

Millstein green suit (color) 
135 " : Brigance coat X 
136 "Stopover Fashion-The Sweatered Dress": Two images of 

Branell & David Goodstein dresses X 
137 ": Vera Stewart dress X 

1958 FEB Cover Paul Parnes white suit (color) 
92 "The Haberdasher Look of Check, of Plaid": Traina-
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Norell suit X 
93 " : Traina-Norell dress X 
94 "The Haberdasher Look of Shepherd's Checks": 

Talmack dress (Jacqueline) X 
95 " : Monte-Sano suit X 
96 "The Look of Tweedy Silk, Tie Silk": Herbert 

Sondheim dress X 
97 " : Trigere dress X 

110 "Spring Color Show: Red Geranium, Red Lilac": Frank 
Gallant suit X 

111 " : Ben Zuckerman red coat (color) 
112 "The Rose Reds-Full Blown Suits": Finger & Rabiner 

red suit (color) 
113 " : Monte-Sano & Pruzan 

red suit (color) 
114 "The Straight-Backed Dress": Jane Derby pink dress 

(color) 
115 " : Two images of Mollie Parnis 

& Harvey Berin dresses X 

1958 MAR 131 Helenka Adamowski PANTALEONI 
150 "Spring Fever-Pure White, Solid Black": Grenelle-

Estevez dress X 
151 : Edward Abbott 

evening dress X 
152 "Spring Fever-An Outburst of White for Day": Two 

images of William Devitz & Frank Gallant coats X 
153 " : Dress X 
154 "Night-Sailing Coats": Christian Dior-New York 

coat (M. J. Russell) X 
155 " : Galanos coat X 

1958 APR Cover Adolfo of Emme floral hat (color) 
144 "Color: The Best Cosmetic": Adele Simpson dress X 
145 " : David Crystal light blue dress 

(color) 
146 "Cosmetic Color: Vibrant Violet": Grenelle-Estevez 

purple dress (color) 
147 " : Harry Frechtel purple 

suit (color) 
148 "Cosmetic Color: Mimosa Yellow": Nelly de Grab 

yellow dress (color) 
149 " : Larry Aldrich yellow 

dress (color) 
150 "Cosmetic Color: Clarified Green": Oleg Cassini green 

dress (color) 
151 " : Ben Zuckerman green suit 

(color) 
152 "Cosmetic Colors: Lavender Mink, Red Lilac Linen": 

Maxmilian fur (color) 
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153 " : Toni Owen top & skirt X 

1958 MAY 34 "Shift to Summer: White Poplin": Sacony dress 
69 Eight images of photos in issue X 

72-73 Mrs. Gary COOPER & her daughter Maria X 
74 Mrs. James R. MILLER X 
74 Mrs. BREER X 
75 Mrs. BREER X 
76 "New Tennis Stroke: The Shift Dress": Teddy Tinling 

tennis dress X 
77 " : Cabana tennis dress (D. 

Merrill) X 
78-79 [Tennis pictures by Dahl-Wolfe ?] 

80 Dina MERRILL in golf clothes X 
81 Dina MERRILL: Two images in golf clothes X 
82 Miss Grelchen FOSTER 
83 Mrs. Burton SKILES 

100-101 Mrs. Sherman F. WAGENSELLER in Haymaker 
coverall X 

1958 JUN Cover Givenchy for Jantzen pink swimsuit (color) 
58 "Summer Cooling System: The Small Dress": Gretta 

Plattry dress X 
59 " : Toni Owen dress X 
60 "Small Dress, All White": Two images of Gretta Plattry 

& Haymaker dresses X 
61 " : John Weitz dress X 
62 "Summer Cooling System: The One-Piecer": Baldini 

overall X 
63 " : Sportwhirl yellow playsuit (color) 
64 "The New Units: In Linen, Silk Crash": Claire 

McCardell gray dress (color) 
65 " : B. H. Wragge multi

colored playsuit (color) 
68 "The Small Smock": Emilio Pucci smock 
69 " : Tee Tops smock X 
70 "Small Sets": Custom Craft top X 
71 " : Two images of Vera & Emilio Pucci tops 

X 
108 Claire McCARDELL X 

1958 JUL 48 "Early Fall Planning: A Cashmere Coat": Seymour Fox 
coatX 

49 " : Two images of La 
Vigna & Malwin coats 

76 "Soft Summer Fashion: The Crepe Dress": Travilla dress 
77 ": Two images of Mollie Parnis & Hannah 

Troy dresses 
78 "Crepe: Late Day, Late Summer": Two images of 

Herbert Sondheim & Jane Derby dresses X 
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79 " : Helga dress 
80-81 "Lazybones Exercising, Lazybones Dieting": Woman 

laying on bench 

1958 AUG 80 "The HB Suits": Two images of Handmacher & Betty 
Rose suits 

81 " : Finger & Rabiner purple suit (color) 
82 "HB Colors: Violet and Magenta": Braemar purple 

sweaters (color) 
83 " : Sloat magenta skirt (color) 
84 "The Great Mock Fur, The Double-Breasted Suit": 

Murray Nieman fur coat (color) 
85 " Richard Kolmer suits 
98 "Overblouse Cashmeres": Capucci pullover X 
99 " : Two images of sweaters 

106 "Fall News: See It in Print": De De Johnson dress 
107 " : Marjorie Michaels dress 
108 "Wool: The Lightweights": Georgia Bullock dress 
109 " : Addie Masters dress X 
110 "Daily Dresses, At Ease": Alex Colman overblouse & 

skirt X 
111 " : Taback dress X 
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